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YOUNG WILD WEST SURROUNDED .BY GOLD·
-OR--

A TREASURE WORTH A MILLION
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
TRE SQU AW AND THE LITTLE IRON BOX.

Splash-splash! Splash-splash!
The regular working of a paddle caused the sounds.
It was a bright, starltt nigh~. on the bank of the sluggish
stream that is called the Black River, in the eastern part of
Arizona.
' Cheyenne Charlie, who was doing guard duty at the camp of
Young Wild West, heard the sounds, and instantly he was on
the alert.
•
It was about midnight, and the scout had been on guard
nearly two hours, for the rest had taken to the two tents a
little after ten.
Charlie slowly raised himself up from the log he had been
sitting upon Jor the past half hour, and, turning his gaze
toward the river, listened.
There was a eanoe coming down the stre'am, that was sure.
"I wonder who in thunder kin be comin' this way at this
time of night?" he muttered, under his breath. "I thought
there wasn't anybody in miles of us when we stopped here an'
pitched ther camp a little afore sunset. I'll bet it's Injuns,
though. We're almost on th~r reservation. Well, I won't
wake any one. I'll jest sneak down to ther bank behind them
bushes an' have a look. We ain't got no light here, so whoever
it is, they won't know there's a camp here, unless they come
ashore."
Having decided upon what he intended to do, Cheyenne
Charlie stepped softly toward the bushes that fringed the
bank close to the water.
He had barely got there when he saw a canoe come around
the bend a couple of hundred feet distant. The stars were
shining with more than ordinary brightness, and it was easy
for him to note that there was but one person in the canoe.
The scout had a rifle in his left hand, but he made not the
least movement to turn it upon the occupant of the canoe, even
though he knew he was in a very wild part of the country.
Bad Indians and lawless white men were likely to be met
with at any time, and as the scout had a: strong feeling of animosity toward all such, he was generally ready to shoot.
As he looked sharply at the occupant of the approaching
canoe he gave a start, for he now saw that it was a squaw.
There was an open spot on the river bank right at his left,
with a slope right down to the water, and when Cheyenne
•charlie saw tne canoe suddenly turned that way, he realized
1nstantly that the squaw meant to make a landing there.
"This is what I call a sorter funny thing," he mused, as he
kept his eyes fixed upon the little craft. "A squaw comes down
· the river at mldnight when there ain't s'posed to be any one
Jwithin miles of the place. But It m!l,y be that she seen the
smoke from our camp-fire afore dark, an' that she's took a notion to come down here for some reason or other. Well, it's

only a squaw, so I reckon I'll jest hide behind the bushes here
an' see what she's up to. There ain't no use in wakin' Wild
an' Jim or the gals."
He stepped back a couple of paces and crouched behind the
bushes, all the while keeping his eyes fixed upon the approaching canoe.
Presently it grounded and then the occupant put the paddle
down and, seizing a rope, leaped lightly out and made it fast
to a nearby sapling.
This done, the squaw, who Charlie now saw was rather
young, seized the prow of the canoe and pulled it entirely out
of the water.
Then she picked up something that appeared to be quite
heavy, and walked up to the grass that was growing in profusion at that particular spot, and then paused and looked
around.
Not a little surprised at all this, the scout remained silent
and simply looked on.
It was evident that the midnight arrival had not come there
because she knew of the existence of a camp in the vicinity.
It seemed that she was looking for some particular spot, too,
and Charlie wondered and kept on wondering.
'
Presently -the Indian girl started inland toward a group of
rocks that showed up plainly in the starlight.
If she had looked sharply to the right she might have seen
the two tents, but she did not.
Her whole attention was directed to the rocks, and as she
got close to them Charlie started noiselessly after her.
After looking toward the river apprehensively, the squaw
suddenly dropped upon her hands and knees, and the scout
was unable to see her.
But after a few seconds he beheld her in a crouching attitude scraping the loose dirt and stones that lay b'e tween two
of the ro cks.
When she arose to her feet her hands were empty, so this
told plainly that she had hidden what she carrie<l from the
canoe among the rocks.
It was not a very large object, and the scout had well noted
the fact, so he w.ondered what it could be, for she had plainly
acted as if it was rather heavy.
Undecided as to what he should do, Charlie stepped behind
some bushes as she turned to go back to her canoe.
.He felt as if he ought to accost her, and then again it seemed
as if it was none of his business, though of course he wanted
to know what she had hidden.
The Indian girl now hurried back to the river, and just as
she was about to untie her canoe the unmistakable sounds of
paddling were heard.
Charlie heard it, too, and he knew right away that more than
one canoe was corning.
The squaw gave a start, and then stood upon the bank in a
hesitating way.
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"Paleface maidens all. right," she said, stepping te> th.e m and
This caused Charlie to decide what to do.
putting out both hands.
He quickly sprang forward and called out, softly:
·
"Don't be afraid, redskin gal. I reckon somebody's comin' I Then she gave a low bow.
' "You think so, eh?" Arletta answered, laughingly. · "WeUt
after yer."
The squaw looked back in alarm, suppressing a cry of it is indeed a surprise to have a visit from you at this b.our 6t •
the night. What made you come here?"
amazement.
The squaw looked around questioningly, and presently her
"They're after yer, ai.n 1t they?" Charlie asked, as he stepped
eyes lighted upon Young Wild West and , rested there.
before her and then . took a look up the river.
"She wants you to go ahead an' ask her what she's doin'
·"The bad Navajos want to catch Yellow· Flower," came the
; here,/ an' what she hid among the · rocks, Wild," Charlie said,
'
z:eply.
'
"Well, I reckon we had better pull the canoe up here an' hide ' with a nod.
"All right," was the reply. "I'll do it, then."
it. . 'l'hen maybe they' ll go right on," Charlie answer8'l, and
He then stepped a little closer to the Indian girl and · said:
without waiting to see whether she wanted it that way or not,
;
"What is the trouble, Yellow Flower?"
he stepped over and, catching the prow of the light little craft,
"Heap much trouble," paleface boy," was the reply; 'with ·'a
easily pulled it from the water, scarcely making a sound as
'
shake of the head.
he. did so.
"Well, tell us about it. What made you get in your canoe
The Indian girl showed that she approved of this, for she
promptly took hold of the canoe and a.ssisted him to carry it and come down thE! river?"
"Yellow Flower want to hide the little iron box."
behind the bµshes.
"You wanted to hijie a little iron box, eh? What for?"
, Charlie motioned her to hide, and she promptly crouched' a
' , "Me no want the bad Navajos to find the way to the buried
few feet from him and watched, the river.
Around the bend came three canoes, each of them oeing gold."
As she said this all hands started•, for if a,nything interested
propelled by two or more Indians.
It was easy to tell that they were Indi°ans, for they were them it was a hidden or buried treasure.
Several times they had gone in quest of such, and usually
bare of head and tufts of feathers showed plainly in the star.
·, they had been successful, too.
light.
"You didn't want the bad Navajos to find the b'u ried gold,
'.I'here was a grim smile upon the face of the scout now, and
he was holding his rifle as if he meant to open fire should the eh?"
"No," Yellow Flower declared, vehemently .
occas ion demand it.
'·-So you brought the little iron box down the tiver and , hid
. Not a word did the- Indian girl say, and when the ca.noes
went on past the OJ?en spot, and the sounds of the paddles be- it among the rocks here."
"Yes."
gan to grow less dis-tin ct, she arose and started toward the
"What has the little iron box to do with the b-uried gold?"
canoe as if she meant to drag it to the ·water and launeh it.
"A paper in the little iron bo1\ will show the wp,y to find
"Wait a minute," Charlie said, starting toward her. "Don't
•·
be in nq hurry. I reckon there's somebody close by who would the QUried gold."
"Oh, I see."
like to talk with yer." t
"The g_randf~t~er of Yellow Flower give it to he!··" went
Thon he pointed to the two tents, and when the squaw saw
on the. girl, ra1s;,ng a hand tow~rd the skY and actm.g in !
them for the first time, she gave a violent start.
The bad NavaJos m'ust !'lot find the gold.
dramatic way.
"Palefaces here?" she asked.
"SUPlii,OSe we find it, then, Yellow Flower. How will that
"Yes an' there's three o-als with 'em too. You come with
·
me. Don't be in no hurr; to go. You:re all right. You kin do?"
The squaw remained silent for a moment, and then after
bet your life the bad redskins won't hurt you. Come on, now."
. The last was said in a commanding tone of voice, and as if looking at Charlie a moment, turned to the young deadshot ~
•
she felt it her duty to obey, the squaw nodded and followed and answered:
"The paleface man see where Yellow Flower hide the little
.
l:\im toward the tents.
"Hello, Wild !" Charlie cal!od out, as he leaned over close to iron box. If he finds the little Iron box the secret belongs
the larger of the two tents. "I reckon you had better git to him. Yellow Flower wilt not give it to the palefaces."
" That's easy enough, Wild," Charlie spoke up. "I s'pose
up."
"What is it1 Charlic'i" a voice answered from the inside, and from the way the secret was given to her by her grandfather
the next minute Young Wild West, th e well-known Boy Hero she wasn't to give it away to any one. But if any one should
·
happen to find it that would be diffe rent."
and Champion Deadshot of the Wost, came out.
Yellow Flower gafe an approving nod, and then all hands
He was follow ed by Jim Dart, who, with Cheyenne Charlie,
constituted the, two partners who traveled with him on his knew right away that she would not be opposed to them gethorseback trips ,through the wildest parts of the West in seach ting possession of what she had hidden among the rocks. '
"I reckon I'd better go an' git it, eh, Wild?" Charlie asked.·
of excitement and ad't'enture.
"Well, I don't know about that, Charlie. This is a rather
Yellow Flower, as she called herself, stood with folded arms,
acting as if she was a prisoner in the hands of the pale- peculiar business, I think. It seetns that the squaw stole away
with the little Iron box containing the directions to get some
faces.
"Wl1at is this, Charlie?" the young deadshot demanded, as buried troasure, and that she didn't want any one to get hold
he hastily brushe::I back his long chestnut hair and looked In- of it. Just because you happened to be watching when she
hid it among the rocks it doesn't say that you're entitled to
quiringly at the midnight visitor.
"A young squaw, Wild. She was chased clown the river by it."
"But she says it's a!! right."
eight or nine redskins In canoes. Afore they got within
"Yellow Flower say it all right," spoke up the squaw,
he;uin' she ~anded right in front of our camp almost, so that
made it easy to pu:l up_her canoe aU.: let 'em go on past with- quickly.. "But she 110 give it to the palefaces."
'·That's diffe,rent, then. Go ahead and get the box, Charlie.
out knowin' she was here. But there's more to tell. I'm !eavin' that to you to git from her. I seen what she done, an' it I reckon Yellow Flower had better stay here until morning,
ain't likely she'll deny it. She hid somethin' among the rocks too, for the ch'ances are the braves who were lool,ing for her
will maim trouble for her when they find that. she has hidden·
back there."
·
The sound of the .,voices"arousecl the three girls belonging what they were after."
The squaw said nothing to this, but she watched with a sort
to the party, who were Arietta Murdock, the golden-haired
sweetheart of Young Wild West; Anna, the wife of Cheyenne of eagerness as the scout left the camp and disappeared among
the bushes.
Charlie, and Eloise Gardner, tile sweethea rt of Jim Dart.
Charlie had no difficulty in finding the exact place where
They were not long in making their appearance from the
he had seen he!' crouching, and when he had struck a match
larger tent.
Of course, they had peered out and seen the squaw before he soon discri vercd traces of fresh earth and a little mound
right between two rocks.
this, so it ,was little surprise that they now showed.
Digging the dirt away with his fingers, he found the box
"Well, gals," the scout said, ·smili:1gly, "here's Yalle1· Flower,
a Navajo squaw, an' a putty good-lookin' one, too, as f!J,r as I right away.
kin see in the light of the stars. She didn't come down here ' It was not more than six inches long bY three in width and
for the pu;rpose .of seein' us exaGtly, but she's here, anyhow, , t,.wo in height, and he was astounded to fin~ how heavy it was,
an' I reckon maybe she'll tell all about it jest as soon as Wild , considering the size.
: Back he came to the camp, the box in his hand.
asks her a few questions."
Yellow Flower seemed · to be greatly pleased when she saw ' "Here she is, Wild," he said, holding out the box.' "I reckon
it won't hardly be s~fe to light a lantern, 'cau_se there aiu't no
the two girls and the young woman come from the tent
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It was seldom, indeed, that Navajos ever made an outbreak,
tell!n' but that more of the redskins will be comin' down the
river or the others might take !l notion to come back. Maybe but generally when they did they went the limit, fol" several
• 1't will be jest as well to wait a while afore you open the box." years had passed since anything like a, large band of them
Wild took it from him, and then showing how fair and set out to make war upon the palefaces.
Young Wild West knew perfectly well that it would not
square he meant to be with tbe squaw, he said:
"Yellow Flower, this is yours. Take it. I don't know but take long for the redskins to find the camp.
It was really surprising that they had not already done so,
that it might contain the key to a great treasure. But it
don't belong to us. You say your grandfather gave it to you, so if they had taken the trouble to loo!, they might have seen
the white tents shining through the breaks in the bushes.
and I am willing tg take your word for it. Here, take it."
Straight to the pile of rocks the whole eight of them went,
Yellow Flower threw PP both hands and stepped back.
"No!" she exclaimed, triumphantly. "Yellow Flowe.r doesn't only to come back again and stop near the canoe.
Of course, they must have believed that the squaw was
want the burled treasure. She has done as her grand father
told her. He say if somebody want to find the treasare, Ye!- somewhere close at hand, so after a little pow-wow the leader,
low Flower must hide the box. She has done it. The palefaces whb seemed to be a young chief, judging by his headdress,
I talked and motioned to them, the result being that they set out
have found it."
At that moment the young deadshot dietinctly heard the I in different directions, while he sat clown close to the canoe.
"Boys, the y're searching for the squaw," Young Wild West
sounds of paddles.
hispered. " We'll wait until they get a little distance off, and
He held up his hand warningly, and in a low vo! :::e ext)len we'll gi ve that fellow waiting there a surprise."
claimed:
"That's the idea, Wild," the scout answered, while Jim
"Don't talk any more. The redskins are coming back up the
river. Yellow Flower, you had better get into the tent with nodded his head approvingly.
Two minutes later Young Wild West motioned for his partthe girls."
Before the squaw could make. reply the young deadshot's ners to remain where they were, and then coolly rising to his
feet, ho v•alked toward the waiting Indian.
sweethP.art took her by the arm and led her to the tent.
The moment he saw the boy in the starlight the Navajo
"Now then, boys," Young Wild West said, in the cool and
easy way that had helped make him famous, "if those fellows leaped tp his feet excitedly.
As quick as a flash Young Wild West covered him wjth a
take a notion to stop here, I suppose there will be trouble.
You say there were eight or nine of them, I believe, Charlie." revolver, for he knew he meant to give a shout of warning.
"Just keep your mouth closed, redskin," the boy said, coolly.
"Not more than nine, anyhow, Wi,ld. There was three
canoes, an' I know that there was three redsklnsft n two of 'em. "There is no need of having any rumpus about b.ere, so keep
cool and don't get excited. What are you looking for, anyBut I think there was only two in the other one."
" Well, that's all right. Let us try and settle the difficulty how?"
"Ugh!" came the reply, as the redskin partially recovered
without doing any shooting, if possible. We don't kn~w
whether they are on the war-path or not, and, if they are not, from his astonishment. "What paleface boy do here?"
"Stopping here over night, that's all. Can't you see the two
we must treat them accordingly."
Nearer came the paddling, and then Young Wild West and tents over there? That's our camp."
The Navajo looked the way the boy pointed, and when he
. his two partners Suddenly saw the the tl\ree canoes as they
saw the tents for the first time, he shrugged his shoulders and
came before the open spot on the river bank.
They had almost passed the place when guttural voices shook his head.
"Paleface boy got plenty friends," he said, slowly .
sound_ed, and then the foremost canoe turned_ sharply and came
"Yes, I suppose I have lots of friends, but I don't happen to
• shootmg toward the bank, the others followmg It.
have a great many here, though I am sure there will be enough
to take care of you and your crowd. I see you have got your
war paint on, redskin. You know what I ought to do to you,
I suppose."
CHAPTER II.
"Ugh! Pabface boy heap much talk; heap ·much shoot.''
"Yes, you can bet your life 1'11 heap ml)ch shoot if you don't
THC INDIANS ARE DRIVEN AWAY.
behave yourself: Now then, you come with me."
It was useless for the Navajo to think of disobeying, for the
The girls had gone into the tent with the squaw, so Young
boy had him covered.
Wild West and his two partners were the only ones outside.
As Wild reached out to lay a hand upon his arm, he stepped
But, they had taken their position behind some rocks and
bushes, and were keeping a sharp watch upon the approaching forward, nodding his head to show that he was quite w!lling
to go anywhere he wished him to .•
Indians.
But Wlld took him by the arm, just the same, and then he
Straight to the bank the canoes came, and as fa.st as their
conducted him straight to the camp.
prows struck they leaped out.
"Here he ls, boys," the young deadshot said, in hls cool and
One of them struck a match and, applying it to a torch,
waited until it got to burning brightly, and then proceeded to easy way. "It wasn't much trouble to get him.".
"I reckon not, Wild," the scout retorted, as he appeared bemake an examination of the ground.
Upon his hands and knees he crept around until he must fore the redskin prisoner, "He had sense enough to keep stil-l
when you told him to."
have discovered the foot-prints of Yeliow Flower.
"Oh, he saw the gun pointed at bim, Charlie," Jim Dart
He did not shout at the discovery, however, but gathered the
spoke up. "A redskin knows pretty well what a gun can do,
rest ahout him and spoke to them in low, guttural tones.
It happened that the ground was pretty soft along the bank ~peclally when it is in the hand of Young Wild West."
"Ugh!" eJC;claimed the Navajo, looking at Jim sharply.
of the river in tha1, very spot, so, torch in hand, the redskin
"Young Wild West?"
looked about for the foot-print13.
"That's just who I am," the young deadshot answered,
He seemed to be somewhat puzzled, and as our three friends
laughingly. "It seems that you have heard of me, redskin."
looked on they understood pretty well why he was.
"Young Wild West shoot h~p much straight, Red J;)og he(l.r
The tracks were gojng both ways, and It happened that the
ground was too hard to suow where the ,iquaw had gone to plenty aboµt him."
"You have heard plenty ahout me, eh, Red Dog?" ·
the camp that was so close by.
"Heap much."
There were eight of them, as Young Wild West, Cheyenne
"Well, all right, then. Now then, probably you may feel
Charlie and Jim Dart could plainly see.
Quite cool, they looked on with considerable interest as the like telling us what you are doing here. It seems that you
didn't know we were camped here, so you couldn't have Insearch was kept up.
tended to attack you. What did y9u come here for?''
Presently one of the Indians came upon the canoe.
"R!:ld Dog come with his hraves to look for Yellow Flower.
,
Then there was more talking in low toneii.
The canoe was pulled out from where it had been found, She come her!:), and Young Wild West make her hide."
"You think so, eh? Who ill Yellow Flower?"
turned over and examined thoroughly, as if the searchers
"Young Wild West know plenty well. He Wll,Ilt to find the
thought Yellow Flower might he hidden somewhere In it.
It was more likely, however, that they were expecting to Aztecs' gold."
Wild thought a moment.
find the little iron box.
He knew it would, be difficult to convince the Indian that the
Already our ft-lends had taken notice that the faces of the
:
squaw was not _there, Jm he qecldeq_ not to deny it. .
redsldns were pretiy well daubed with streaks of paint.
"Red ])og," he said, after a pause, "call your braves b,ere."
This was enoug):\ evidence to convince them that they were
• "Young Wild West make heap much fight. Shoot the Navaon the war-path.

,1
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jO!! because they got paint on their faces," declared the young
chief.
"No, vrn are not going to shoot any of you so Jong as you
behave yourselves. Call your braves here, I say."
The Indian gave a nod, and then placing his fingers to his
lips, gave a shrill call, which echoed along the river banks.
"Hip hi! Whattee mattee?" came a voice from the larger
of the two tents, and then a Chinaman leaped out, a big, oldfashioned six-shooter in his hand.
He was followed by another, who was carrying a rifle and
acting very much as if he was terrified.
"Easy there, you heathens," called out the scout. "Maybe
you had better light a lantern, instead of acting as though
you're half scared to death."
"That's right, Hop. Light a lantern at once," Young Wild
West added.
''Whattee mattee?" came the query, and then the one addressed as Hop, who was no other than Hop Wah, generally
known as Young Wild West's Clever Chinee, because he was
a verr clever magician, and a born practical joker, stepped
fonvard and looked curiously at the redskin who was standing
upright, his arms folded across his breast.
"You wantee lantern lightee, Misler Wild?" he asked, showing that he was gradually coming to his right senses.
"You have been told that already," was the reply.
· "Allee light. Me fool blother no undelstand. Me velly
smartee Chinee. Me gittee um light velly muchee quickee."
Into the tent he dove, leaving Wing Wah, his brother, who
was the cook for the party, looking on as if he had not fully
come to an understanding of what was going on.
Before Hop could light the lantern and come out of the
tent, hurried footsteps were heard coming from different directions.
'
The Indians were hastening
to join their chief.
"Red Dog," said Young Wild West, coolly, "just tell your
braves that if they behave themselves everything will be all
right. Tell them right away."
The young chief nodded, and then quickly called out something in his own tongue.
'fhen a minute later the seven braves who had come down
the river with him in pursuit of the squaw appeared on the
scene, and Hop stepped from the tent, a lighted lantern in his
hand.
The Indians had evidently seen the group near the tents as
they were approaching, for they did not show any great sur'prise when they came to :i- halt, and looked at the young chief
questioningly.
Red Dog said something to them in the Navajo language,
and then there was an exchange of words.
•
One of the redskins stepped forward as if he had suddenly
come to the conclusion that he owned that particular part of
the ground.
i "Me want Yellow Flower," he said, brusquely. "She my
daughter."
•
"You mean the squaw who came down the river in the
canoe?" Wild said, questioningly.
"Ugh! Me want Yellow Flower."
· "You're her father, you say?"
j "Yes. Me Yellow Flower's father."
"All right, if you want her· you had better go and look for
her. I doubt very much if she wants to see you even if you
are her father. But what .is the matter, anyhow?"
At this juncture Red Dog stepped up, and pushing the brave
aside, rather angrily turned to the young deadshot and said;.
"Yellow Flower run away from her father, and she take
something he want. You got Yellow Flower here. Give her to
her father and Injuns all go away in their canoes."
Before Wild could make a reply the flap of the smaller tent
flew back and the squaw stepped out.
"The Indians have crooked tongues," she exclaimed, wrathfully. "Yellow Flower's father is not here."
Two or three of them started toward her as if they meant to
seize and bear her away, but Charlie and Jim, who had their
revolvers ready, quickly turned them upon them and forced
them to get back.
"Redskins," Young Wild West said, in his cool and easy
way, as he pointed toward the river, I'll give you five minutes
to get in your canoes and leave this place. If you come back
again we'll shoot you down as if you were dogs. You have
your war paint on and that is enough to satisfy me that you
are looking for paleface scalps. Now then, get move on you.
Vamoose!"
As he finished speaking he seized the chief by the shoulder
and turned him toward the river, at the same time giving him
a slight push.

The redskins were all armed with pistols and knives, but not
one of them made a move to draw a weapon.
At first tt.ey were so much surprised that they knew not .
what _to do, but the chief, after halting for a moment, went
right on toward the canoes.
"Come on, boys, we must see to it that they really go," Wild
said, as he nodded to his partners. "Fetch the lantern along,
Hop."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," the Chinaman answered, ancl then
the four of them followed the Navajos to the bank of the river.
The chief paused when he came to the canoe the Indian
girl had used to reach the spot, and then he stooped as if to
drag it to the water.
"Keep your hands off that, Red Dog," Wild called out,
sternly. "I reckon that canoe don't belong to you. Even if
it does, you sha'n't take it with you. Get a hustle on you and
see how fast you can paddle up the river. If you don't go
quick enough to suit us we'll open fire on you and show you
how straight we can shoot."
"Ugh!" came the reply. "Young Wild West heap much paleface brave. He warat to kill Indians."
"I don't want to kill any if I can help myself. But you can
bet all you're worth that I'll shoot to kill if yo fellows don't
do as I tell you."
They all looked around, and seeing that the three were
ready to open fire in case things did not go to suit them, they
turned to the canoes and quickly embarked from the shore.
"Give me that lantern, Hop.," Wild said, and taking it from
the Chinaman, he placed it behind a bush and then bade all
hands to get back a short distance.
They could hear the redskins paddling away as the canoes
went up the stream.
Suddenly there came a lull in the' sounds, and then the report of a rifle rang out and the lantern was extinguished.
"Just as I thought," the young deadshot said, coolly, as he
turned to his companions. "I put that lantern there on purpose to try them. It seemed to me to be quite natural that ·
they would take a shot at it if they really were ready to do us
harm. Now then, I'll just get my rifle and climb a tree. I
d·o n't want to hit any of them, but I'll send a bullet close
enough to them to make them paddle a little faster."
"
The boy quickly ran toward the tents, but Arietta had heard
what he said, and she met him with his rifle.
,
There was a tree handy' by, and up it the young deadshot
wen,J:. with the agility of a squirrel.
Before he was half way to the top he could see the starlit
river plainly.
The canoes were at a standstill, and it was easy for him to
guess that the braves in them were all looking with the expectation of seeing some one appear on the bank.
Wild bad no difficulty in picking out the chief on account
of his headdress, and, getting a good footing upon the limbs
of the tree, he leveled his rifle and, taking a quick aim, pulled
the trigger.
Crang!
As the report rang out he saw the chief make a grab for the
top of his head.
"I reckon I caused him to lose two or three feathers," the
boy muttered, with a chuckle. "Ah! Now they have decided
to go on. Well, that's just what I. wanted them to do."
Sure enough, the Indians began paddling away with all
their might, and the three canoes moved rapidly up the river.
Wild remained in the tree until they had disappeared from
view, and then he quickly descended.
I
"Didn't make a mistake an' git one of 'em, did you, Wild?"
Charlie asked, expectanqy.
"I never make a mistake, Charlie," was the reply. "I shot
two or three feathers from the head of the chief, that's all. It
was quite a long shot, but the stars gave me enough light to
do it. Of course, I had to make a guess about it. But the
bullet went where I wanted it tq go."
"I reckon if rd been doin' it I'tl. shot a little too low, an' the
bullet would have fetched the blamed chief in the .head."
"Probably. But I shot an inch or two higher than I might
have done if it had been broad daylight. But it's all right. I
saw him clap a hand to his head, so I know it touched his
headdress if nothing else."
The squaw listened keenly to everything the boy said, and
when he had finished speaking she gave a nod and then sat
down upon a rock and put her face in her hands.
"Et, I reckon you had better cheer her u~ a little," Wild
said to his sweetheart. "It certainly won't do for her to leave
here now. They are just about angry enough to do her harm."
"Of course we won't Jet her leave here to-night," was the
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reply, "Come, Yellow Flower. Don't be afraid. We'll take time we look inside the box. I put it in the tent last night,
thinking it would be just as well to wait until this morning.
good care of you."
The squaw submitted to being led Into the tent again, and Now is a good time to look at it while we are waiting for the
• · when the girls had all joined her there, Young Wild West breakfast. Charlie, you take a look up the river."
"Suppose I climb the tree here and take a look," Jim Dart
nodded to his partners and advised that they make preparaspoke up.
tions for an attack.
"That will be better. Do it if you like, Jim."
"The redskins will probably come back here before morn"I'm just in the humor to climb a tree," was the laughing
in'g, so we may as well be ready for them," he added.
"I was jest goin' to say that, Wild," Charlie declared. reply, and then Jim showed how well he could do it.
He went on up until he was high enough to see quite a dis"Come on, Jim. Come, you two heathens. I reckon you have
tance up the river, and after waiting there for fully five mingot to give us some help."
utes, he reported that there was not a sign of the redskins or
"Light another lantern, Wing," Wild called out.
"Allee light," the cook piped, and it was not long before he any other liYing thing to be seen, save a few small birds.
•
When he descended he was just in time to see Wild forcing
had done as requested.
It happened that theA were a couple of fallen trees not far the small iron box open.
Yellow Flower sat on a rock near, watching him, her face
distant, and under the united efforti; of the five they were
dragged to the spot and placed so they would form quite a immovable.
What she was thinking just then they could only imagine.
shelter ln case the Indians came back and attacked the camp.
The box once open, Wild found a piece of parchment that
But to strengthen the position still more, all the big stones
was yellow with age.
that could be handled e!U!ily were rolled up in a row.
"You really want us to keep this, do you?" he said, nodThere l:'eing quite a steep bank behind them, it was hardly
likely the redskins would venture to come upon them by that ding to the squaw.
"Paleface find it, so the paleface must keep it," she answered,
way, so when the work had been finished they felt that they
as she nodded to Cheyenne Charlie.
would be able to easily take care of themselves.
"All right. It may be that we'll go and look for the buried
"Now then, Jim," the young deadshot said, nodding to the
Wyoming boy, "you go ahead and keep watch for a couple of gold you spoke of."
hours, while the rest of us will turn in. We broke our rule
Then Wild spread out the parchment, and all hands came
to-night by letting Charlie go on first. But he suggested it close to have a look a.t it.
himself, and the result has proved that we are in a fair way
A rude chart was inscriljled upon it in some sort of ink
which had not faded a particle.
to go through quite an adventure."
"We'll find that blamed Aztec gold if there's any to be found,
Upon the edges all around were curious Indian characters,
an' you kin bet your life on that! " the scout exclaimed, as he but an arrow pointed toward a six-pointed star that was upon .
·
the chart.
turned and entered the tent.
A few minutes later the camp was In silence, with Jim Dart
Not being able to read the Indian characters, our friends
on the watch.
would have been at a great disadvantage if they could not
find some one to interpret them for them.
Thinking that possibly the squaw might refuse to do this
'
Wild decided to ~e a little strategy.
CHAPTER III.
"Very good, Yellow Flower," he sa)d, nodding to her.
"Maybe we'll go and find the gold."
OFF TO FIND THE GOLD.
"Young Wild West understand?" the girl asked somewhat
'
Contrary to the expectations of Young Wild West and his surprised.
"Yes, I reckop. we won't have any trouble in finding where
friends, the Indians did not come back again that night.
Jim Dart remained on guard until his time was up, and then this place is," and the boy placed his finger upon the store
toward which the arrow pointed. "This," he went on, drawing
Wild relieved him.
But daylight came, l}lld with it the usual sounds to be heard his finger along a crooked line, "ls the river," and then he ,
nodded his head toward the stream they were camped so close
in the early morning in such wild places.
The sluggish river flowed on upon its winding way, and by.
"No," the squaw spoke up, sharply. "That a strange river.
just as there came a red glow In the east, Wild stepped over
to the tent and aroused the cook, at the same time awakening Not very wide, but very deep. It goes off down under the
ground. My grand~athiff say that. He was there. The river!
the others who were sleeping in the tent.
Seeing that it was broad daylight, Charlie and Jim at once goes to a big hole in the ground, where the Aztecs had heap
much stone houses."
arose and came out of the tent.
"Didn't come back, a~ter all, did they?" the scout said, as 1 "~h, I understand now. I made a little mistake. This is not
a nver, but a stream that comes down from the mountains
he rubbed his eyes and looked up and down the river.
"Seems not, Charlie," the young deadshot replied. "I rei:kon a~~ loses its~lf underground, _is t~,at it?"
Young Wild West speak nght.
they were a littie afraid to try it. Probably if they could have
"This stream is not very far from here, is it?"
got a few more to help them they would have come back here
"Not very fa'.'," was ~he reply. ".If we start when the sun
and made a try for us. We must ask the squaw how far the
redskin vlllage is from here. Certainly they must come from comes up we will find tne water wluch goes under the ground
when the sun is up there," and she pointed directly over her '
a village."
":Maybe they have got a camp up the river a ways," the he.id.
Wild nodded and then took a close scrutiny of the chart.
scout suggested. "It don't seem to me as if there's a redskin
It did not take him long to understand it better, for at one
v!llage anywhere close by here."
··we;ll find out in a litle while, so don't let it worry you. The corner of it a river flowed, and close to it several tepees were'
fact that they didn't come back gives us a betler chance, for we rudely marked out.
"This is the Black River, Jim," he said to Dart, who was
have had a pretty good rest, even though we were disturbed
leaning over his shoulder, "and here is the reservation. That
at the midnight hour."
Wing Wah was not long in g:i,thering the fagots he wanted means that the underground stream starts in the mountains 1
to kindle a fire, and then after he had indulged in a good something like ten miles from here and flows on to the southw.ash from the water he took from the river, he proceeded to west to this point."
He placed his finger upon the spot where something ha.d
make preparations for the breakfast.
By the time the coffee was boiling over the fire, Arietta been scratched out, no doubt to signify that it meant nothiru;-.
"That must be it, Wild. All we have got to do then is to
appeared.
She was followed by Yellow Flower, and then Anna and strike out a little to the south, and we'll come upon it. But
there's quite a high range right before us, and we might have
Eloise came out.
The squaw appeared to be somewhat dejected, though a I a little trouble in getting over it."
"That's all right. We came up here for no particular purfaint smile showed upon her face when Young Wild West and
pose any more than to hun't up something in the way of an
his partners bade her a pleasant good-morning.
"J hardly think she has slept very much, Wild," Arietta said. adventure, so I reckon we'll break camp right after breakfast
"She seemi.; to be in a sort of fear. Once she told me when I and strike out in that direction."
"You go to find the Aztec gold?" Yellow Flower asked, lookquestioned Iler that Red Dog and his braves would surely put
her to death when they learned what she had done with the ing at the young deadshot curiously.
"Yes," was the reply. "Do you want to go with us?"
little iron box."
"Yellow Flower u.o want to go back to her p11ople, Theyi
"That reminds me," Wild spoke up. "I reckon it's about
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wUL all hate her for letting the palefaces have the secret of
het grandfather."
"They all knew you had it, then?"
· "Yes, they know. The good Navajos no want to go to the
village of their ancestors. But some of the Navajos want to
go very much. They like the gold the same as the palefll,Ces."
"Red Dog is one of them, I suppose?"
,
"Yes, Red Dog and seven more. They very bad Navajos.
The good Navajos no like them, so they try to steal the little
iron box."
"They tried to steal it from you, eh?"
"Yes. When me find out they want it me get in my canoe
when the sun set last night."
"And you kept on corning down the river until midnight,
eh?"
"Yes, Young Wild West. Me want to g11t far away and hide
the box where they no find it."
"And as luck would have it you came right close to our
camp to hide it. Well, all right, Yellow Flower. You are going
with us, We'll take good care of you, and if we happen to find
the Aztec gold, you shall have a generous share of it, and we'll
see to it that your people won't h11,rrn you for it, either."
"Yellow Flower like the paleface maictens heap much," declared the squaw, as slre turned and looked at the girls, her
eyes shining with admiration.
"And we ljke you, Yellow Flower,,. Arietta declared, as she
took both her hands. ·'You are a good Indian girl."
This pleased her /Featly, and she became very cheerful and
insisted on lending a hand to the' cook in the preparations for
the breakfast.
But already Wing was broiling some chops that had been cut
from the lo~n of the slain mountain goat, and the coffee by
this time gave out such a strong odor that it was quite enough
to make one feel extremely hungry.
When the meal was ready for them to sit down, Arietta insisted on the squaw Joining the circle.
.At first she did not want to do this, but finally consented,
and then, after a little shyness, proceeded •to eat as heartily
as did any of the rest.
All this time Young Wild West and his partners had been
keeping an occasional watch toward the river, as well as
around ,them · in other directions.
•
But to all appearances there was not another person within
miles of the spot.
"I reckon we had better try aml hide our trail, Wild," the
scout observed, as he :finished eating his breakfast and was
filling his pipe with tobacco. "If we don't, the blamed redskins
will foller us an' make lots of trouble. You seem to feel as if
you don't want to shoot none of 'em, so if we could hide the
trail there wouldn't be no chance of doin' it."
"Right you are, Charlie. I reckon we'il be able to fix that
part of it all right. It doesn't take. a great deal of trouble to
hide a trail in this particular part of the country. If we strike
out toward that high ridge that's not more than eight or ten
miles from here, the chances are wJl'll come upon some patches
of ground where even the prints of steel-shod hoofs won't
show."
"Good! But I s'pose, after all," and Charlie shrugged his
shoulders, "if we fool 'em so they can't foller us, there won't
be nothin' to happen to make things lively. If we jest go to
this here place an' find a big pile of gold without meetin' any
one to put up a fight agin us, there won't be no fun about it."
"Never mind about that. It will be rather strange if we
don't run across something that will keep us going somewhat,
Charlie."
"Might strike some old Navajo redskins if we manage to
git in that big hole under the ground. We have done sich
things afore, you know."
"I wouldn't be surprised at anything we met, Charlie."
"I wouldn't, either. Well, let them go at that. Jest as soon
as them two Chinamen git the pack-horses loaded we'!\ light
QUt,"

Anna and the squaw lent Wing a hand in clearing away the
remains of the early repast, and when this had been done the
two Chinamen proceeded to load the pack-horses with the
camping outfit and the supplies they had with them.
Young Wild West and Arietta sat on the bank of the river
while this was being done, and when Charlie called to them
that everything was in readiness for a start, they turned to
their horses and found them saddled and waiting for them.
Wild assisted his sweetheart to mount her cream-white
broncho, Snowflake, and then swung himself upon the back of
his · sorr.el stallion Spitfire.
Dressed as they were in fancy hunting and riding suits, the

boy and girl surely made a handsome, as well as dashing, appearance, as they set out at the head of the little line.
There being no extra horses belonging to the party, Eloise ,
permitted the squaw to ride with her.
But since they were not going more than twenty or thil·ty
miles, according to the chart and what the squaw had said, this
would not mean a great qeal.
,
·
At the rear came the two Chinamen, each riding a piebald
broncho and leading a loaded pack-horse, while close at the
side of Hop a small mule trotted.
This was a pet t he clever Chinee had acquired some wee)!:s
before, and the animal seemed to be as much devoted to him
as he was to it.
•
·when they had covered verhaps hllf a mile from the spot
where they had been camped during the night, Wild advised
Charlie to ride back to make sure that they were not being
followed.
The scout went half war back to the river, but failed to find
any signs of any one.
When he finally came back and joined the party, they had
reached a stretch of ground that was hard and flinty, and
where the rocks were plentifully scattered about.
"I reckon you have been gain' a little too far to the left,
Wild," Charlie called out, as he looked over his shoulder to
note the direction th ey had been traveling.
"That's all right, Charlie," was the reply. "I have been
doing that purposely. Here is where we'll lose the redskins if
they purst'.e us, and if they keep on going in the same course
they will get so far out of the way that they will never be able
to find us. Now then, we are going to turn sharp to the rigllt
and go stratgh t for the ridge."
"Good enough. I might have knowed yo u come that way on
purpose. Well, there ain't no s ign of any of the redskins back
there, so it ain't likely we'll see 'em again, unless we happen
to come back an• strike 'em. Now then, we'ro goin' to find
this blamed old Aztec gold, an' if we don't go back loaded with
as much as we kin carry, my name .ain't Cheyenne Charlie."
CHAPTER IV.
THE TWO VILLAINS.

The party contim:ed on and at length they came to the foot
of a line of cliffs that reared themselves many feet upward.
As far as they could see there was no possible chance of
,getting to the top of the ascent, so Young Wild West called a
halt, and, dismounting", nodded to h!s •partners, and said:
"Well, bors, if we are going to reach that stream of water
that flows on underground to where the buried gold lies, I
reckon we have got to find a pass, for It certai.nly looks as if
that will be the only way we can get any further in this direction."
"Maybe the squaw knows how to git there, Wild," the scout
suggested.
.
"I hardly think she does, or she would have said something
before this, but I'll ask her, anyhow."
'rhe young deadshot walked over to the squaw, who had dismounted along with EloiEe to give the horse a breathing spell.
'·Yellow Flowt?r," Wild said, looking at her and smiling
reassuringly, "you must know of a way to get to this stream
of water you have been telling us about."
"No, Young Wild West," and the girl shook her head. "Me
no know. My grandfather no suy when he give me the little
iron box. Maybe," she added, as she pointed toward the river
they had left behind them, "you find pretty quick if you go that
way.'' ...,

"We would find a lot of the redskins pretty quick, too, I SU.Pfjose," and the boy laughed.
"Maybe we find Red Dog and the other bad Navajos."
"Well, we wouldn't be much afraid of them if we did. But
I reckon we'll find a way to get through here. We'll take half
an hour to look around, anyhow."
•
Charlie suggested that they leave the horses there with the
girls and walk in different directions along the foot of the
cliffs.
'
This struck Wild as being a good idea, so he started to the
right while the scout went to the left.
"Which way will I go, Wild?" Jim called out, gmilingly.
''You had bet_ter stay here with the girls, Jim," was the reply,
"All right," was the reply, so Jim sat down to take it easy
until they came back.
But it was less than five minutes that he had to sit there,
for suddenly he heard the voice Gf Cheyenne Charlie calling
out jubilantly:
"Here she is. Come r{ght this way."

•
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Jim made no reply, but waited for Charlie to return.
In a few seconds he came around a bend in the cliff, waving
his hat excitedly.
"Where's Wild?" he asked, when he saw the young deadshot
· had not yet got back.
"He'll be along presently, I suppose, Charlie," Jim answered.
"But saY, did .>Ou find a way to get through the ridge?"
·'Yes, an' a dandy one, at that. There's a narrow gorge
right up here a little ways, an' it runs right on through.
There's water runnin' through it, so I was thinldn' that maybe
that's the stream we're loo-kin' for."
''Probably it is. We'll wait until Wild comes back, and then
we'll go over and have a look at It."
But the scout was not going to wait for the young deadshot
to return.
He set out in the direction he had taken, and soon came in
sight of him.
Then he called out to him, and the result was that the young
deadshot soon returned with him to where the rest were
waiting.
"I knew there must be some sort of a way to get to the other
side of the ridge," Young Wild West said, in his cool and easy
way, "Now then, girls, get on your horses. We'll go right on,
and the chances are that before noon we'll be pretty close to
this wonderful Aztec v1llage that is supposed to be buried deep
under the ground.
It did not take them long to reach the opening the scout had
discovered.
It was really no:.hing more than a narrow pass that nature
had formed, and it ran in crooked fashion, as they could easily
see.
But Charlie had entered it and proceeded far enough to find
a stream of water that came trickling down the steep ascent.
When they got to this, Yellow Flower gave a nod and exclaimed:
"Maybe this is the place my grandfather told me about.
Let me look."
Wild knew she wanted the chart, so he quickly produced it
and handed it to her.
Then while they remained at a halt the squaw traced the
chart with her finger, and when she had looked off w the left
and noted the high mountain peaks, she nodded her head with
satisfaction, and declared that this must surely be the stream
of water.
" All right, Yellow Flower," the young deadshot said, as he
took the chart from her and put it away. "We'll ride on a
mile or two and see if the stream grows any larger."
But before they had gone half a mile they saw that it was
much larger, since in several places there were brooklets
that emptied into it.
Most of these were fed by the melting snow on the high
peaks far above and to the east.
But that is the way most of the rivers of Arizona are formed,
anyhow, so th,ere was nothing at all strange about this.
It was about_ five miles t?ey bad to cover in order to get
to the other side of the ndge, and once there they found
themsslves upon an arid stretch of country with scarcely any-'
thing green :;ave here and there some mesquite that grew
close to the _edge of ~he stream, which had now widened to
twenty of thirty feet m some places.
The water was not very deep, however, and was very clear.
Before starting over what might he called a patch of desert,
the horses were permitted to have a drink and the riders
took adYantage of it also and filled the water jugs that the
pack-horses carried, since there was no telling when they
might need It.
A mile further on and they came to a series of hummocks of
reddish rock.
Thtcre was a growth of Gactus at one side and some of it
was as high as ten feet, making it appear almost like a grove
of small trees.
•
Wild chose to go around the bed of cacti, and j1,1st as he
was turning toward the creek again, what was his surprise
to see two men standing on the shady side of a big rock, lookIng at them expectantly.
They were not Indians, and this made it seem 1111 the ltlbre
strange, for the young deadshot knew they were in a very
wild part of the country, where, in fact, it was hardly expected
that a prospector should be found.
The young deadshot rode ahead in his cool and easy way,
noting as he did so that there were four horses standing near
the men.
The two looked at them curiously at first, but as the party
• drew nearer they put on an air of insolence, and one of them
called QUt:
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"You folks lookin' for a place to have a picnic?"
"Not exactly, my friends," Wild answered, smilingly. "I
reckon if we were looking for such a place it would be rather
dilticult to find it in these parts."
"Oh, l don"t Irnow about that. Any place is good enough
for a picnic out this way. Me an' my pard is ready for one
right now."
"Oh, l understand what you mean now. You are looking
for trouble, then.·•
•'You kin call it that if you want to, but I reckon there won't
be a whole lot of trouble about it. S'pose you ride up an'
pay us a little toll. -we sorter feel as if we're the fl;st ones
to git in this part of the country, an' that makes us in charge
of it. Neither me nor my pard has got a whole lot of money,
so if you folks don·t mind givin' us fifty or a hundred apiece,
everything will be all right."
Wild laughed heartily at this, for he regarded it as very
much of a joke.
But when he saw the two suddenly turn their rifles upon
them, he knew that they were serious.
·' Don't shoot," he called out, acting as If he was somewhat
afraid. "We are not looking for trouble, if you are. We have
got considerable money with us, and maybe we can arrange
this matter satisfactorily."
"'l'hat sounds a little bit better, kid. I thought you sorter
acted as if you meant to put up a fight."
"Put up a fight! Why, we don't want to fight."
Then Wild dismounted and left the sorrel stallion standing,
while he walked leisurely up to the two villains, for such they
surely were.
Charlie and Jim quickly joined him, leaving the girls and
the Chinamen about fifty feet further back.
"Four horses here, I sec," Wtld observed, as he looked at
the anirr:als. ''There must be two more of you somewhere."
"Maybe there is an' maybe there ain't," the one who had
been doing all the talking so far answered, tartly.
"Well, if there are no more of you, you surely don't need
four horses. I'd like to buy one."
"You would, eh? Well, we ain't got no horses fot sale. The
two extra horses you see was brought along for a purpose.
Maybe we'll need 'em to carry somethin' back with us. We're
prospectin' for gold, an' we expect to find a heap of It afore
very long."
"You're prospectors, eh?" and Wild acted as if he was surprised.
"That's what we are, kid."
"I'm glad to hear that. I thoug·ht you might be thieves
by the way you talked."
"Thieves, eh? Meanin' by that, I s'pose, 'cause we asked
you to pay toll."
"Yes, that's about the size of it."
"Well, fton't you think you ought to give us a little somethin'?"
"I can't understand why we should give you anything, This
is a free country, and one has as_rnuch right here as another."
The one who was not saying anything made a move to
point his rifle at the boy.
But he was not quick enough.
Wild leaped forward quickly and struck it from his hand,
at the same time pulling a gun.
_
"See here, my friend," he said, in his cool and easy way,
"I reckon you pointed that rifle at us once, and that's quite
enough. You mustn't think for one moment that we're a lot
of fools. I'll give you to understand right now that you have
got to behave yourselves or take your medicine."
"One man an' two boys, Bill," the other called out, as he
gave a leap to get behind a neighboring rock.
Stop right where yer are!"
It was Cheyenne Charlie who spoke, and there was a revolver in his hand which was pointed directly at the fellow's
breast.
He stopped all right, and then looked around in a frightened way.
"Jim," said the young deadshot, the vestige of a smile on
his face as he nodded his head without taking his eyes from
tq.e man be was covering, "just relieve these two rascals Qf
their hardware."
''Right you are, Wild," and the Wyoming boy ran quickly
forward and soon had taken all the weapons the two men had
from them.
"What does this mean, anyhow?" the talkative one asked, in
a voice that trembled slightly.
"You know pretty well what it means, I reckon," Wild answered, coolly. "You thought you would put up a big bluff
and force us to oay you some money. But the bluff didn't
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work. I r eckon if there bad been twenty of you instead of only a horse for nothing. I'll give them a hundreft dollars. Just
two it would have been the same way. Only pethaps there pick out the one you think w!ll suit us the best."
"All right, jest as you say."
would have b ,en quite a few to drop dead. Now then, I am
Charlie selected a t ough-looking roan which was in pretty
going t o ask you a few questions, and if I think that you're
not telling the truth, I am going to shoot you. In the first good condition.
I "Hold on, there! " Bill Cabpose spoke up. "That's my horse.
place, who are you?"
"What do you want to know that for?" came the reply in a I bought an' paij for him with good, honest money."
Charlie was going to take the horse, anyhow, but Wild
dogged tone of voice.
·'Hold on, now. You beard what I said. I imagine that stopped him.
"If it is his horse, let him keep it. Take one of the others. ·•
you are a fit sul>ject to be shot or banged, anyhow. Tell me
It happened that the next one the scout picked out had been
1
who you are."
"My name ls Sam Long, and my pard is Bill Caboose." the property of one of the two men who had been slain, so it
"Sam Long and Bill Caboose, eh? What business are you was satisfactory to the v!llains.
Wild paid them a hundred dollars, giving each fifty, and
in?"
th en he told Jim to give them back their weapons.
"We're prospectors."
"I'm going to give you fellows a little advice," he said, as
"Hold on a minute, now. You are something else, too, and
they were ready to go on. "You put up an awful bluff when
yon know it."
we came here because you thou.,.ht you could frighten us and
"I don't know of anything else, young feller."
"Yes, you do. You do a little bit of stealing now and then ' make us hand you over some m;ney. Now, don't you ever try
any such thing as that again, because if you do you may 1>e
when you get. the cha11;ce, don't you?"
shot down like dogs. As I told you a little while ago, it would
Both men hung their heads, and there was no reply.
"Come, speak out. Own up to it. It will be all the better for have made no difference If there were twenty of you ~nstead
, of only two. We could have taken care of them all. My name
·
you."
"Maybe we've done a little in that line now and then. But' is Young Wild West, and these two fellows are my partners,
\ Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart. I don't lrnow whether you
what's the use of talkin' about it?"
"That's all I want to know about that part of It. Now then, have ever heard of us or not, and I don't care, either."
bow does it happen that you are away out this way, and with I It was evident that the villains had heard of the young deadshot and his partners, for they started violently and then
two extra horses?"
''We brought two extra horses along to help carry back the looked at each other in silence.
I "Much obliged to you for lett!n' us off as easy as this,
.
gold, if we_ find any."
. It w~s Bill Caboose. wh~ answered_ this question, and he did Young Wild West," Sam Long declared, and he spoke as if
it_ as 1f he was afraid his pard might make a reply before he was in real earnest.
"Don't mention it," was the laughing reply. "You go ahead
him.
"But there are no pa<'k-horses here. They are all saddled and look for the treasure you are after. We'll go on about
and bridled ready to ride. There must have been two more our business. Maybe we'll manage to work our way oYer into
I New Mexico in a day or two. Then it won't take us a great
men with you. Where are they now?"
The men exchanged glances, and then turned their eyes to while to reach Silver City."
"Headln' for Silver City, eh?" Bill Caboose asked.
.
.
the grom,id.
"Y,is, we intend to stop there."
Both were very uneasy now, for neither Wild nor Charlit
"We thought maybe you might be lookin' for a treasure.·•
had lowered their revolvers.
"What rl'lade you think that?"
Tbe young deadshot could read_them pretty well.
"Oh, 'cause we're looldn' for one."
He knew they were rank villams from the very start, am.
"What sort of a treasure?"
the fact that ~her~ were four horses and only two men ~herb
"Oh, some buried place where there's plenty of gold that's
suggested to_his mmd that the other two men had been killed,
been layin' there for hundreds of years. We beard tell' about.it
.
pe;.haps mui d~;ed.
Sam Long, the young deadshot said, speakmg in a voice up on the Indian reservation two or three days ago "
"You can hear plenty of stories about treasures,' I suppose.
that was full of meaning, "you may as well own up to it that
you and your pard here got away with the ot~er two men. I have heard them myself, but I never take a great deal of
There were four of you when you start<:)d out this way, and I stock in them."
"But there's one out this way somewhere. Maybe it would
. ,
,
, ..
. .
kn,?w it."_
Well, ) oung f_e ~~i, 1f you kno" c, w~at s ~be use of saym be a good idea to jine in with us an' help find it."
Our friends wondered bow the two villains could know any'.1nY. ~n~re about it· . exclal~ed L< Jg, ?omg hi~ best to appear
thing about the treasure th ey were cearching for.
.
m~iffei ent, bu~, makmg a miserable failure ~f it.
But it might be simply a story they had heard, and were
Come now, _and ~he boy stepped up a little, close,, a! the
Tell takln the chances on finding one so they sail no more
same time pushmg his rev?lver toward the mans face.
'
the truth and save your life. You and your pard got away , bo tg it
·
a u
with the other two, didn't you?"
"If we did it was a fair fight, wasn't it, Bill?"
CHAPTER V.
"It sartinly was a fair fight," Bill Caboose declared. "They
started It 'cause they thought we had found a big treasure, an'
WILD MEETS WITH A MISHAP.
they wanted it all for themselves."
Sam Long and Bill Caboose seemed heartily glad when
Our friends pricked up their ears when they heard the menYoung Wild West and his friends turned to ride away from
Uon of a treasure.
"They thought you had found a big treasure, eh?" Wild the spot.
I The squaw was now upon the back of the newly acquainted
asked, after a pau:,e.
"Yes, but it was a mighty big mistake, 'cause we didn't horse, and she seemed perfectly contented to go with them.
j Eloise asked her when they got out of hearing of the two
find it."
"And they wanted it all for themselves, and started things villains if she remembered of having seen them at the rese ·I vation.
going, did they?"
"Yes, they tried to drive us away, an' then we had a quarrel I But she declared, that she had not, though very often white
an' some shootin' was done. Me an' Bill happened to be the men came there.
"Sorter foolish in them two galoots, Wild," Cheyenne Charquickest, an' that's all there is to it Now then, you know al1
about it, an' that's why there's four horses an' only two ot lie observed, as they were riding along. "If they was lookin'
for a treasure, what did they want to tell us anything about it
us here."
All right. I believe what you say, so I'll buy one of the for? Why, they even wanted us to help 'em find it."
"That shows they are rather lib<ffal, even though they are
horses. How much money do you want for it?"
· scoundrels, Charlie," was the reply.
"I told you we didn't want to sell no horses."
"Do you thin I, It kin be the same treasure we're look in'
"But we need one, and I'm willing to pay for it."
"I s'pose you'll take one of the horses, anyhow, . or maybe for?"
"It might be. It is possible that the grandfather of Yellow
both of 'em, so we may as well sell you one of 'em for a bunFlower might have told it to the Indians, and they have let
dred dollars."
"Say, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie interrupted, "what right has it out so that these two men got hold of it."
"It does seem sorter strange, 'cause they're right in the way
these two measly coyotes got to sell horses that don't belong
of findin' it if there's sich a thing as the blamed old Aztec
to 'em?"
"r was thinking of that, Charlie. But I don't want to take 'gold."
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"Yes, they're right in the war of if But I reckon we'll find
it first if it's to be found at all."
They kept right on, following the course of the stream of
water, which soon began to narrow and deepen and flow with
more force, since there was now a gradual descent showing.
They !;ept a good watch behind them, for they knew pretty
well the sort of men they had to deal with in the two they had
left behind them.
If they had been bold enough to try to make a hold-up they
certainly might try to get tJ+e be;;t of them in spite of the setback they had met with.
It was near noon when the party entered what seemed to be
a veritable oasis, for half surrounded by steep cliffs and nestling in a little hollow was a veritable wild garden.
Flowers were growing and the sweet scent that came from
them was almost enough to stifle them.
The stream flowed through the center of this straight to a
wall of rock that was reeking with moisture.
Certainly to find a spot like this in one of the most arid
parts of Arizona was enough to make one feel as if he had
been suddenly transported into fairyland.
They had come upon it suddenly, too, for the number of
high sanclhills had shut the scene from them until they were
within three hundred yards of it.
"Me know, me know!" exclaimed Yellow Flower, clapping
her hands. "My grandfather say that."
"What did your grandfather say?" Arietta asked, turning to
her, for the girl was riding close at her side.
"He say that where the flowers and fruit grow the water
go through a hole under the earth."
·' He did, eh? Well, then we surely have found the right
spot. But, Yellow Flower, how are we to get down to it?"
· ·'You must find holes in the cliff that way and that way,"
and she pointed to the right and left.
"What is it that she's doing, Et?" he young deadshot called
out, as he turned and rode back close to them.
"She was telling me that her grandfather says this is the
spot, and that in order to get to where the gold is buried we
mu'!t find holes on either side of the stream. Probably she
refers to hidden passages that are there."
"Oh, I see. Well, I reckon we won't be in any particular
hurry about hunting for the Aztec gold. I am getting used to
the odor of the wild flowers here, so I think we had better
stop in some shady spot here and take it easy for a couple of
hours. It certainly is cool and inviting over there. Come on."
·rhe party quickly rode up to the shady grove which lay directly at the foot of the towering cliffs, and then dismounted.
The luxuriant grass that grew there was tempting to the
horses, and they could hardly be restrained from getting at
it before their bridles were removed.
Young Wild West always saw to it that the horses were well
provided for before looking to their own comfort, even though
they were going to stop for a short time.
He knew that the faithful animals would carry them all the
further if they were well taken care of and provided with
what they needed to eat.
"A good place for rattlers up there, I reckon," Cheyenne
Charlie remarked, as he pointed to a portion of the hill that
ran up to the left, where bunches of stumpy bushes could be
seen growing between the rocks.
"Me likee shootee lattlesnakes, Misler Charlie," Hop spoke
up, as he walked over to the scout. "Me gottee nicee snakee
me makee of um piece of lubber, but he gittee velly muchee
old. Me wantee flxee uppee. Maybe you shootee um snakee
for me and !en me be allee light."
'· You want me to shoot you a rattler so you kin paint the
rubber thing you have got to look like it, is that it, Hop?"
the scout inquired.
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. You undelstand velly muchee
quickee.•·
"All right, I'll git you a rattler in less than five minutes, or
my name ain't Cheyenne Charlie, an' I wasn't born in old
Cheyenne."
Then the scout pulled a revolver from the holster at his
right side and started toward the rocky ascent, the Chinaman
following him.
Rattlesnakes were so common that the rest of the party did
not pay any attention to what was going on.
Very often they came upon them and shot their heads from
them as they were coiled ready to spring.
Just how Hop had been struck with such an Idea at that
moment no one could tell, but they did not wonder about It
for all that.
Probably it was because Charlie had mentioned the fact that
it looked like a good place to find rattlesnakes.
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But he was right when he said this, for he had not gone
more than a hundred feet up the ascent when the ominous,
whirring sound that a rattler invariably makes was heard ,
while at the same time the peculiar odor that always comes
from such a snake became apparent.
"Look out there, heathen!·• the scout said, motioning behind
him with his left hand. "I 'm goin' to git this feller. You
don't mind if he ain't got no head on him when you git him,
do yer'?"
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me no wan tee him head, so
be."
Again the rattle sounded, and this time the scout knew the
exact direction it came from.
Coiled upon a low ledge less than ten feet distant was a
monster rattlesnake of what is called the diamond type.
Up went the scout's hand, and the instant the revolver was
pointed its way the snake lifted its head in an exact line with
it.
Crack!
As the sharp report rang out the serpent uncoiled and came
rolling from the ledge, almost dropping at Charlie's feet.
"There's one for yer, heathen. He helped me out a whole
lot. It's a funny thing, but it's true jest the same. Whenever
you want to shoot a rattler, jest point your gun at him, an'
blamed if he won't put his head right in the way, even if you
don't take very good aim. Of course, you want to take good
aim, though, 'cause you're bound to miss sometimes."
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie," Hop answered, and then
making sure that the head had been shot from the snake, he
l)roduced a piece of string, and, making a noose, put it about
the neck of the serpent and then started back to the camp.
Charlie followed him, grinning as he looked at the rattler,
which was fully six feet in length.
Even though they had seen so many of them, the girls had
a certain horror _for snakes of that sort, and when Hop neared
them, dragging the snake behind him, they drew back in a
hurry.
"Keep' away wilh that thing, Hop," Wild said, waving him
back.
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me flxee pletty qulckee."
Then the Chinaman swung the snake upon a flat stone,
where it was shady, and quickly went and got something from
his saddle-bags.
What it was was a few tubes containing paint of different
colors, and seating himself upon the dead snake, he took the
rubber imitation he always carried with him from his pocket,
and placing it at the side of the dead one, coolly began to touch
it up in spots to make it look as much as possible like the real
thing.
The only one that took any particular interest in what the
Chinaman was doing was Yellow Flower.
She watched him for several minutes without saying a word,
and then turning to Arietta, remarked:
"What man paint the snake for?"
"Oh, Hop is always doing something out of the ordinary,"
was the reply. "That is nothing but a rubber imitation of a
snake he has there. He plays jokes with it quite often. You
see he can take the rubber snake and put it suddenly upon the
floor or ground, and almost any one believes it to be alive."
Yellow Flower shook her head and said no more.
,
But it was qt:ite evident that she could not understand it
yet.
For over two hours our friends remained in the cool place
they had come upon so unexJ)ectedly, and then just as they
were getting ready to leave it and find where the water lost
itself undergroi.:.nd, the sounds of horses' hoofs hitting the
ground came to their ears.
"I reckon th~m two sneakin' coyotes is coJnin', Wild,"
Cheyenne Charlle remarked, as he got 1 p and went to a slight
elevation so he might look back the W'l.y he had come.
"It's more than likely, Charlie. I expected they would follow
our trail," was the reply.
The scout was not long in seeing two horsemen riding toward them.
One of them was leading a riderless horse behind him, and
then he knew right away that it must be Sam Long and Bill
Caboose.
"It's them, all right," he said, a grin on his face as he turned
and came back. "They won't see us till we git right here.
Let's be mighty quiet-like an' see how sururised they'll be."
"All right, we won't say a word."
The scout sat down, pulling one of his revolvers as he did so.
"I reckon we may as well be ready for 'em, 'cause there
.ain't no tellin' what they might do," he observed.
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Nearer came the sounds made by the approaching horses, bank where the water rushed into a dark hole, he leaned over
~
and peered into the b-lackness that lay beyond.
A dull, roaring sound came to his ears, and he knew that it •
The moment the two saw them taking it easy there in the
shade they brought their horses to a halt and showed con- was evident that the stream ran more steeply after it got under the ground.
Si?erable surprise.
"Et," said he, turning to his sweetheart, "if we had a canoe
Hop had left the dead snake as well as the rubber imitation
ly1ng upon tlie roe,,:, and both were spread out at full length. here we might take the risk of going to the treasure spot in
..
I
The imitation was rather small, but it loolrnd to be just as that way."
"Oh, no," Arietta retorted, shaking her head. "I wouldn't
real as the dead one.
It happened that the two men halted right near the rock, want to risk a thmg like thqt, Wild."
"Well, I don't know. If it really is as Yellow Flower has
and tlwy could not help seeing the two objects stretched
told us, it might ~e all right."
upo·n it.
"But how could the horses get through?" the girl a·skcd,
"So you fellows thought you would follow us, eh?" Young
Wild West said, in his cool and easy way, as he arose to his looking at him as if she be lievetl he meant what he said.
"Oh, I was only joking, Et. Of course, we wouldn't think of
feet and walked toward them.
"We was comin' this wa:,-, anyhow, Young Wild West," Long such a thing as taking the chances of making a trip underground in a canoe."
answered, with a shrug of the shoulders.
He turned to step backward toward the girl, when without
"Oh, you were, eh? Well, I am rather glad you two hapthe least warning a portion of the bank he had been standing
pened along, for I want to ask you one more question."
1.won suddenly gave way beneath his feet, and as quick as a
''.Go ahead an' ask it, then."
"What sort of a place are you looking for, anyhow? You flash he was thrown into the water.
One sharp cry of aiarm came from him, and then he was
heard about it from Indians, I believe. Is it a place under the
ground, where a stream of water loses itself and goes down whisked out of their sight.
into a hole?"
"Yes, I reckon that's jest the kind of a place we're ·1ookin'
CHAPTER VI.
for."
UNDERGROUND.
"How did )iou learn about it?"
"From some Injuns."
Consternation seized Young Wild West's companions when
'' D:d you learn how you were to get to the place where the he so suddenly disappeared from their view.
gold is hidden?"
Just how it happened they scarcely k new, and it was ncit
· "No, that's the part of it we couldn't find out. The Injuns until Arietta ran close to the bank and saw the dirt still
didn't seem to know that."
dropping into the water that · she fully realized the cause.
"Oh, Charlie!" she exclaimed, as she turned to t)le sco1,1t,
"All right, that is all. I suppose you feel like resting here
a while, so we'll turn the place over to you. We are going her face very pale, "Wild has surely gone to his death."
·
away frenn he'r e."
"F.Jasy, Arletta," came \he reply, but Charlie spoke in a very ·
husky tone of voice, which told plainly that he really agreed
The two villains looked relieved .
Without saying anything more to them, but keeping a pretty: with her. "Jest 'cause he tumbled into the water don't say
gpod watch upon them, Young Wild West and his friends made that he's dead. It ain't the first time that anything like that
has happened to him. Wild's a mighty good swimmer, an' h e'll
preparations to leave the pretty little glen.
When they mounted their horses a,nd started to ride away, keep his hea d above the water an' land somewhere, that's sartln. The thing for us to do right away is to try an' git in this
Wild turned to them and called out i-.
'"Well, I hope you have luck and find the gold. We are look- underground place an' tind him."
lrlg for it ounelves, and if we happen to get ahead of you,
The terrible mishap that had befallen the dashing young
you mustn't feel sore ·over it and try to kill us and get pos- leader of the party put a damper on the rest.
session of it."
Anna and Eloise became almost hysterical, for they both
"Don't think: we would do anything like that, Young Wild surely thought they would never see the boy alive again.
But Arletta quickly rallied from he r fears, and when she
West," Sam Long declared. "Jest 'cause we tried to git a
little money out of you don't mean that we would kill yer for began talking hopefully to them they brightened up somethe sake of gittin' hold of gold. Neither one of us is built wlrnt.
The only one who would have nothing to say at all was the
that way,"
squaw.
Wild laughed lightly at this.
When Arletta finally asked her opinion about the entrnnces
"I wouldn't trust you," he retorted. "But never mind.
shook
We'll take our chances on it, anyhow. If the1;e is going to be there were to get to the underground world, she simply
any killing done, you fellows are more apt to be the victims." her head and refused to open her llps.
Charlie became somewhat angry at this, and, stepping up
"We !mow that all right, 'cause you're the Champion Deadshot, an ' when you shoot you always fetch down your man." to the girl, took her rather roughly by the shoulder.
"See here, Yaller Flower," he said, sternly, "jest you open
'"Well, good-by tlll we meet again."
So saying, Wild rode along after the rest, who had already your mouth an' tell us what you know about th is here place."
• "Yellow Flower know nothing," she manRged to say. "Young,.
started:
. They went around through the shrubbery and, following the Wild West maybe- dead."
"That's enough from you. I don't bel!eve h e's dead."
course of the stream, .which was now running swiftly, they
"Charl!e," spoke up Jim, "I reckon there's no need of us
s oon rea,ched the place where it disappeared underground.
here. The thing for us to do ls to find a way to get
staying
dead
the
!~ft
but
snake,
rubber
the
took
Hop
left,
i1e
'IBefore
o ne there, and when the two villains saw him put It in his down there. I say come on."
"That's right, Jim," Arietta called out, trying her best to
pocket they )ooked at him in surprise .
. Neither nfade any comment, however, and the clever Chinee be cheerful. "We must go and find Wile! at once."
After they had looked into the dark hole and listened for a
made up his mind right then and there that if he met them
give them
again he would have some fun with them with the rubber while without seeing or h earing a thing that would
the least hope that the boy was aliYe, they' took their horses
snake.
"Me fixee, Misler Charlie," he said, as he pointed off to by the bridles and turned off to the right, following the vinewhere they had left the two villains. "Ley allee samee thllnkee covered bank.
For a couple of hundred yards they proceeded on, and then
me gottee dead snake in um pockee. Me makee um snakee
suddenly as they rounded o. bend in the cliff they caught sight
velly much 'live, so lJ.e, when me see !em some more."
"You kin bet your life you will, heathen. But never mind of the two men they had left at the glen just as they were
disappearing into an opening a few yards distant.
&.bot1t that now. Here we are at the end of the creek."
"g,'here!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, in a low but excited
"Not at the end of it, Charlfe," his wife corrected, "but
git
where it disappears. I have no doubt that the stream runs a voice. "Them two measly coyotes has found the way to say
Don't
great deal further, possibly away down into the bowels of the down to the und erground place where the gold is. we'll
faller
a word now. Let 'em go on, an' in a little while
oai·th."
under"There's some lalrn down there, I s'pose. There's been an 'em. 'rhey don't know that Wild tumbled into the
earthquake at some time, an' most likely there's lots of old ground stream, so they won't be lookin' for him, that's sar'
buildin's that was made by the Aztecs hundreds of years ago," tin."
But Arhitta did not feel like waiting.
the scout answered, for he was we!! acquainted with such facts,
She was eager to go and find her lost lover.
h aving put in quite an experience in that particular direction,
However, she did remain the.re for about five minutes, and
Wild had already dismounted, and stepping to the steep

and a minute later they appeared right before our friends.
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'then she led her horse directly to the spot where the two vii- : from the girl he took a few steps to the right and i<howed a
lalns had last been seen.
, big earthen vessel that was broken a~d lying upon its side.
The opening they had gone through was amply large enough I "Maybe lat allee samee gold," Hop spoke up, as he ran to
for two horses to walk along abreast, and quite high enough . . the spot.
• It was partially covered by a mass of hanging vines.
"No, it ain't gold, heathen," was the quick reply. "It's
After listening for a few seconds and not hearing a sound clay."
from within, the brave girl turned and called out:
I "Lat light, Misler Charlie," and when Hop had satisfied
"Hop, light a lantern and bring it here. There's no need of himself to this effect he gave the object a kick and turned
pursuing our way in the darkness."
back to the rest of the party.
"Allee light, M!ssee Alietta," came the cheerful reply from
"Bear a little to the left, Charlie," advised Jim Dart. "I
the clever Chinee, and a couple of minutes later he tan for- think 1 can hear a sound like that made by rushing water."
ward with what she asked for.
·
"I sorter thought I heard it, too, a little while ago, but
Looping the bridle-rein upon her left arm, Arietta started when I listened I made up my mind that it wasn't water;
Into the opening, which simply was the commencement of a Jim."
passage that led gradually downward.
"If we keep going that way we'll soon find out."
"Charl!e " she said as the scout came up close to her ,"it is
"Yes, sartin we will."
quite cert~in that the two men must have heard som'.ething
"Come on, then."
about the way to get to the Aztec treasure or they never
Arietta took the lantern from the scout, for she seemed to
would have gone in this place so readily."
'
want to be in possession of it, and they proceeded to .t he left,
· "Oh most likely they got more information than they was as Jim had suggested.
willfn: to let us know of, Arletta," was the reply, "But jest
Fifty feet further ?n and they came to what seemed to be
let 'em try to be tricky with us an' they'll never git out of I a sort of street, for it was ~lightly higher in t~ c~nter and
here alive. You 'kin put me down as sayin' that. I ain't goill' there were, o~ seemed to b~, gutters on either side, with someto stand the least bit of fool!n'· with them two galoots."
thing that might have been taken for sidewalks at the edge
With wildly beating hearts the party continued on through of the gutters.
the passage.
The way ran ·almost level now, and a few yards further on
It ran almost straight ahead for a hundred feet and then it , daylight was to be seen rath er faintly.
became rather crooked.
'
"We're gittin' there now, an' don't you forgit it?" Charlie
But all the while they were steadily going downward and exclaimed. "Jest listen. If that ain't runnin' water that I
this gave them hopes that they would soon get to wher~ the J hear, I'll never take another chaw of tobacker ag'in as long
dashing young deadshot had been whirled by the underground as I live."
curren~.
'
They all did listen, and sure enough the unmistakable sounds
Charlie and .Jim were both certain that the passage was made by water as it rushed in a torrent could be plainly
gradually working along toward a point where the stream heard.
must eventually end in a lake, or some body of water, pro"Come ~~·" Arietta said, eagerly, as she urged her horse
vided it continued on in the direction it started from when forward.
We are soon going to find W!ld now, I feel sure
it disappeared under the ground.
of it." I
They kept talking this way and Arietta actually became
The horses' hoofs made quite a clatter upon the stone thorquite cheerful.
'
oughfare they were walking over, but as they proceeded the
"Have tlo fear, girls," she said to Anna and Eloise, who were :~~:ds of the rushing water became more perceptible than
very do_w~-heartM and in tears. "You know as well as I do
Pr.esently they came to a sharp angle
that this 1s not the first time Wild or some of the rest of us
"Here's anothe street girl " J'm
Dar~• ca11 ed ou t · "Thi s
1
have been taken suddenly from the party. Each time it has
b
r
•
s,
happened in the past everything has turned out all right, and seems to e _a regular cit!, ot it was one !t one time, I mean.
I am confident that it w!ll turn out all right this time. Now, I ~.an see evidences of bmld!ngs a}l along.
just cheer up and make up your minds that we are going to
Yes, Jim, ~ can, too, but I don t feel like paying any attention to them Just now," Arietta answered.
find him, and that we are not going to be a great while in
"Of
doing it. .,
cour_se no t . W e wan t t o fl ~ d Wild fl rs t . Th en I rec1rnn
"I wish I could feel the way you do about it, Arietta," the we can tal,e our time a~d look a1oun~. If there is.,any treasscout's wife retorted, shaking her head sadly. "You are ur,? to be found here we 11 soon get po~,session of it.
?"
alwa s optimistic in everything."
How about them two galoots whats gone on ahead. the
Y
stout spoke up, as if he had just thought of it.
"That's the way to be, Anna."
"I know it ).s, especially in such cases as this. But I can't
"That's so," and Jim shook his head and shrugged his shoulhelp the way r feel. However, I hope that we will not be long ders. "It's mighty queer we haven't come across them."
in finding Wild, and that when we do find him he will be alive
This caused them all to look upon the ground they were
and unhurt . .,
traveling.
It was now pretty light there, for there was an opening
"Just because we didn't hear anything from him as he was some distance ahead many feet above them, and through this
swept away does not mean that he was drowned," Arietta came the light of day.
declared. "You must remember that there was an awful roarThey were not long in finding fresh hoof-marks, and then
ing noise coming from that dark hole."
they knew that the two men had kept right on, going almost
"But suppose the body of water completely filled the pas- as if they actually knew the way, for it they had not they ,
sage it was running through," Eloise spoke up, tearfully.
surely would have been overtaken before this.
"Don't sur;pose anything of the kind," Young Wild West's
It was not more than a hundred feet that they proceeded
sweetheart retorted, with a shake of the head. "Of course, after coming to the sharp turn.
if that were the case. he would be drowned. But I don't believe
Then they came to another descent, where blocks of stone
It was the case. You can see how high this passage is."
and broken p!llars were scattered about promiscuously.
Looks as though it was made by the hands of man," the
It was really difficult to lead the horses downward, but they
scout observed, as he paused and looked at the rather even managed to do it, and then they suddenly emerged into a. ':
surface on either side of them. "This sartinly wasn't done broad cavern, where it was comparatively light.
by no earthquake."
High above them many feet was a long split In the natural
All hands agreed with him, after which they proceeded on, roof of the cavern, and through this came the dayUght.
and when they had covered a distance of probably five hunThe air was very moist there, too, and the sound of the
dred feet they suddenly emerged into a rather broad cavern, rushing water was so plain now that there could no longer be
where there was such a height that they could not see upward any doubt about it.
in the dim l!ght the lantern gave.
Arletta now left her horse and, lantern in hand, ran swiftly
Suddenly Arietta got sight of a square block of stone.
ahead toward the part of the cavern she knew the water must
"There!" she exclaimed, as she released the bridle-rein of be.
her horse and ran to it. "We are in the ruins of an Aztec
Charlie and Jim followed her, and in a few seconds all three
village, I am sure. This bloc!, of stono was ceTtainly cut out came to a halt and saw the underground stream right before
by chisels or some other instruments. "
them.
"Right you are, Arietta," the scout declared. "This is one
It was rushing along, boiling and seething, and the spray
of them ztec places, sure enough. There's lots of 'em to be dashed up into their faces.
found all through Arizona an' New Mexico, an' this ls sartlnly
Somewhat disheartened, the brave girl turned and looked
one of 'em. What's this over here?" and taking the lantex:n Young W!ld West's two partners.
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"Well, we've got a couple of lanterns with us, but I don't
"Do you think he could have manated to get out of such a
s'pose there's any more than enough oil to last very long, so
strong current?" she as'ked.
"Git out of it! Why, sartin, gal," the scout retorted. "If he if you don't mind we'll talrn one of 'em."
It was Bill Caboose who was carrying the two torches.
didn't git out right here he would further down. You kin bet
your life that this here water -r'u ns in some lake, an' it ain't I It was easy for the scout to understand what they were,
so very far away from here, either. I know the way now, so i for he noticed that there was a gummy, resinous substance
·
all we have got to do is to go right along until we find him." ! upon the ends of the two sticks or clubs.
i He walked over, and Caboose handed them to him.
"Hello, hello!" a voice called out just then.
1
"Who's that hollerin'?" Charlie demanded, as he turned 1 "We didn't know but what we might have to light 'em when
, we came up this way," the man declared, "but it seems there''s
quickly.
1
"It's us," came the reply. "What kind of a place is this, · plenty of light here. There's plenty of it where we're goin' to
a.nyhow? We never struck sich a blamed place afore in all make our camp for a while, too. We tried one of the torches,
an' it burns like anything. There ain't no tellin' how long
our lives."
"It's them two galoots, Jim," the scout said. "See 'em over they have been here, either. The wood seems to lo9k kinder
there. They're comin' this way. Maybe they've seen some- funny like, but the pitch, or whatever it is that's in it, 'burns
thin' of Wild. Don't say nothin'. But let 'em go ahead an' fine." '
"All right, I reckon we won't be hard on you fellers. If
say it, if they have."
Sure enough, Sam and Bill Caboose came walking quickly to your grub runs out an' we're anywhere around, maybe we ki'n
spare you a little."
·
the spot.
Somewhat mollified because they had given the torches to
"So we was all headin' f,or the same place, was we?" Sam
Long said, shrugging his shoulders. "I don't mind tellin' you him, the scout felt it best to talk in a rather kindly way.
Much obliged to yer for sayin' that. Maybe, after all, Young
right now that a mighty smart Injun copied a paper that belonged to an old Injun chief, an' that he give it to us jest afore Wild West will be found alive. We'll do our best to help you
he died, somethin' like two weeks ago, at the same time tellin' find him."
"All right. I reckon we'll go along with yer an' see what
us •jest about how to git here. He was a fool redskin, though,
'cause he said that he wouldn't come an' git no gold 'cause the kind of a place you have struck that you think is so nice to
Great Spirit didn't want the redskins to interfere with it. I camp in."
"We ain't got no objections," declared Long. "Come right
don't know how you folks got wind of this here Aztec treasure,
,
but since you have got here, an' we're all lookin' for the same on."
j They all set out through the vast cavern, keeping pretty
thing, we might as well be friends."
"So you.'n, tellin' the truth about it at last, are you?" Jim close to the stream of water.
j Passing through an archway that looked as if it certainly
Dart asked, looking at them sternly.
"Yes, that's the whole truth, young feller. But say, where's had been constructed by the hands of man, they emerged into
a sort of court that was many feet in extent, and with p, ceiling
Young Wild West?"
that was at least fifty feet high.
"You haven't seen anything of him, have you?"
A circular opening above let in the light, and the slanting
"Seen anyth,(ng of him! Why, he was with you when we
rays of the sun came through and rested up·o n the rocky walls
seen him last.
"Well, he isn't with us now," and Jim shook his head of the cavern to the left.
Our friends noticed that the current of the stream was not
rather sadly. "The fact is Young Wild West fell into the un'
derground stream, and was whirled on down this way some- so swift here.
It seemed to be 'running more on a level.
where. We're _look!ug for him."
A little further on and they came to the spot where the two
'' Fell in the underground stream, did he?" Bill Caboose repeated, acting as if he hardly caught the words aright. "Well, men had left their horses.
They had selected a space that was almost directly beneath
,if ?-e did you kin bet your life you'll never see him ag'in.
Tl11s here stream of water goes right on do,w n to the center the opening above and it was a sort of stone building where
of the earth, where there's a mighty big fire. It bolls there the horses were t!~d.
"I don't -mind tellin' you that we found someth!n' that's
!nto a big pot, an' the steam what comes from it every once
m a w}lile makes earthquakes. I know all about it, 'cause I worth while " Caboose said when he had looked at his partner
'
read it in a book. You'll never see Young Wild West ag'!n. a moment i~ silence
"Gold?" Jim Dart ~sked, looking at him sharply.
It's too bad, but it's true, I'm dead sure."
"Yes, 1 s'pose it is."
This was not at all encouraging to Arietta's ears, and half
"Let's see it."
a ngrily she turned to the speaker and said:
"Come right here, then."
"That will do. I know we wi:l find him alive, so you say
Jim followed him, Long remaining with the rest.
no mor e about it."
Into a part of the ruined stone building the two went, and
"That's different, gal. Excuse me. I won't say no more.
If you know you're go!n' to find him alive, why, that settles then Caboose picked up a piece of an ancient looking urn.
Though it was but a small part of it as he lifted it from
it . I hope you do, anyhow."
"What did you do with your horses?" Jim asked, looking at the ground, Jim saw that it was very heavy.
"I reckon this is solid gold, young feller," he said, as he
th e two men when he saw that t~ere was nothing to be seei;i of
handed it to· him. "Jest fix your eyes on it. Maybe me an'
the animals they had brought with them.
" They're back here a ways. · We found what we thought Sam is wrong in thinkin' that way,"
"You're not wrong," Jim retorted; almost immediately. "It"s
would be a putty good spot to stop at for a while. If we only
had a li!tle more grub with us we could stay here a co~ple of . gold, all right. Any more of it around?"
"No, that's the funniest part of It. Of course, we didn't take
da,rs an h!1nt around till we fo';1;!d some of the gold.
a whole lot of time in lookin' around, but we went all through
1
.. You aln ~ ~ot mu?h grub, th en· Charlie as~ed.
this place in a hurry, an' all we could, find is this here piece.
,
"No, we amt. I s pose you have, got plenty·
I re~lrnn we have, but that don t say we re go!n •to give it I wonder where the rest of the thing is."
j "Keep that, anyhow," the boy said, nodding his head.
.,
i ht
to .. ~u.
11
faves~o ':aft~Wi vie find Young Wild West afore "That's worth a ~ew dollars, and I know it."
I Ca?oose appeared to be relieved_.
anything like that kin happen."
"Well," a nd Caboose shook his head and started to walk : ~dv1dently he thought Dart might insist on dividing the
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a way, "if we have to wait till you fl~d Youn~ Wil? West afore goB~t Jim had no such idea.
When he came back and joined his friends he told them
we kl~ buy any grub from you, I m afraid we 11 starve to
that the two men had surely discovered quite a piece of treasdeath.
ure.
Then Long bade his pard bring the piece outside and let
CHAPTER VII.
·
all have a look at it.
, YOUNG WILD WEST SURRO1}NDED BY GOLD.
But they were not very much interested in such things just
"Hey, there!" Cheyenne Charlie called out, as the two men then.
Young Wild West had tumbled into the underground river,
started to move away, "Don't be in sich a hurry. I see you
have got a couple of torches there. Where did you git 'em?" and they were anxio·u s to find him .
Arietta was looking about anxiously, and when she noticed
"We found 'em up where we've ma.de up our minds to stay
for a while," Sam Long replied. "There's more there. You that a perpendicular wall ran direct to the edge of the stream,
barring further progress in that way, she shook her head.
want t hese?"

•
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•"It seems to me, Charlie," she said, turning to the scout,
• "that .if Wild really managed fo live until he got this far, he
should have been able to reach the bank and crawl out."
"I don't know about that, Arietta," was the reply, with a
sJ;i.ake of the head. "Most likely he's been putty well fagged
·out by the time he got this far. He's gone on further. The
thing for us to do is to git down that way an' take a good look
around. Let's try it."
"But we can go no further than that rocky wall, Charlie."
"There's a sprt of gallery over there, Arietta," and the scout
pointed toward the dark part of tlae cavern.
"Oh, yes!" Young Wild West's sweetheart exclaimed. "I
never saw that before. I imagine that might lead to the outlet
of the stream. Let's hurry."
Not wishing to leave the horses and supplies with the two
rascals, for they all knew that they could hardly be trusted,
they decided to take them with them, so they at once started
for the gallery the scout had discovered.
Entering it, they found that 't proceeded in a curve to the
left.
But this was the proper direction they must go in order to.
come to the stream again, so they went on hopefully.
It was dark in the passage, so Charlie lighted one of the
torches, and with Arietta carrying the lantern, they pressed
on.
In less than two minutes they came to the end of the passage.
The moment they did so they heard a shout, and recognizing
the voice of the boy they were so anxious to find, a thrill of
joy shot through them all.
"Hello, Wild! " Arletta screamed, running forward with the
lantern.
But, quick as she was. the scout sprang ahead of her.
" Where are yer, where are yer?" Charlie shouted.
Then they saw the boy standing at the edge of the water
before a gigantic idol.
.
"Here I am!" Wild shouted, as his friends came out of the
passage. "I reckon I'm worth a dozen dead ones yet. But look
at what is here! I am surrounded by gold!"
• Cheyenne Charlie held out the flaming torch.
It was surely a marvelous sight.
The. idol was flecked with the glittering particles, and the
semblance of a face was carved in about · the center.
• But it was not this that attracted the attention of our
friends just then.
They saw the young deadshot standing there alive and well,
and that was enough.
'
"Hooray, hooray! Whoopee, whoopee!" shouted the scout,
as he ran to the edge-of the water.
"It's all right, Charlie," the young deadshot retorted, in his
cool and easy way. "I had a mighty tough time of it, and once
I thought I was a goner. But I managed to hold out, and
here's where I landed. As I just said, I am literally surrounded
by gold. Everything here is gold. Just look at it."
"Oh, Wild!" crted Arietta. "Hurry up and come here, can't
you?"
"I have go~ to swim over in· order to do it. I am on one
side and you are on the other, little girl," came the reply.
"But that's all right. I'll soon be with you. I lost my rifle
when I tun1b1ed into the water outside there, but I've got one
of my guns and my hunting knife yet. However, I think we'll
have no occasion to use wea.p ons in this underground place.
But how did you all get here?"
"Hurry up and come over, Wild," the girl pleaded. "Then
we'll tell you all about it."
"All right, Et, here goes."
Then the boy plunged boldly into the water and swam to
the other side.
Charlie and Jim knelt down and caught his hands as he
threw them upwar~, and then he was soon pulled out.
It wa:s but natural that his sweetheart should be full of joy.
She threw herself in his arms, and when the boy had kissed
her tenderly on the forehead she seemed satisfied.
They all wanted to hug him, even though he was wet to the
sktn.
"Why, what's the matter?" he said, when he finally got free
from them. "You are eertainly more excited about it than I
am. You ought to know by this time that I wasn't born to die
youtlg. But see what the accident brought us to. Just look at
\he gold over there."
"Never mind the gold," Arietta declared . "You are worth
more than all the gold in the world, Wild."
• "I am glad to hear you say that, little girl. But a treasure
worth a million is not to be sneezed at. I'll bet that the gold
.In this place will bring that much easily,"
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"You tell us just how you got here and then we'll tell you
our story," Arietta said, as she took the boy by the armvand
led · him to a rock just inside the passage.
"I suppose I'll have to do it, then," arid he laughed just as
if nothing serious or thrilling had happened.
'fhen he told them briefly that when he felt himself dropping
into the water he managed to give one shout of alarm, a.nd
then he went below.
He was whirled along so swiftly that before he reached the
surface again he was in total darkness, and he had all he
could do to keep his head above the water.
Just how far he was whirled alol).g in this way he had no
idea, but it seemed to be a long distance.
Three times he made attempts to reach the rocky side of the
stream, but each time his fingers slipped, and he was whirled
on again.
But finally he was whirled over the brink of a falls, and
when he landed in the seething water below he had a desperate fight before he could get to still water.
But when he did find the still water it was easy, and the
first thing he saw was the huge idol that was glittering with 1
gold.
l
There was Just enough light pervading the place for him to
realize that he really was surrounded by gold, and it was natural that he should climb out upon that side and investigate. .
"That's about all there is to it," he said to his friends. "I '.
was here quite a little while before you came along. It took
me ten 'II\!nutes to get in shape again. I was just wondering
how I was go,i ng to get out and find you when you came along.
I saw the light as it came through the passage, and then ,J
shouted."
I
"I !mowed we would find him, Arietta," Cheyenne Charlie
declared. "It couldn't be possible that he would drown in anything like an old underground stream. That ain't Wild's way
of doin' business. As he says, he wasn't born to die young."
"Well, he's safe and sound, anyhow, and I'm sure we are all j
very thankful for it," the girl replied.
· 1
Then they all began talking at once, trying to explain how :
they had found a means of getting into the big cavern.
Wild listened smilingly, and finally he nodded to Ji~ and ,
said:
"I reckon you had better tell the story, Jim. The rest can 1
keep still until you have finished,"
"All riglit, Wild," was the reply, and then Dart related the
whole thing, not forgetting to tell about the two men who had
passed into the opening that led to the cavern and showed
them the way.
"So the two fe1Iows are here, too, then?" Wild remarked, a.s
he looked back through the passage.
"Yes, an' they seem to be putty decent," the scout retorted.
"They've found a chunk of gold, too, an' they wasn't afraid to
show it to us."
"Well, perhaps they are not as bad as we took them to be.
We'll f§ee to it that they don't starve if this grub happens tq
give out before we leave here. Now then, don't say anything
to them about the golden idol and all the gold that surrounds
it. We'!! go back and pitch a camp in the cavern near them.
Most ' likely they will he surprised when they find out that I
am aliYo. You can just say that you found me back thel'l9
waiting for some cne to come to my assistance."
When they got back to the end of the gallery they saw a
fire burning a short distance away.
Then the forms of the two men could be seen about it.
"There they are, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie called out, as he
pointed toward them. "I reckon they must be goin' to cook
somethiu', I noticed that there was a lot of wood which must
have tumbled through from the hole above in some way. It
ain't suppn-time yet, an' it sartinly ain't cold in here, so they
ain't ma'.dn' no fire ~o warm themselves. They're cookin'
someth:n', or gittin' read y to do it, I'm sure."
•
Long and Cal:)oose tur:aed when they saw the party coming.
They did not 'notice Young Wild West, who kept well in the
rear on purpose to surprise them.
"l<'ind anything down that way?" Long called out,
they
came forward.
"I reckon we did," Charlie answered.
"Struck the stream, I s'pose, when you got to the end of
that there passage."
"Yes, we found it all right."
"I kn owed it must be there. 'c:mEe we was through another
passage a little below here, .1:1' it came straight to the watu.
There's a kind of pond the re, an' the water looks as black as
ink in it."
Just then Caboose caught sight of the dripping young dead1
shot.
·
_

I
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"I reckon the worst part of it will be to find food for the
"Great ginger!" he exclaimed . "Look at that. It's etther
he looked at the animals a.s thoy
Young Wild West or his ghost. No wonder these people seem horses," our hero said, asheads down.
to be pleased about somethln' . They'ye found the boy as sure were standing with theirto the outside of the cavern, Wlld,"
"It ain't so very far
as guns."
reckon we could go out an' cut a lot
'· They found me all right," Wild called out, and then he the scout spoke up. "I
But say, that horse you bought iB
in.
it
fetch
an'
grass
of
fire.
blazing
the
near
stood
and
forwa,·d
hastened
you
gone."
did
"How
declared.
Caboose
things!"
all
of
"Well,
Charl:e showed no little surprise when he said this, and •then
mana;;e to live through It, Young Wild West? You sartinly
hands looked and found that what ho said was true.
all
mile."
a
of
quarter
a
as
far
as
come
have
must
horse Yellow Flower had been riding had mysteriou slf
reply.
Tho
the
was
that,"
than
longer
lot
whole
a
"It seemed
d.
lucky
disappeare
were
friends
my
and
same,
the
just
landed,
I
"But
"Where is the squaw?" W!Id asked, turning to Arletta.
enough to come rig ht to the spot where I was waiting for them."
"Why, she was here a little while ago," 'came the reply.
They asked him all sorts of questions, and Wild answered
"But she Isn't here now. She must have taken the horse
them readily,
you suppose sho feared to stay here,
He was studying them closely all the time, and ·he cam,i to and slipped away. Do
anything? "
saying
without
left
thing.
has
and
square
the
do
to
meant
really
they
that
the conclusion
of it, Wild," said the scout.
size
the
about
jest
said,
"That's
he
you?"
have
grub,
of
way
the
in
much
"Haven't got
She's lit out jest as sure
us.
superstitio
mighty
is
of
"Redskins
strip
a
from
slices
some
cut
to
turn
when he saw Caboose
guns."
as
bacon.
They looked around, but could find no traces of the squaw
"No, we ain 't, but Cheyenne Charlie has told us that he
we
the horse.
or
torches
of
couple
a
him
give
We
wouldn't rn6 us starve.
found, an' I s'pose that's the reason he took pity on us, though
CHAPTE R VIII.
there's plenty more of 'em around here. Did he tell you abo11t
the chnnk of gold we found?"
BACK, FOLLOWED BY THE BAD REDSKINS.
CO~IES
FLOWER
YELLOW
you?"
will
it,
"Yes•; let me see
"Sartin."
Yellow Flower, the squaw, was certainly fl.lied with superLong ran and got the piece that had been btoken from an stition. especially when it concerned her ancestors.
urn, and Wild examined it, holding it in the light as he id so.
Her grandfath er, the old chief, had told h!)r that the buried
There gold of the Aztecs had been owned by their generatio ns away
"Solid gold," was the verdict he passed upon it.
must be more of it around here."
back, and that it must never be touched by any honest In. '
"That's what we think, an' we're goin' to keep on huntin' dian.
Though Yellow Flower had been quite willing to accomtill we find more. You have got the same privilege. What
pany Young Wild West and his friends, a fear came over her
you find is yours, and what we find is ours."
"All right, I reckon we ' are perfectly satisfied to that. We the moment they entered the cavern, especially when she
certainly don't want to share in anything you discover." firmly believed that Young Wild West had perished.and It was
However, she stuck to them, saying but little,
"An' we don't want to share ln anything you happen to find.
not until she realized that the treasure her grandfath er had
Is that a go, Young Wild West?"
had been found that she made up her mind she
"Why, certainly. You don't think we would take advantage told her of them.
lea_ve
must
you?"
do
of you and make you divide with us,
Of course, they would not let her go if she spoke about it, so
"Wen,, r don't know about that. Most people would do
this meant that she must steal away unobserve d.
that."
The girl watched for an opportuni ty, and lt was while
"W~ are not like most people, then," and the boy laughed
that she managed
l!ghtl:f. "But say, I reckon I had better get off some of these Young Wild West was changing his clothing
of rock.
wet clothes. Hep, suppose you find something dry for me to to get her horse and lead It away behind a formation
Then after listening and watching to make sure that she had
put on. Just unload the pack-hors es, anyhow. We won't stop
on, and in due
right with these two men, but we'll camp over there a hundred not been observed, she led the horse further
feet the other side. This is a funny place to camp in, for time reached the outside of the cavern.
Mounting her steed, she turned and looked bacl{, kissing her
everythin g is covered, with the exception of that big hole
above. I reclcon if it shpuld rain we wouldn't get very wet." hand to those who could not soe her.
"Yellow Flower must go back to her people. A good Indian
"The only way to git wet here is to tumble into that bfamed
must not touch · the gold of his forefather s. The palefaces
undergrou nd stream," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up.
"That's right, Charlie," the young deadshot retorted. "But may have it."
It was quite a long ride to reach the Indian village, but YelI don't want to do it the same way I did before. I must say
low Flower was used to roughing it in the wildernes s and
that I didn't like that experience very well."
The Chinamen quickly led the pack-hors es over to th: spot mountains .
Firmly convinced that she was doing right, she rode on until
the young cleadshot had indicated, and then it was not long
came to the spot where our friends had met 8am Long
she
belore they were unloaded.
Caboose when toll was asked of them.
Bill
and
niche
a
to
retired
he
and
Dry clothing was found for Wild,
The girl halted here to give her horse a breathing spell, an-1
a sho:-t distance away, and in a few minutes he came out in
d she sat down and put her head in her hand~.
proper shape, and feeling, as he declared, as good as he ever as she dismounte
Jots of thinking, but untutored as she was to
doing
was
She
did in his life.
she could not convince herself but that
world,
the
of
ways
the
and
fire,
a
Wing gathered a pile cf the wood and started
the undergrou nd place where the
leaving
in
right
was
she
it
so
up
hung
was
then the young deadshot's wet clothing
she thought, had been hidden so long
as
gold,
sacred
the
gold,
might dry.
eyes of man.
"Now then, Wing," Wild said, nodding to the cook, "I reckon from the she
was meditatin g over it the sounds made by
While
you can plck out a few things and give them to those two
to her ears.
came
hoofs
horses·
give
can
you
and
fellows. You can spare quite a few potatoes
She started violently and looked in the direction sbe had
them some meal and flour, too. There's some salted venison
come from, expecting to see some of Young Wild West's party
there, too. They might like a little of that."
'
her.
following
say
you
"If
"Me fixee, Misler Wild," the cook answered.
But there was no one to be seen in that direction, and then
g!vee. to fem, me do Int velly muchee quickee."
as she' listened she knew the sounds came from the oppositl•
"I do say give it to them. Go ahead."
It was not long before quite a quantity of the provisions way.
With great agility the squaw mounted some rocks and looked
were selected, and then Wing carried them over and made the
beyond.
two men very happy when he gave them to them.
Much to her consterna tion she saw a party of Indians riding
"Say, heathen," Sam Long said, earnestly, "you tell Young
way, their actions showing plain1y that they were
Wlld West an' the rest of 'em that we're mighty sorry we ever swiftly that
tra!I made by the palefaces.
the
following
ain't
tried to collect any toll when we met 'em outside. We
Yellow Flower started violently, for she recognized them 11s
no thieV!JS, an' we're goin' to do the square thing. If we wor'k
Red Dog and the other braves who had pursued her down the
together here, maybe we'll find a whole lot oi gold." ~
before in the canoe'll.
Wing reported this whe!'l he came back, and all were per- river the night
It flashed upon her instantly that 'the Indians had picked
fectly satisfied.
in some way and had followed the palefaces until
Really, they did not care if the two men decided to go up the trailnow
very near to the place where the trcasur,~ Wail
they were
against them.
concealed.
But It 15'RS x::.u.,!l bett.ar to be on friendly terms with them.
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Knowing that Red Dog and his braves were bent upon finding the treasure, regardless of the fact that it was sacred,
Yellow .Flower sutldenly found herself between two firo3'5, so to
. speak.
It she permitted the Indians to capture her they would no
doubt torture her and try to make her divulge t he secret.
On the other ha nd, f she turned and went back to Young
Wild West and bis fri ends, she would be upsetting the traditions of the good people of h er race.
•
Tltflre was little time to ponder over the situation, however.
If she remained there a minute longer she would s11rcly l:e
captured by the rascally redskins.
The girl thre,v her hands upward and looked at the sky as if
in prayer for a moment.
Then she suddenly decided upon what to do.
She would go back to the palefaces.
Mounting her horse, she turneu and rode away at a gallop,
and a& sho got about a hundred yards from the spot, the Indians reached a rise and saw her.
Yells of triumph came to her ears, and, looldng back, she
saw them brandishing their weapons and riding in hot pursuit.
"They no catch Yellow Flower," she declared, sh,1tting her
teeth tightly tog~ther. "She will go to Young Wild West.
The palefaces must have the gold. The bad Indians shall uot
have it."
Certainly her horse was as fresh as any of those the Indians
were riding, and she managed to hold a good lead.
Finding that they were not gaining upon her, two of the
Navajos opened fire with the carbines they carried.
The bullets whistled dangerously close to the fl•?eing girl,
but she did not quail, but leaning over with her facts close to
her horse's neck, she urged it on all the fastel'.
Some parts of the way was difficult to travel, but <;;he held
the bridle-rein tightly, and on she went, rounding ~liff~ and
galloping over stones and boulders.
She was nearing the entrance to the cavern now, for she
could see the pleasant little glen to the left.
• The Indians were probably a hundred yards behind her now,
for she had gained a slight lead.
No more shots were fired, and this caused her to feel a
<trifle easier.
But she well knew that they cj.id not want to kill her.
They were eager to learn the secret of the hidden gold of
the Aztecs.
.A.gain and again shouts In the Navajo language came to her
ears for her to stop, or she would be slain'."
But she only shook her head, and kept on riding.
Yellow Flower's only weapon was a hunting knife, whlci:l
hung from a buckskin belt about her supple waist.
With eight savage redskins in hot pursuit, her only chanc!l
was to keep In the lead, for should they overtake her, what
chance would she have at putting up the smallest part of a
fight?
'l'he ground was covered rapidly, and nearer and nearer she
got to the mouth of the underground passage, which would
lead her into the cavern wnere her paleface friends would bo
found.
Finally she reached the place, and, lowering her head,
though there was really no necessity for doing this, she dashed
into the passage, and left her pursuers behind.
But their yells rang In her ears as she proceeded on through
the darkness.
She was trusting solely to the horse now, and the animal,
being sure-footed, soon emerged to where a faint light showed.
Then Yellow Flower slackened the pace of the horse and uttered a defiant shout.
She could hear the clatter of the hoofs over the stone floor -Ing of the cavern now, and she knew that Red Dog and his
braves were still after her.
But Young Wild West and his friends were very close now,
so the Indian girl cared little.
Having chosen between two ways, she felt that ~he had done
her full duty, and she must get to the palefaces in time to
warn th6m of the approach of the enemy.
Knowing the way perfectly well, for It was little that escaped the eyes of the squaw when she entered the place that
·was sacred to her, she continued on, the horse at a trot
It must have been that the Indians had paused long enough
to light a torch, for when she looked back now she could see
one fla.ring in the darkness.
But it was growing lighter all the time, and the roar of the
,ushing underground stream could plainly be heard.
Yellow Flower rode on until she saw her pursuers appear
dangerously close.
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Then she uttered a shout of defiance, and began cailing for
Young Wild West.
Much to her joy she heard an answering shout .
Then Yellow Flower again turned and cried defiantly to her
pursuers.
As if they came to the sudden realization that she bad found
friends, the Indians yelled furiously and three of t em fired
shots at her.
Fortunately, none of the bullets harmed her, but the reports
echoed through the cavern , making sounds that were much
louder than if the shooting had been done outside.
The squaw rea ched the passage that turned sharply to the
right, and when she was through it she looked back and could
no longer see her pursuers.
Then she rode forward to meet Young Wild West and his
partner3, who were hastening that way, rifles in their hands.
"Jest as I thought, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie called out.
"It's the squaw comin' back."
Ignoring the words, Yellow Flower hurriedly dismounted,
and, running to the young deadshot, placed a hand upon his
arm, and then pointing behind her, said:
"The bad Navajos want to catch Yellow Flower. They come
this way."
"Is that so?" Wild asked, in his cool and easy way. "Well,
I reckon we'll take ca re of the bad Navajos all right. You go
back there to the girls."
The squaw nodded, and, taking her horse by the bridle, hurriedly did as she was told.
After waiting a few minutes and not seeing anything of the
redskins, the young deadshot and his partners joined the rest
at the camp they had formed in the big cavern.
"Oh, Wild!" Arietta said, "Yellow Flower has been telling
us how she thought it was wrong for her to stay here after we
had found the tr easure of the Aztecs. She stole away witlwnt
being seen, but it appears that she had not gone a great dist(l-nce when she saw the eight Indians who pursued her down
the river last night corning. They must have found the trail
in some way."
"I imagined that, Et," was the reply. "I sup1Jose Yellow
Flower decided that it was better for her to come back to us
than to be capt.med by the bad redskins."
"Yes, that's just what she said. She feels that she clid wrong
in coming with us, but now she is satisfied to remain, even
though it is agamst the rules of the good Indians of her tribe
to tamper with any treasures that were accumulated by their
ancestors."
"I am glad s)le left, then, for the chances are that the redskins would have found the way here, anyhow, and they might
have treated us to a surprise that we wouldn't have liked very
much. Now that we know they are after us, we can be ready
for them."
"We'll be ready for 'em, all right," Cheyenne Charlie spoke
up, nodding his head and smiling grimly. "Jest let the reu
varmints come. If they've got th~ir war paint on yet you kin
bet your life they won't stand much show, not If I git a good
chance at 'em."
"Hold on, there, Charlie," Wild spoke up, shaking a finger at
the scout. "You mustn't shoot any of to.em down unless they
are trying to shoot us. We don't want to have any bloodshed
in this matter if It can be helped."
"Jest as you say, Wild, but if I had my way about It I'd
make quick work of them sneakin' coyotes. They ain't no
good, anyhow. Why, most likely they would kill the squaw if
she was to refuse to tell 'em about the gold. She would refuse, too, 'cause that's the Indian way of it. She's been
brought up to stick up for what she thinks is right, an' killin'
her or torturin' her, either, wouldn't amount to nothin'."
"We all know that pretty well, Charlie. Now then, we'll
leave Yellow Flower here, and you and I will go back there
and look for the redskins. They are in a strange place, and
they won't know just which way to go, though, of course, I
suppose they could find the way here. Come on, and don't
think of using your rifle unless it Is absolutely necessary."
Charlie gave a nod and promptly walked off after the young
deadshot, who, rifle In hand, started In the direction the squaw
had come from.
"I wonder if they meant to shoot her, Wild?" he asked, in a
low tone of voice, as they reached the passage that opened
into the broad chamber."
·
• "Probably not, or else they are poor marksmen," was the
reply. "Evidently they were trying to make her stop, and
thought she might if they fired a few shots at her."
When they got to the sharp turn In the passage they became
very cautious, for they did not know but that the Indians
might be very close by.
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Peering cautiously around an angle of the rocky wall, Young ' It won't take a great while for them to Pecover from what
1 happened to them just now, and they will be prowling about,
Wild West listened.
The Indians wet e at the other end of the passage, and, turn- for they know we are here."
Let 'em come, that's all," and so saying the scout turn1;d
Ing to th e scout, he whispered:
·
"'Come on, Charlie. They are close by. vVe may as well go and started through the passage again.
Hop quickly lighted his candle, and then ther were able to
and have a look at them. 'l'l1 ere are only eight of them, and I
reckon they won't have much of a chance with us, since we see the way.
As soon as they got out of the passage, where it was light
will l;e eady for them, and they won't hardly expect it."
enough for them to proceed without the candle, Hop extlnAgain Charlie nodded.
guished it, and then they were not long in joining those who
He was quite willing to do anything the boy said.
Wall;ing along without making a sound, they soon reached had been left in waiting.
the end of the passage.
Then as lhey paused and peered out into the darkness that
CHAPTER IX.
lay beyond, they suddenly saw a match lighted within a few
A TREASURE WORTH A :MlLLION.
feet of them.
By :lid. of the flickering flame they saw two or three Indians J Sam Long and Bill Caboose were not a little frightened
at what had happened.
.
standing together. .
I They had already been questioning Jim Dart about it, and
.
One 01 th_em was h~htmg a torch.
I~ to~\h~m some llttle time to do this, for the torch did not , when Wild, Charlie and Hop came back they stood a short.
' distance away from the camp as if waiting to learn more.
.
. .
ignite ~ dily.
"What exploded back there, if you don't mind tellin' us,
But p1 e_sently it was bu1 nmg with a_ good flame, 3:nd then
Y?ung :V1ld West and Cheyenn~ Charhe had the satisfaction Young Wild West?" Long asked.
of loolm!~ upon the eight _Indians, who_ were grouped near 1 "A big firecracker, that's all," was the reply.
their wa1tmg _horses, and evidently undecided as to what they , ''Oh, we sorter thought the whole blamed mountain was
1
goin' to cave in on us."
"
Sh_?Ul:l d~ n~x_t.
"Well, you needn't be afraid of anything like that happenWild, \\~1spered the sc?~t, we oughter have Hop her~
now. He m1gh,~ do sornethrn to sorter wake them sneakin Ing. Our Chinaman threw a firecracker at a bunch of redI skins wbo chased the squaw here, that's all."
. ?"
.
rec; co yotes up.
·. Whattee Y~t! wan tee, M1sler Charhe. a voice called out ! "Sorter scared 'em away, didn't it?"
\ "I reckon so. But the chances are they will be back again."
softly from be.und them.
"Did you ever see any of the redskins afore?"
"Great gimlets! " and Charlie turned like a shot. "Here's
the blamed heathen now. Who :old him to foller us, Wild?" / "Yes, we saw them all last night. They pursued the squaw
·· No one told him, I reckon," was the i-eply. "He has a way down the river in a canoe. I may as well tell you just how
of doin g things when he's not told, you know. But it's all it was. You see Yellow Flower had a piece of parchment in
underI a little iron box' that showed the way to get to this
right. Come on, Hop."
ground place. We came in possession of it, though she didn't
The clever Chinee quickly crept to them.
He had been carrying a lighted candle, but had extinguished give it to us. However, when she knew we had it she dedared that we must keep it. It seems that you fellows in
it when he heard the voices of the Indians.
"Mo findee you allee light, Misler Wild,., he said, nodding some way learned about the existence of the treasure, and it
his head in the darkness. "Whattee mattee? Um bad led- happens to be the same one we came to look for. The eight
redskins knew enough about it to make them feel as if they
skins here?"
should get possession of it. They wanted the white man's
"You can see for yourself, Hop," was the reply.
1
"Say, heathen," Charlie spoke up, in a low tone of voice. gold, so it seems, and though we hid our trail pretty well,
"Them redskins is standin' out there as if they didn't know they must have come upon it and then followed us here. When
what they wanted to do. "S'pose you sorter wake 'em up a the squaw took a notion to leave she came in sight of them
little. Ain't you got a big firecracker or somethin' with yer? and then she quickly decided to come back again. But they
I saw her and gave pursuit. That's about all there is to the
You gc;:ierally do haye, I lmov.."
1story, Long."
"Me gottee two, thlee fireclackers, Misler Charlie."
"Ail ri ght, light one of 'em an' chuck it out there. We'll , "It's quite a lot, though, if it's all put together. I wonder
· if them Injuns is the ones we found out about the treasure
sec what will happen then."
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild?" Hop questioned, as he turned from?"
to the young de&.dshot, whom he could see fairly well, since I "I don't know. There's a young chief whose name is Red
the light from the torch sent enough light in that direction. Dog with them."
"Yes, that's all right, Hop," was the reply. "Stir them up J '·It wasn't him, then."
j "If that is the case these must have known something about
a little."
The Chinaman gave a nod of satisfaction, and quickly drew it too."
'"Oh, I s'pose a lot of 'em must have knowed about it. The
something from his pocket.
The young deadshot and his partners knew it was one of the old chief what had the secret couldn't have kept it to himself
home-made crackers he usually carried with him, and they .1 altogether."
"Well, what do you fellows Intend to do, stay here and
waited with no little interest for what they knew was sure
hunt for the gold, or try and make friends with the redskins
to follow.
1
The Chinaman stepped behind a projection of rock, and, and put yourselves against us?"
I "Put ourselves ag'in you? Not much. Young Wild ,vest.
striking a match, applied it to the fuse of the cracker.
Then as it hissed and sputtered, he crept out of the passage You have treated us too white. for that. We don't want notbin'
and rising to his feet, took a careful aim and hu1·led the ob- to do with no redskins. We're goin' to stop here as long
ject' right into the midst of the eight redskins and their horses. as you let us an' hunt for more gold. We've got a good-sized
afore
It is doubtful if the cracker hit the ground before it ex- chunk now, but we want to git all we kin carry away
we'll be satisfied."
ploded.
"All right, then, I'll take you at your word. But look out
The report was a loud one, indeed, and reverberated through
for yourselves. You had better keep around close to where
the cavern.
we are all the time, for there is no telling just when the redBut the effect was really laughable.
Frightened almost out of their wits, the eight Navajos turned skins will be sneaking up. Probably they might shoot you
to flee, some of them falling down and rolling over, while !Jefore you know it if they were to get close enough."
.
This caused the two men to show considerable alarm.
they yelled in fear and consternation.
But both declared over and over again, that they were gomg
The horses too became frightened, and made a. bolt, running in diffe;ent 'directions, their hoof-beats causing a great to stick to Young Wild West and his companions.
The afternoon wore on, and finally the daylight began to
deal of noise in the underground place.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Cheyenne Charlie, uproariously. "I gradually lessen in the cavern.
Wild bad been in no hurry to go back to the place where
,-eckon they won't want to come around here very soon ag'in.
Treasure, eh? Well, them redskins will never git any of it, he had discovered the wonderful idol and the rich supply of
an' you kin bet on that. What are you goin' to do next, gold In such a peculiar manner.
Several times he had been tempted to let the two men know
Wild?"
"We'll go · right back to the camp," was the reply. "There all about it, for he knew it would be difficult to get much of the
may be other ways to get there besides this passage. But gold loose from the rocks in which it was imbedded.
The fact of the matter was that even though there must be
don·t think that the Indians will leave here, for they will not.
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a million dollars' worth of it there, they could hardly expect so suddenly that they gave up the idea of going to look at th e
treasure place until the next morning.
to get away with much of it.
Arietta began questioning the squaw, and when she got fr om
What the boy intended to do was to go to some place and
very much she
get properly equipped and fetch pack-horses enough to convey her that though she admired the Chinaman
could not think of marrying him, the girl was not a little sur,
• it all the way.
·
This would take days if not weeks, but he meant to either do prised.
"What does this mean, anyhow, I wonder?" she asked, as she
it or else bri11g a sp~oulator there and sell the gold to him
look:ed at Wild . "Yellow Flower mys she likes Wing very
outright.
him."
Nothing had been seen or heard of the Indians since Hop set much, but that she could not thin~ of marrying
"That's mighty strange, I reckon," the young dead shot reoff the firecracker.
But it was a pretty sure thing that they were somewhere in torted. "Tell her to come here. I want to ask her a ll about
it."
the vast cavern.
The squaw came over demurely and sat down at his feet .
"Wilt!," Arietta said, as Wing began to prepare the evening
"See here, Yellow Flower," the boy said, speakin g rather
meal, "when are you going back to the place where we found
sternly, "I don't understand this sort of thing. You have
you?"
already said as much as if you were willing to marry the Chi"By and by, Et," was the reply.
naman. In fact, what you both have said would make It ap"Not to-night. Why, it's getting dark now."
"What difference does it make whether it is night or day in peir that it is already arranged. Now then, you state that you
this place? We can take tho lanterns and a cpuple of torches can't marry him."
"Young Wild West," the girl said, without raising her eyes,
and go back there and dig just as easily, can't we?"
"Yes, I ,suppose so. But it w!ll be Impossible to think of "Yellow Flower is sad. She can never go away from here.
removing that big idol that is almost covered with solid gold, She will die here."
This was rather startling, and question her as they might ,
.
you say."
"It's solid gold, all right, Et, and of course it would be out nothing further could be got from her.
"Et," W!Jd said, in a whisper to his sweetheart, "I reckon
of tho question to think of removing it. I don't know but what
it would be better to let it be right where it Is and go and get the squaw will bear watching. Undoubtedly she is worrying
some one who is Interested and sell it outright. Of course, we about the traditions of her race, and she thinks s}ie shouldn 't
could pick enough of the gold from the rocks around the idol have came here where the Aztec treasure is. P robably s he
.
t o make it pay us, anyhow. We often come across treasures, is thinking of suicide."
"I'll watch her, Wild," was the reply. "She'll get over that
but I think this is the richest one we have ever struck."
"Yes, we are very lucky in such things, and yet if you come after we once leave here. I'll take care of her all right."
The two tents had been put up for the convenience of the
to think of it we are not in need of money."
"That's all right, Et. We can always find a way to get rid party, since there was nothing near that might be used as
of money. There are Jots of people on earth who have little of sleeping places.
Arietta told Anna and Eloise to assist her in watching t he
it, and maybe we can fix it so we can benefit a lot of them.
squaw, and finally when It came time for them to retire to
We'll try to do so, anyhow."
Supper was cooked anJl, eaten, and by this time it was to- I the tent, it was arranged that at least one of the girls would
be awake all the time.
tally dark.
It must have been something aften ten o'clock when all
Long and Caboose had a fire blazing, and sat near it, each of
but Jim Dart turned in, for he was to stand the first watch .
them ready for an attack from the Indians.
Shortly after the rest had retired, Jim walked over t o where
They were stationed at a good ·point, so it was doubtful if
the redskins could get very close to them without being dis- the two men were sitting near the smoldering mass of their
campfire.
covered.
"You fellows going to remain awake all night?" he asked.
The more Wild thought about It the more he became con"We don 't know what else to do," Sam Long answered, with
vinced that It would be out of the question to think of geta shrug of the shoulders. "Young Wild Wes~ said as how
ting away with much of the gold he had discovered.
But he felt that it would be all right for them to go and ' the redskins might come along at any time. If we should
have another look at the place, since his partners and the happen to go to sleep they would clean us out afore we !mowed
girls had not been there Jong enough to really take in the it."
"vVell, why don't one of you sleep at a time, then?"
wonderful scene.
The distance to the place was not more than a couple of bun- , "We was jest thinkin' about that. Are yo u gQJ.n' to stay
dred feet, so when he proposed that some of them go there, all awake?"
I "I am going to stay awake until It Is time fo r Cheyenne
quickly assented.
"It won't hardly do for us to all go and leave the camp Char lie to relieve me."
here ~lone, even though Long and Caboose are so close by," ! "All right, then. I r~ckon Bill kin go ahead an' lay.._ do wn.
·
he said, with a shake of the head. "I reckon the rest of you I'll keep awake aleng with you."
can go, and I'll stay here. I was there much longer than you . Caboose seemed to be glad of the opportunity, for he sp read!
were, and I had a better chance to take In all that was to be · out his blanket a short distance from the fl're and dropped
it.
seen."
1upon
Nothing occurred until it was nearly time for Jim to arouse
"I'll remain with you, too, Wild," Arietta spoke up. "We
, the scout to take his place.
can go some other time."
I Then the sharp ears of the boy detected sounds that were
"Just as you say, little girl."
"Yellow Flower no want to see the gold," the squaw spoke out of the usual, and it did not take him more than hair· a
minute to r eal ize that Indians were creeping that way.
up. "She will stay here."
IIe looked over to the camp of the two men and saw Long
"Me no wantee go, too, so be, Misler Wild," Wing, the cook,
spoke up. "Me llkee stay here. Me likee um squaw velly with his head nodding.
The fire had almost died out, there being but a few live
muchee."
"Yellow Flower like the Chinee," the Indian girl spoke up, coals to be seen, yet he could be seen quite plainly.
There was no light at the camp of our friends at all, so it
boldly.
was natural that if the Indians were really coming that way
This caused a laugh.
1
"What fa this, anyhow?'' Jim Dart asked, looking from one ther would head straight for the other place.
/ Jim picked up his rifle and crept over toward the spot where
to the other. "A sort of love match, I reckon."
"Lat allee light, Misler Jim," Wing answered, rather sheep- the two men were.
He was nea!l y half there when a yell suddenly sounded,
lshly. "Me talk to Yellow Flower, and she velly nicee girl, so
and then from the darkness of the cavern came several redbe."
"Yellow Flower talk to the Chlnee, and he a very nice, yel- skins.
Bill Cabocse, though he was sound asleep, was the first to
low-faced man," added the squaw, quickly.
"Jumpin' wildcats! " Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed. "What's spring to his fe et.
His partner was so dazed that by the time he was ready
been goin' on without us k nowin' it, I'd like to know? I wondcr if we kin find a dominee anywhere in this blamed old . to do anything Caboose was firing upon t~ approaching ,'
Aztec place. If we kin we'll have a weddin' as sure as guns." ' Indians.
Several shots were fit'ed by the Navajos, and then Cheyenne :
"My blother allee samee fool Chinee," Hop spoke up. "Me
m&.!ly um squaw one tlmee, but she die. Me no wantee some Charlie, who had immediately left the tent when t he alarm
sounded, opened fire with his rifle, Young Wild West not 1
n~ore squaws. Me no likee gittee mally."
All hands were so much amused at what t hey had learned being near enough to him t o restrain him.
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The result was the firing did not last more than' two or.
three minutes.
Then Hop Wah lighted a lantern and they made a survey
of the olace.
. "Every blamed one of 'em, Wild!" the scout exclaimed,
1
jubilantly. "That's what they git for sneakin' up that way.
!Hello! One of 'em ain't dead, an' b-lamed if it ain't the chief!"
Sure enough, Red Dog ha.I just made a move to crawl away.
The scout pounced upon him in a jiffy, and after a short
struggle overpowered him.
As he dragged him into the light of the lan tern it was
quickly discovered that he was not harmed in the least.
No doubt he had dropp ed to the ground to escape being
shot, and bad been waiting for the chance to sneak away.
But his seven companions were either dead or dying, for
1t l!eemed that Long and Caboose had made their shots tell
as well as the scout.
,
"This is what. I call too bad," our hero said, as he went
around and looked at the fallen Indians. "It's a shame that
they were able to follow us here. I did want to get through
. this adventure without shedding any blood."
"That's all right, Wild. You didn't shed none of it," the
scout said, quickly,
"I know I didn't, but you did, Charlie.''.
"Yes, but wasn't the) tryin' to shed some of ours?"
"Undoubtedly they Wlre. But never mind. There's no use
tn talking about it now. It has been done, so that settles it.,,
At this juncture Arietta came running swiftly to the young
deadshot.
"Wlld!" she exclaimed, t'Xcitedly. "Yellow Flower has disappeared. I fear that she n:ay have gone somewhere to put an
end to herself."
"There goes some one," Sam Long spoke up, and a glimpse
was instantly caught or a human form as ii ran to the passage that led to the water, where the big golden idol had been
found .
Wing, the cook, who was evidently bent upon saving his
redskin sweetheart, uttered a sharp cry of alarm and started
1n pursuit.
Then the rest followed, Hop carrying a lantern, while Charlie lighted one of the torches.
Wild turned the captured chief over to the keeping of Long
and Cab-oose, telling them to see to It that he did not get away,
ai:ut then Ile went on through the passage.
He was the last to reach the end of it, and when he saw
Charl1e kneeling over the edge of the rocky bank holding out
a torch, a broad grin on his face, he knew that something
funny must have happened.
Really, there was nothing funny about it, after all, for at the
foot of the-Idol at the other side of the stream sat Wing, hold1ng the Indian girl tightly in his arms.
"He's got her, Wild," Char Ile called out, and then he broke
into a genuine laugh. "He was bound she shouldn't drown.
The blamed squaw must have jumped right in the water, an'
by the time we got here Wing was in after her. That's a
whole lot more than his brother would have done, I'll bet,
'cause that water looks about as black as ink, an' there ain't no
tellin' how deep it ls."
"It's pretty deep, all right," that's a fact, but I reckon somebody had better go back and get a rope. we must haul them
across. It's too bad the squaw has taken a notion to end her
existence. Maybe since she has seen the idol that her ancient
ancestors used to worship, no doubt, she might change her
mind."
·
"She changee her mindee, Misler Wild," piped Wing from
the other side. "She velly solly she jumpee In um watee."
"All right, then."
Jim turned and went back through the passage and was not
long in getting a rope.
" Hey, young .feller!" Long called out. "What's goin' on,
anyhow? Did you ketch the squaw?"
"Yes, she's all right," was the reply.
"Where are you goin' with the rope?"
"She's at the other side of the stream with our Chinese
cook, and we want to haul th em across."
"Did she try to drown herself?"
"I suppose she did."
"Oan't we g" an' have a look at what's goin' on?"
"Yes, come on, and fetch the chief with you." ·
Jim said this on the impulse of the moment, for be thought
it would really do no harm, since it would be a sort of satisfaction to him to let Red Dog know that the treasure had been
found.
The two villain hustled the redskin along,

I

I

When they all got there Wing wail! standing on a rock at
the foot of the idol, the squaw nestling with her head close to
his breast.
Red Dog gave a violent st art when he beheld the image, and,
{)romptly fell upon his knees,
"That sorter stings him a little, I reel on," Long said, with a
grin. "What the mischief is it, anybJ'.)w? It looks as though
it's made of gold."
"A little more gold there than t he piece of the urn you
found, I reckon," Wild remarked, smilingly. "'That's what I .
found after I was whirled here by the underground stream. A
very lucky boy, I suppose you will call me."
"Lucky!" gasped Caboose. "It's more than luck. Why, how
in thunder do you ever expect to git away with so much gold?
There's about a hundred million dollars' worth of it here if
there's a dollar's worth."
"Not quite as much as that."
"I don't know about that. There's enough here to buy the
whole United States, an' I'll bet on it:''
Jim threw the rope across, and the Chinaman and the squaw
were soon delivered safely on that side.
"Well, Yellow Flower," Wild said, looking at the girl sternly, "I reckon you have made a fool of yourself. Are you still
bent upon taking your own life?"
"Yellow Flower will marry the Chinee brave," was the reply, in a low tone of voice. "She no want to die."
_
"All right. That sounds a whole lot better. I believe you
are sincere in what you say, too."
Then they all made their way back to the camp.
Red Dog pleaded so hard that he was given permission to
go about among his dead companions and remove what they
had of value on them.
Then, with the assistance of Long and Caboose, the bodies
were carried to the underground stream and thrown in to
drift on as far as the mysterious current might take them,
leaving them no doubt where many of their ancestors had gone
before them.
The next morning Young Wild West was not long in making up his mind that the best thing they could do would be
to take some of the gold with them and make for the nearest
mining camp.
Sam Long and Bill Cabo_ose were quite will!ng to go with
them, but they first had it understood that nothing was to be
said of what had happened to the two men who had been with
them.
Several times they declared that it had been a fair fight,
and that the two men had tried to kll} them, but they had
managed to get the best of them.
There was nothing else to do but to believe the story, so.
Young Wild West and his friends were willing to let it go, at
that.
They arrived two days later at a good-sized mining camp,
taking Red Dog, the chief, with them.
He was ver penitent, and at the promise that he i1ould not
interfere with them again, after Yellow Flower had declared
that he would not dare to do such a thing after having once
seen the golden idol, he was permitted to go his way.
Young Wild West found a man representing a syndicate, and
a few days later he escorted a party to the wonderful cavern.
A deal was made, which meant that o.ur friends would receive fifty per cent. of the value of the gold that was taken
out.
•
A little later they learned that the Smithsonian Institute
was bargaining for the idol, with the intention to remove It
and place it at Washington, D. C.
But right here we may as well state that this was never
done.
'
·
However, there was no doubt a million in gold that Young
Wild West had discovered after so nearly meeting his death.
Wing did not marry Yellow Flower, after all, for the peaceful Indians on the reservation objected to it so strongly that
the match was broken.
But it had been quite a little romance while it lasted, and it
furnished a subject for our friends to talk about long after.
Of course, Sam Long and Bill Caboose came in for their
share of the gold, but whether it ever did them a great deal of
good or not cannot be said, since Young Wild West and his
never saw anything of. them afterward.
Next week's issue will contain "YOtJNG WILD WEST BAFFLING DEATH; OR, ARIETTA AND THE CHASM."
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CURRENT NEWS

The territory in northern Africa, recently conquered by
Italy from Turkey, has been divided into two distinct
colonies, viz., Tripolitania and Cirenaica, with capitals
at Tripoli and Bengasi, respectively. A governor for each
colony is to be appointed by the King of Italy upon the
joint recommendation of the ministers of Colonies and of
War.
O'. L. Blanton, editor of a newspaper in Boston, Ga.,
and Hewlette Walton were walking through a swamp the
other day when a whipsnake five feet long began winding
itself about Walton's leg. Walton became frightened and
started to run through the woods, carrying the snake with
him. A bullet from Blanton's rifle shattered the reptile's
head, which was swinging about twelve inches from Walton's leg.
'
It is proposed to build an electrically operated subway
connecting the Isle of Wight with the mainland. The
length of the line will be some four miles, and the route
will be in a dfrect line between Stokes Bay on the mainland and Ryde on the Island, the crossing lying a little
to the east at the pojnt where passengers for London disembark from the German steamers~ The total estimated
cost is $3,750,000.

off its debt at the rate of $100,000,000 a year is a perform.ance which may well strain its :financial powers; and it
may also provoke the inquiry whether it is not more heroic
than discreet. Any other nation would remit more of its
debt to the future." May this not be one of various indications that Japan is •'stripping for a fight?"
--'----i
1t will surprise many readers to learn that there are
two chapters in the Bible which are practically i{ientical,
these being the nineteenth chapter of the Second Books of
Kings and thirty-seventh chapter of Isaiah. There are 829
chapters with 592,493· words in the Old Testament, and
260 chapters and 181,253 woro.s in the New Testament.
Asked off-hand, one would probably Sjly there were more
words in the Bible than in Shakespeare's works, but, as a
matter of fact, th balance is in favor of the Bard, who
has the respe table total of 814,780, or 41,317 more than
the Bible. Altogether his plays have no fewer than 1,277
characters, one of whom (Hamlet) has 11,610 words to
deliver. "Hamlet," indeed, is the longest play, containing as it does 3,930 lines, while the "Comedy of Errors"
is the shortest, with 1,777 lines. The longest word is
"honori:ficabilitudinatibus," which is certainly a tonguetwister, and might take the place of "truly rural" as a
test of sobrie_ty, always providing the police officer was
able to pronounce the word himself. The curious can
find all the letters of the alphabet in the twenty-first verse
of the seventh chapter of Ezra, while reference to the One
Hundred and Seventeenth Psalm will show that it is not
only the shortest chapter in the Bible, but also the niictdle
chapter of the book.

We. are informed by Prof. F. DeR. Furman, of Stevens
Institute that one of the graduates of Stevens recently made
a little pleasure trip in a balloon inflated with natural
gas. The ascent took place at Akron, 0., and was the
first ascent in a regular touring balloon ever made from
that town. So successful was the trip that there is a
J. B. Joel the South African sportsmltn, purchased
chance of forming a small aero club in Akron to make
regular ascensions at a cost probably not exceeding $10 per Prince Palatine in London, recently, from T. Pilkington.
for $250,000, the highest price ever paid for a thoroughpassenger. The pilot of the balloon was R. H. Upson.'
bred horse. The previous mark was held by Flying Fox,
who changed hands at $196,875. Prince Palatine is .r anked
The first monster public clock keeping time in accord- with the great horses of the English turf. He has run
ance with the new French computation has just been un- only twice this year, winning the Coronation Cup at Epsom
veiled in the tower of the Saint Lazare railway terminus. and the Ascot Gold Cup. In the latter race August Bel- .
The peculiarity of this timepiece is that it has two separate mont's ' Tracery was leading a quarter of a mile from
dials, which change places automatically on the strokes home; when a man rushed on the track and caused him to
of midnight and midday. The first is numbered from zero fall, as was the case when a suffragist marred the running
to twelve, and the second from thirteen to twenty-four. of the Derby by grabbing the bridle of the King's horse.
Even logically minded people who objected to the sup- Good critics have expressed the opinion that Prince
pression of either zero or twenty-four o'clock in the ordinary Palatine would have been beaten by Tracery except for
double-figured dials can find no objection to the 'ain.t the outrage. Mr. Pilkington . bought Prince Palatine as
Lazare clock. Five minutes before midnight will be as a yearling for $10,000, and ·the horse has earned a forethey will to have it, "five minutes to twenty-four," and most place in the turf world. He has three more engagefive minutes after midnight, "fi,,e minutes past zero."
ments this year, the Goodwood Cup, the Doncaster Oup
and the Jockey Club Stakes. Mr. Belmont's Tracery also
,. The public debt of Japan,, is $2,l 65,000,000. That is is eligible for the last named, and interest centres in the
$24 a head of her population. But Italy's is $78 a head, meeting of two great horses. Under the conditions of the
• Great Britain's is $80 and l<'ranc:c's is $160 a head. ·w hat sale Prince Palatine will fill his engagements and be
makes the debt of J ap:m sePm so heavy, acc<Jrding to the turned over to Mr. Joel at the end of the season. Although
"Xew York Tribune," "is the extraordinary rate at which not :finally decided, he may be raced another year before
she is paying it off. For a nation of 53?000,000 to pay being retired to the stud.
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THE BADT OWN BOYS
-

OR-

UP AGAINST THE WORLD
•

By DICK ELLISON
( A SERIAL STORY)

,,

CHAPTER XII.
OFF WITH THE GOLD.

Little imagining how the fire had occurred, Buck and
Big Horn Bill stood "gazing at it from the office door.
"We must fly now!" exclaimed Bill. "This is only the
beginning. I see their game. They me~ to :fire the whole
camp and attack us in a body. I knew it was coming, Buck,
but I didn't think it was coming so soon."
"But my partner J" _gasped 'Buck, afraid for Rob now.
"I can't desert him I"
"You must!" said Bill, fi rcely. "There will be no
chance for ybu to get down there after him, although I
had meant that you should."
" I must and I shall!" replied Buck.
"You mustn't and you won't!" retorted Bill, drawing a
rernlver. "Buy, here's a barker that means business and
a hand behind it which was never known to miss its aim.
Don't rile me. I may not be from Badtown, but I'm a
bad inan to run up against for all that.· Get over there to
the barf!"
T he ord~r was peremptory and the tone in which iit was
given made Buc;k's blood run 'cold.
There was no such thing as refusing Big Horn Bill then.
Buck saw that his life would not have been worth a moment's purchase if he had dared, so he said no more, but
·allowed himself to be hurried on toward the barn.
Bill threw the big doors open and went in.
T here were a number of horses in the barn and a big
wagon stood outside in the yard.
"Boy, are you ready to obey orders?" demanded Bill.
"If you are, w.e will proceed; if not, I will kill you tight
now!"
" I'm with you," replied Buck. "vYhat am I to do?"
" Pull that wagon around in place. Help me harness up
your horses, then drive round to the office door."
Buck went to- work in silence.
Bill worked with him and, as may be rell believed, they
allowed no grass to grow under their feet.
The horses were elegant stock.
Two of them were big Normandy geldings, powerful
beasts, capable of pulling any load.
Buck, who had wits enough not to show any feeling at the
threats Bill had made, remarked on this.
" Yes," replied Bill, "there is no better stock in Wyoming than this. It's just elegant. And can't they pull?
Just you wait and see."

'

In a few moments the horses were harnessed and the big
wagon was drawn around to the office door.
By this time the fire in the camp had greatly increased.
Flames were shooting heavenward and great shower s of
sparks rose with them, while dense clouds of smoke rolled
down the valley.
'
Loud shouts were heard, too . It was a perfect roar of
voices and although words could not be distinguised on
account of the distance, it was evident that the wildest
excitement prevailed in Big Horn.
"I guess the camp is doomed!" cried Buck.
"I'm sure of it," replied Bill. "I see Jake Savage's
game now. They intend to clean everybody out and wind
up with me."
"Hark! They are firing! There's a fight on ! You
have got some friends left in Big Horn it seems!" Buck
exclaimed.
"It's a case of Kilkenny cats," replied Bill. "They will
kill each other and wind up with me if they get the
chance. The more kill the fewer · there will be to
divide tl1e gold among; that's the how 0£ it, boy. Now
then, in with you. We have got to hustle that gold on and
make a quick start."
'
"And after that?" asked Buck.
"After that it depends upon ourselves. Let them overhaul us if they can and vou bet there will be some dead
men in Big Horn before I give up the ghost."
Thus saying, Bill lost no time in opening the door of the
treasure-room and he and Buck set to work moving out
the bags and loading them upon the wagon.
"Is there no watchman hcTc at the mill?" asked Buck,
suddenly, for the thought had not occurred to him before.
"No," replied Bill, "not to-night. Ike did that business
and he is gone, as you know. Hustle now, boy, hustle !
There is not a moment to be lost; only wonder to me is
that ttey haven't been along here before."
Buck worked for all he was worth, thinking of Rob all
the while.
He could not desert his friend. Neither did he feel like
leaving Bill while a chance remained to save his wagon
load of gold for Senator Starr, to whom it r ight fully belonged.
Never was a boy in a worse dilemma than poor ~uck
and he fe-lt nt> better about it when at lasit the bags of
gold were all loaded on the wagon and t he t ime had come
to start.
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Bill carefully locked -the treasure-room and the office I It was . a wonder Rob did not strike on the sharp stones
door.
/ along the edge of the creek and kill himself, but he escaped
• ,By this time the fire had made great headway.
; that and tumbled plump into the water.
A dozen or more buildings were all ablaze and the : It half revived him, and he made a few struggles to ·gain
wl101e· sky was illuminated as bright as day.
; the shore.
"Strange they don't come," said Bill, as he climbed up ; But Rob was too far gone for that, and he would surely
upon the wagon seat. "Can I have been misinformed i have drowned if a long slab, a piece of mining timber from
after all? But no, that's impossible, for they are coming the mill, had not come past him just then.
1
now!"
1
Rob clutched the timber and held on desDeratelv.
Buck caught sight of them at the same instant.
Consciousness half left him then, but still he ~lutchecl
A big mob of men had just emerged from the shadow I the slab desperately and was swept on down Big Horn
of the nearest building of the doomed camp.
l Creek where this wild mountain stream like many others
Most of them were on foot, but the two in the lead were . of its kind in that strange region, goes sweeping under
mounted.
1 the great mountain barrier which marks the 'end of the
"Jake S-avage and Hank Spencer!" cried Bill. "Yes, 1 valley.
'
·
we are up against it now, Buck! They are after me."
I Where it comes out again none knew, of all those ilt
Buck climbed to the seat and seized the reins, while' the valley, unless perhaps it was Big Horn Bill.
Bill got up his rifle.
On .flew the slab with Rob clinging to it, aud he never
"D:rrive straight into the bed of the creek and turn down!" even knew when the barrier was reached.
he cried. "They see us! Come on, you skunks! I'm
Poor Rob!
ready for you! I'll make the fur fly!"
The slab swept under the rocks and was gone.
A wild cry went up from the mob as they caught sight
That for the present being the encl of Rob's adventures
of the wagon.
in the valley of the Big Horn, we must return to Buck and
"Big Horn Bill ! Big Horn Bill ! There he goes! Big Horn Bill.
Running away with the gold!" they yelled, and all hands
"I suppose we are lost?" remarked Buck, looking back
turned in the direction of the creek.
at the wild gang who came in _hot pursuit after them, and
Buck lashed his horses into a run and the heavily-loaded he lashed his horses into a run.
·
w'agon rattled over the stones.
,
"That's what we hain't," growled Bill. "Not by several
There seemed to be absolutely no escape from the jugs full, young feller. Just a minute now. Just a minute,
mob and yet Big Horn Bill sat beside him calmly holding and we shall be out of their sight. If we ever come into
his rifle with an air of triumph on his face .
it again my name is not Bill."
"Let 'em come! I'll read 'em a lesson, Buck," he said.
The bluffs were right ahead of them.
"On, boy! On!"
As we have remarked before they were ab9ut twenty feet
1
high, and of course the moment the wagon. passed between ,
them, it was out of sight of the toughs.
CHAPTER XIII.
On the left was a rocky ledge, on the ;right was a level
space thickly overgrown with trees.
THE ESCAPE.
Beyond these trees was the bluff, and beyond the bluff
the mountain side.
Leaving Buck Bryson and Big Horn Bill for the moIt all looked black and forfodding, aµd no one would
ment to do the best they can for themselves, we must re- ever have guessed the secret in Big Horn Bill's mind, but
turn to Rob, who had indeed got himself into a bad fix, he had a secret, and it was to be the means of his making
for he was closely pursued by the toughs, who, in, a mo- his escape.
'
ment's time, came dashing out of the cellar door.
"Here we are," said Buck; "now what?"
Rob dodged' in among the tents and the houses apd aid
"This," replied Bill, pointing to a trail which led jn
his best to escape.
among the trees. "Turn your wagon, -boy, and be blamed
In a 1 moment the flames began shooting out the back of 1quick about it, for we have a lot of hustling to do before
Isaacsori's store, lighting up everything around with a lurid we escape."
glare which was so confusing to poor Rob that he scarcely
Buck turned into the trail, and in a moment they were
knew in which direction he was ru:i;ming.
lost to view among the trees.
That was the time Rob made a terrible mistake for in
The trail ra'n straight to the foot of the bluffs, .ending
trying the dodging act he unfortunately dodged right in apparently a_t a point where big prospecting operations
the hands of the toughs close down _by the creek.
had been gorng on, for · t~e rocks ';ere all blasted away,
In an instant they pounced upon him and knocked him and the stone lay around m great piles.
out.
In one place the trees had been extensively cut down,
"Why they clid not shoot him it is hard to say, for they and branches heaped up high against the rocks. .
all carried re.volvers stuck in their belts, but they did not,
As there seemed to be absolut~ly no chanc~ of gomg, -any
and instead gave him a most terrible beating about the further, Buck gave an exclamat10n of despa1r.
head.
·
Well!" said Bill. "You think we are blocked, eh.
· The bag ,vas snatched away, and poor Rob in a half un- sonny? Is that it?"
conscious state ~as liter ly kicked over the i,dge of the
"Looks so, doesn't it?" replied Buck.
bluff into the creek.
· ('l'o be continued:)

·'
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ITEMS _OF INTEREST
TO BEAUTIFY THE CA.i:'AL.
A monumental legend, written in great concrete letters
on the face of Culebra cut and telling the history of the
building of -the Panama Canal, is the central feature of
the plan of the commission of fine arts for beautifying the
canal. The commission's report was sent to the Senate by
President Wilson.
Recommendations by the commission were based on the
advice of Daniel Chester French, sculptor, and Frederick
Law Olmsted, landscape architect. They evolYed an
elaborate scheme for improving the natural scenic effects
along the canal, and proposed the erection of a monumental
entrance for the Atlantic end in the form a lighthouse,
provided the construction of a foundation for such a
structure was practicable.
The commission also proposed a monument directly
above this, on Gold Hill, the highest point touched by the
·canal excavation. It considers the Pacific end of the canal
to be so imposing in natural beauty that no artificial improvement should be attempted.

CZAR AS PRIVATE SOLDIER.
The Londol.1'. Daily Telegraph's St. Petersburg correspondent, under the title "A Crowned Private," sends interesting particulars, just published in Russia, relating to
a march made by Emperor Nicholas as a fully accoutred
private in order to gain personal experience of the toils
and duties of a Russian common soldier.
There is a well-known portrait of the present Russian
monarch as an ordinary infantryman, tramping along the
coast of the Crimea. His Majesty is dressed iE the rauk
and file uniform of the Sixteenth Company of Emperor
Alexander III.'s regiment. •
The Czar was attired as a rifleman by a subaltern, who
strapped on his Majesty's shoulders and waist the t1sual
rolled overcoat, pouches wi~1 120 rounds of ammunition,
trenching spade, ration bag, etc., altogether weighing
nearly three-quarters of a hundredweight, exclusive of the
weight of the rifle.
After the subaltern had instructed the Emperor as to
the proper use and meaning of each article, his 1\Iajcst~,
shouldered his rifle and marched up hiij and down dale
for seven miles, giving the salute of a private soldier to
the officers whom he met on the way. When he returned
to the palace his soldier's tunic was saturated with perspiration.
The next day the Czar entered himself, according to the
regulation on the regimental roll as "Private Nicholas
Romanoff, married, of the· Orthodox faith, coming from
Tsarskoe-Selo."
FEATS OF PHOTOGRAPHY.
Photographers, professional and amateur, have expended
their skill and energy in obtaining all manner of difficult

/

pict-qres-running horses, jumping athletes, flying cannonballs, flashes of lightning, to say nothing of the shifting
spectral lines of revolving double stars. But the great
stumbling-block to all photographers, so assert the scientists, is the airy soap bubble. One such has said that fora long time it has been his ambition to picture a soap
bubble in the act of breaking. He has experiern1ed much
difficult.v, however, in attempts of this kind, since the time
occupied in the disappearance of a breaking bubble must
be only a small fraction of a second.
Anybody who has watched a brilliant soap bubble burst
knows how quickly it vanishes. The p.uthority quoted
thought it may take one-twentieth of a seconq; but by
repeated experiments he has found that the time occupied
in the disappearance of the iridescent film is not more than
one-three-hundredth of a second.
'l'o catch and photograph one of these Ya.rushing fil~a
between the instant of its breaking ancl that of its complete extinction proves a most difficult undertaking, but
.
it has been accomplished.
It might be thought that it would be equally difficult to
catch a lightning flash; but it must be remembered that
lightning makes an intensely vivid impression, while the.
soft reflection of a soap bubble is evanescent even in. the
bright glare of an electric spark.
From printing the irriage of the flying edge of a broken
bubble in thti three-hundredth part of a second to disclosing the eli, tence of great nebulre in the heavens by the
cumulative efl'ec-t of several hours of continuous exposure,
the modern photographic plate is performi11g many
wonders in beha 1f of science and proving itself one of the
most powerful means at man's disposal to unlock the secrets of nature.
It has been suggested that it is entirely within the bounds ·
of po~sibility that the famous Specter of the Brocken may
yet have its photograph taken ancl so become familiar to
thousands who have never seen the mysterious shade itself.
It is kno,rn that the so-called specter is simply the shadow
of ::i person standing upon the mountain, projected on the
surrou~ding mist.
Some ~-ca rs ago, it is said, an official of the Weather
Bmeau at ,Yashi11gton, while making meteorological obserrations on the summit of Mount Washington, used to
anrn~e himself bf caµsing the specters of night visitors to
the observatory to apJ)ear in the mist enveloping the peak.
For this pmposc it was necessary only so to place a light
as to cast the shadow of a person on the foggy cloud ahead
of him. Sometimes a gigantic specter was produced with
startling distinctness, though never equaling the phenomena seen from the Brockcn, where the conditions seem
to be peculiarly favorable.
An Englishman reported to the Royal Meteorological
Society the results of similar experiments made by him in·
the dense London fogs. He succeeded in raising his own
specter by placing a lime-light t the back of his hea<l.
Then he ph ographed the specter.

•
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A BOY OF NERVE
OR,

RANCHING IN THE \VILD WEST
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER IX (continued)
The crowd got out of the way, and the big bully was
left standing there, facing Carl.
The latter quietly put up his weapon and climbed into the
wagon, while Tom Whaley and the others held their
weapo~s in readiness for instant use.
Of course, the bully didn't attempt to draw his gun; but
when the · wagon was about a hundred yards away, Tom
and his companions turned and followed it on horseback.
"Well, that's the last dance we'll attend at that place,"
remarked Carl.
· "Yes; I certainly don't want to go back there again,"
said Susie.
. "I'm sure I wouldn't care to," put in Miss Walton.
It was a beautiful moonlight night, and they drove and
rode rapidly, reaching home inside of an hour.
It was very late, and the girls slept until· nearly noon
the next day.
·
Carl, though, was only about an hour beyond his usual
time of rising.
He ate his breakfast, mounted his horse and rode out
on the range to haYe a talk with Tom Whaley. Hennessey
had told him that Tom was one of the best men on the
place; had been in many shooting scrapes and seemed to
bear a charmed life, as no bullets had yet hit him.
H e found Tom about three miles away, with three or
four other cowboys; shook hands with him and from him
learned how the trouble hegan out in the barroom of
the tavern the night before.
"The fellow was speaking sneeringly of Miss Walton,
because she had refused to dance with him. I asked him
if he had e-er been introduced to the lady, and he said
he hadn't. Then I remarked that the man who was a
perfect stranger to a young lady onght to be i:;hot..for
asking her to dan ce with him. Then he suggested that
I shoot him. H e reached for hi~ gun, and thaf8 how
the circus started."
"Well, I'm sorry it happened, Tom."
"I'm not," was the quiet reply. "I'll fight for those
two young ladies, and don't care who I kill. TheY arc
angels, both of them, and eYery man on the ranch thinks
so, too."
, " I think .the same way myself," Carl admitted, "but
faere's nothing I detest so much as to see men shooting
at each other."
",Yell, if I think a man ought to be shot, I don't mind

doing it;" and Whaley bit off a chew of tobacco fron.
his plug as he made the remark.
"Well, I want to thank you for what you did, Tom.
I'm the one to stand by the man who stands by me and
mine."
"That's all right. I know the stuff you are made of.
Tom Whaley is built up the same way."
Carl mounted his house again and rode back to the
house, reaching there just a little before the noonday meal.
The girls had just come down, both quite hungry.
Adelaide was somewhat used to late hours, being quite
a society girl in Denver, but Susie had always been accustomed to regular ho-grs. The result was, she had a racking headache .
"Now, sister, you want to eat a very light breakfast,"
said Carl, "or you'll have a sick headache all the afternoon ."
"I've got it already," she remarked. "My head feels
as though it would split."
The old housekeeper, like many other motherlv old
ladies, had remedies for nearly all ti1e ills that flesh {s heir '
to; so she took Susie in hand, led her back upstairs to
her room, and proceeded to apply her remedies.
That left Carl and Adelaide downstairs together.
"Say, :vou seem to be used to that sort of racket," he
remarked to her.
"Yes; I've been to balls and parties and danced till
sunrise, and after a few hours' sleep I was all right again.
I belieYe I am stronger now than I ever was in my life."
"Well, you seem to be all ri ght now."
"Yes; I could dance all night again to-night, but I
don·t want to meet up with such a crowd as that one
again. I wish you and Susie conld come to Denver and ;
spend a month or two with us, for it's a great 1,lace for
hall s a nr1 parties."
"'I'hnnk you . I don't care much for such things. I'm
cnioying myself better out here on the ranch than I ever ;
tlicl anywhere in my life. J\Iy healt h is better than it '
ernr was, and it's the same wilh sister. But what do vou ;
say for a spin around the ranrh, either behind the po~ies !
• I
or in the saddle, 1.his afternoon?"
",Vhy, I'd like it the best' in the worlu! Either in the ,
1
wagon or in the saddle."
"All right, then. We'll· go in the saddle, for then
could go over places where no vehicle could go."
An hour or so later they mounted their horses and /

we/
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At the same instant the other one who had a.djusted his
mask sprang fonrnrd with an exclamation, a.nd aimeq a.
·
blow at her face, to prevent her firing again.
She threw up her hands as if to ward off the blow, and
the ma.n's fist struck the weapo11, knocking it from her
grasp, sending it flying nearly ten feet into the bushes.
He caught her around the waist with his left arm,
hissing at her :
• "Be still, or 1'11 kill you l"
She really didn't know what she was doing, but believing that she a.nd Carl were both to be murdered, she
thoug11t of nothing else but how she could save him and
herself.
The fellow held her with a bear-like gra.sp of his arm.
She saw the handle of his revolver in his belt, seized it,
pressed the muzzle against his side and pulled the trigger.
He uttered a yell, hurled her from him and felt for his
weapon, and it was gone.
She rose to her feet and fired at him aga.in, the bullet
whistling within an inch of his face .
The next moment he dodged behind the trunk of a big
tree, the limb of whicn had struck her out of the saddle.
"Here, shoot this fellow!" called Carl, still struggling
on th~ ground with a L1g, brawny villain, who was trying
to draw a knife.
She wheeled and fired at him, the bullet striking him
·
somewhere on his right arm.
CHAPTER X.
He gave a yell, sprang to his feet and bolted through
the bushes.
THE TRAGEDY · IN THE WOODS.
Then Carl sprang up, ran to her, snatched the weapon
from her hand, ran around the tree after the other, only
On hearing the hoarse command to halt, Carl instinct- to :find that-he had disappeared in the depths of the timber.
ively reached for his Tevolver; but at the same time a man
Then, without uttering a word, he darted off in pursuit
with a handkerchief so adjusted under his hat as to serve of the man whom ALlelaicle had last fired at.
as a mask, sprang out of the bu hes with a suddenness
Instantly sl1e recognized ,that she was left alone. The
that caused the horse to shy to the left. It unS€ated first man whom she had shot was lying there on the ground,
him, and as he fell he was seized by two men, disarmed groaning. It was his weapon she had used.
and hurled to the ground.
She looked at him, and saw, lying on the ground some
Adelaide Walton, of course, screamed for all she was
feet away, Carl's revolver, which had been dropped
three
worth. Her own horse shied up under a low-hanging limq
struggle. , She picked it up and stood t11ere with
the
in
that brushed her out of the saddle, end she, too, fell to
her hand, wondering what she coulcl do .
in
it
the ground, but was very little injured.
Of course, she was trembling from head to foot . She
She found herself seized and held in the brawny arms was hardly aw'are of what she had done, but was conscious
of a man who also used a dirty handkerchief a.s a mask.
that she had been fighting for her life.
Instead of fainting, sl1e used her finiernails on his face.
Suddenly she heard two shots, upward of a hundred
The handkerchief was torn away.
Yards awa:v, in the direction of the river.
The man uttered a hoarse · exclamation, released his
Then a silence followed of fully ten minutes or more.
hold on her a.nd quickly readjusted the mask, evidently to
She raised her voice ancl called several times:
,
avoid recognition.
·
! Carl! 'Wbere are you?"
"Carl
Two men were still struggling with Carl, whose strength
~he got no answer, and, after a few minutes she called
and activity puzzled them not a little.
again.
They were trying to tie him up.
Being undecicled what to do she looked around for the
On :finding herself released by the villain, from whose
but they hacl stampeded.
horses,
face she had torn the dirty handkerchief, Adelaide naturwhat shall I do?" she cried, wringing her ha.nds.
"Oh,
1!,lly turned to,,gaze at the struggle, and while the other
standing within a few paces of the wounded
was
She
was adjusting his mask, she sprang forward and snatched
man, who was groaning as if in agony of pain.
the revolver from the belt of one of the men who were
Finally he pleaded for a c1rink of water.
·
f!truggling with Carl.
"I would give you water if I knew where to get it," s~e
Quick as a flash she pressed the muzzle of the revolver
replied. "The river must be close by, but I don't know
against his back and pulled the trigger.
which way to go."
T he man uttered a groan, straightened up on his knees
_(To b~ continued.)
a:ii.d fell over backward.

sta.rted in the direction of the nver, which bordered on
t he north side of the ranch.
"Now for· a race !" she cried, and her steed bounded
away at the top of its speed.
He keEt up with her, of course, and in a little while
struck' the timber that bordered the river on both sides.
The nearest bunch of cowboys was two miles away, for
they were in the habit of moving the herds about so a.s to
let the grass grow again in places that had been cropped
pretty closely.
"Carl, I sa.w three men driving , l!ome cattle into the
edge of the timber just ahead of us, a. few minutes ago,"
i:;aid Adelaide.
"About a quarter of a mile ahead of us."
"Let's go up that way, then;" and they rode briskly
in that direction.
Carl kept his eyes on the gTound and :finally sa,v the
trail of a few cattle, where it entered the timber i-n the
direction of a ford on the river.
"Let's follow this trail," he suggested, and he led the
way, entering the timber.
They followed it a few hundred yards, when suddenly
a hoa.rse voice called out:
"Stop where you are, or you are a dead man, Carl
Cameron!"
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TIMELY TOPICS
•'
The House Na val Committee investigated the proposal
of Capt. Louis S. Van Duser, made when he was captain
of the New York navy yard, to abandon the present navy
yard at Brooklyn, and build a new yard at Communipaw on
the New Jersey shore of New York Harbor. He claims
that the present yard is insufficient in area and accommodation, and he would substitute at Communipaw an entirely new yard of 400 acres, with pier accommodations
sufficient to bertli 40 battleships, 20 torpedo craft, and 100
tugs, barges and submarines.
During the year 1912, 20,275,120 tons of shipping
passed through the Suez Canal, an increase of nearly
2,000,000 tons over the year of 1911. The total receipts of
$27,300,000 were the greatest in ihe history of the canal.
During the year 5,373 ships passed through the canal, and
of these 3,335 flew the British flag. Such figures as these
give ground for the hope that the Panama Canal may become self-supporting and even profitable sooner than some
'
of our statisticians have predicted.

visible when in the air. The inventor s113s ropes and
hawsers may be made unwettable, unshrinkable, and buoyant. Egyptian banknotes have been printed on waterproof
silk, which can be washed and disinfected. Forgery of
them is made an impossibility.
I

Free trade between the United States and the Philippine
Islands, which was established with certain limitations by
the tariff law.of 1909, has r_esulted in an enormous increase
in the trade of the islands, particularly the foreign commerce, according to a statement prepared by the Bureau
of Insular, Affairs of the War Department. Returns to
March, 1913, indicate that the business for the fiscal year
1913 will reach $333,000,000, or an increase of more than
seventy-five per cent. over the business done in 1909. The
foreign trade of the Islands ( i,m ports and exports) has
more than doubled during this period. In other words,
the total increase in the internal business of the islands
since 1909 amounts to $353,000,000, while the increase in
the foreign trade amounts to $156,000,000. ·

The discovery by the United State Bureau of Fisheries
Stretching across Western Australia is a rabbit-tight
fence, said to be the longest in the world. It extends for of an inexhaustible bed of giant scallops off the Atlantic
a' distance of 1,200 miles, without a break, except for Coast was reported by Commissioner Hugh M. Smith to
gates. It begins in the temperate regions and ends in the Secretary Redfield recently. It is said to extend all the
tropics, and sometimes for nearly a hundred miles it never way from Block Island to the Virginia Capes and appears
passes a human habitation. The fence ,is divided into sec- to be thirty miles or more in width. William M. Welsh
tions, each of which is under the control of an inspector. a:r;id Dr. Henry B. Bigelow, two of the bureau's scientists,
These inspectors have boundary riders, whose duty it is to who }}ave just completed a trip from the New England
constantly ride up and down their section of the long coast to Norfolk in the Fish Commission's ves8el, the
barrier, and keep it in effective condition. Since the fence Grampus, said tha,t at each haul the dredge brought up
was erected it has prevented hordes of rabbits from over- [ from one to three bushels of scallops. Another trip is to
be made at once to map out the bed, but from the informarunning and devast,~ting the region beyond.
tion already secured the :fisheries officers feel confident that
There recently diec1 in Bern, Switzerland, a remarkable a virtually inexhaustible supply of edible bivalves has been
student, who, though :fifty-seYen years olc1, had studied found. Heretofore the giant scallop had been found only
at the UniYersity of Bern for thirty-seven y~ars without in spots along the Maine coast, although the small variety
having taken his me,lical degree. This student, Gottlieb is common.
Laeclerach, erltererl the university when he was about
twenty. H e studied assiduously, hut owing to a nervous
Every so often the suggestion is made to collect all the
temperament he could never pass an examination. 1Vhen Jewish people in one land and form a great colony-a put to the tests he becdrne so embarrassed that he failed. new Judea; but it would seem that these plans can never
Having an independent income, however, and being gifted be realized, for few people know how great] the Jewish
with unmmal tenacity of purpose, he determined to gain race is scattered over different parts of the world. Recent
his degree if it took a lifetime. When he went up for statistics show that there are nearly twelve million Jews
his hml'u red th trial in the examination room he fell dead in the population of the world, of which some three piilfrom heart disease.
lion reside in America; in New York alone there are
estimated to be 1,062,00Q Jews. The Jews in Africa
The washable banknote has arrived. Mrs. Ernest Hart, roughly number a quarter of a million; while Asia has
of London, has invp1tcd a system of water-proofing which twice as many, and Australia gives •shelter to only i7,000.
is equally applicable to silk weighing a half-ounce to the The bulk of the Jewish nation live in Europe, where there
square yard and to heavy canvases weighing two pounds are about eight million ,Tews, of whom no fewer t];lan five
'to the square yard. When the process is applied to cine- million belong to Russia and a million to Austria.
~atograph screens the pictures shown are clearer and can Hungary and Germany have about a millidn J ew-s in their
be seen equally well hy people in the front and back of united population; while latest statistics return the Jews
'tbe hall. When airship covers are treated they are made in Turkey in Europe and Roumania as 240,000 for each
impervious to hydrogen and the weather and become in- country.
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"\Yell, <lE>ar, I guess the honeymoon is over." "Why do
you say that?" pouted the bride. "I've been taking stock
and fi.ud I'm down to $2.65."

Blobbs-I feel like the oldest man in the world. Slobbs
-What are you talking about? You are not yet 30.
GOOD CUURENrl' Nl~WS A.R'l'ICLES
Blobbs-Yes, but I've just been listening to a boy of 16
It is now definitely stated that French bronze coinage tell about the things he used to do when he was a kid.
will Yery shortly be withdrawn and replaced by small nickel
Cohen-You swindled me when you .old me that.horse;
25-centime pieces. A ·further new departure will be made
by the French Mint, which at the same time will issue you said that the horse could go a mile in two minutes;
·2 ¼-centime pieces, also a nickel corresponding to the when I clrov{l. him the other clay it took him three min\!}nglish farthing.
utes. Levi-That's all right-the next time you start with
him ,rnit a minute.
1
. Before one of the largest crowds that turned out at the
•
•
•
•
•
trighton Beach Motordrome this season, Arthur Chapple
.La~y (m ~ea~·s)-W1-w1ll you po1~011 my .dear ht-_tle
and Henry St. Yves won the 100-mile team race against Fido . He 1s m such agony. Chemist (politely)-W;th
a fast field and lowered the world's record for the distance p)easure, madam. Lady-With pleat-ure? ~ our nasty,
to 78 :54 4-5 seconds. The former mark was 85 minutes, unfeeling ma.n ! 'l'hen you shan't do it.
fiat, made on the same track last year. Ray Yediiz, of
"You seem to think well of the man who writes the
Philadelphia, and Bert Sayer, of Newport, R. I., finislied
second, and Charlie Davis and George Sperl, of Brooklyn, weather phophecies in this particular almanac." "Yes,"
took third money. Chapple rode a clever race all of the replied Farmer Corntossel. "I haYe compared 'em all, and
way, keeping his motor at top speed every time th.at· he he predicts more good weather than ail the rest of 'em put
·
went out. Davis gave him a tough ba\tle all the way to together."
the finish.
"Bill," said the head clerk, "I had a most exciting ad~
- Between Worsley and St. Helens, in the north of Eng- venture on my way to the office this morning. I ran into
land, is the most remarkable canal in the world. It is un- the middle of Broadway, flung up both arms, and stopped
derground, from end to encl, and is sixtee11 miles long. In a run::l\rny horse!" "Pah !" returned the cashier. "That's
Lancashire the coal mines are very extensive, half the nothing at all, my boy. Yesterday I stepped to the edge
country being undermined, and many years ago the Duke of the sidewalk, held up just one finger and stopped a
0£ Bridgewater's managers thought they could save money taxicab."
by transporting the coal underground instead of on the
surface. 'I'he canal was constructed and the mines con"What do you me&n, Bridget," demanded the mistress,
nected and d1,1ined at the same time. Ordinary canal boats "by keeping the parlor locked? Girn me the key this inare used, but the power is furnished by men. On the roof stant!" "No, mom, yez can't hov it!" "Why, Bridget,
of the tunnel arch are cross-pieces, and the men do tb.e this is insolence. Explain yourself at once!" "Sure, mom,
work of propulsion by lying on their backs on the coal and an' yez towld me yesterday not to let yez come into the
puslfing with their feet against the crossbars on the roof.
parlor aucl foind it not dusted, an' sure mom, niYer a foot
will ,rez stir in there until Oi get toime to clean it up!"
Christian Henry Heinecken, the most wonderful of_ all
"Waal," said the constable, after some parley with
the world's precocious prodigies, was born at Lubeck, Germany, in the year 1121. When but nine and a half mouths Jinks, "I reckon I know speed when I see speed, and, by
of age this human wonder could pronounce every word glory; I'll bet ye $5 ye was goin' faster'n the law allows."
contained in the Germau language, and before he had "I'll bet you five I wasn't," said Jinks. "And there's the ·
rounded out his first year of earthly existence he knew all money." He paid the constable $5, and resumed his jour:
the leading event~ of the world's history. At the age of ney. "They is suthin' in this sportin' life after all,"
fo1trteen months he could giYe chapter and verse of any chuckled the constable,' as he folded up the bill and placed
quoted passage of the Scriptures and knew the history of it in his pocket

.
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PERIL IN THE CIRCUS RIXG.
By John Sherman.

One of the most lively and picturesque features in a
circus performance is "leaping by the entire company,"
particularly in a sh'ow where it is participated in by forty
•
or fifty ~killed performers.
Running down a long inclined plane and taking a start
off the springboard, they, one by one, in rapid succession,
dart high in air and far away to land on the thick mattress,
where one or two sturdy fellows stand braced to catch them .
Over horses they fly, then over camels and elephants,
finally ov~r a pyramid of men upon the elephants' bae;ks.
It is marvelous what prodigious leaps they make, and so
swiftly do they follow each other that when they get well
going the effect is presented of a fountain actively spouting
a flood of twisting, writhing, darting bodies and legs, brilliant in all the colors of the rainbow.
Two, three or four men seem to be in the air at once,
and each turns one or two somersaults during his flight.
The spectators applaud and say, ""How pretty!" "How
graceful !" and "How easy !"
Xot one in a hundred. says what is most eminently true,
"How dangerous!"
The fact is that all circus men recognize this as one of
the most dangerous pieces of work they are called upon to
perform.
~ot a season passes in which, in every .cirrus on the
road, men are not seriously injured and eYen lamed for life
by accidents in doing the high leaps.
Sometimes backs are broken, though that is not so frequent as the breaking of legs, and a common thing is the
breaking er severe spraining of an ankle.
And there is hardly any other physi cal mischance that
the circus performer dreads so much as au injury to his
ankle. It is liable to put an end ,forever to all his riding,
tumblin~, acrobatic work, to everything, in fact, by which
he gains his, bread.
The great danger to the leaper is in his somersault. If
he is very skillful he may hare a pretty clear idea while he
is in the air of where and how he is going to lanu after a
double somersault; but many leapers go through life without solving that problem satis-facto1•ily, and of comse they
are the m01:it fr~quent sufferers by accidents.
, Landing on an edge of the thick mattress is exceedingly
apt to injure an ankle, and coming down headfirst is liable
to break the neck.
But when the adventurous performer essays a triple
somersault he never knows how it is going to result.
The first man who attempted that feat is said to have
been John Aymar, in Batty's circus, in the Isle of Wight.
He broke his neck in doing it.
It has been successfully performed by several men in this
country, but is rarely done, and when it is, does not im•press the pu~lic sufficiently to make it worth the risk it
involves. People fail to appreciate it. They do not know
, that each somersault following the first in an aerial flight
gains one-third in speed over the one preceding, so that
by the,time the third is turned the performer has not the
slightest idea of hi~ position with reference to the earth,

.,

and is powerless to save himself. If he does not break his
neck it is simply a lucky accident.
A somewhat varied form of the "leaping act," technically
known as the "Spanish Trampoline," which used to be
practiced in all circuses and is never seen now, was especially dangerous.
In that the men sprang from a solid starting point
insteaJ of a springboard, and went orer horses, the number
of which increased grad ually.
Tim Turner cleared sixi.een horses, and Hiram Franklin

,
e~~@.
The extreme difficulty of such a leap will be in some
measure realized if it is remembered that the men had· to
find all the impetus for it in their own muscles and their
little run, having no aid of a springboard to lift them to
such a height as enables tl'le somersaults to be made with
ease.
In the "trampoline" acts they almost touched the horses'
backs while turning their somersaults, and at the same
time were going forward with cannon-ball-like velocity to
•
clear the enormous distance.
Of course, many men were crippled for life in this act,
and happily it seems now to be altogether done away with.
James M. ~ixon, who was not only one of the most experienced circus managers in e country, but who used to
be a star rider many years ago, w11en he was young and
charming, is decidedly of the opinion that there is quite
risk enough in riding in the cireus to satisfy any man of
reasonable fondness for excitement. He said:
'·There is nothing else so break-necky in the business,
and the reason is that the rider is so entirely dependent
upon his horse. H~s ,own movements may be as precise
as those of a maclnne, but those of the horse constitute
an unknown quantity in the problem. When you go up of!
his back to go through a hoop or leap a banner or turn a
somersault, you don't know where he is or where you will
fi1vl him when you come uown. He ought to be right
under you all the time, but howerer well you may have
him trained, he is liable to move a little quicker or a little
slower the instant he is relieved of your weight, and his
almost imperceptible little change of gait is what makes
to .vou the <lifforcnce betn·een a round of applause and a bed
iu a hospital. )/'eeks hare Leen broken, legs and ribs fracb.ll'ed, joints dislocated, ancl knee-caps smashed innumeraule times, just because horses clid not do exactly what w.as
•
expert.eel of them."
It seems, howe\'er, that some performers1 in their am,.
bition to achieve new and startling feats voluntarily in-..
crease those hazards.
Another famous rider named Sebastian used to tur~ a
somersault from the bu.ck of his horse and go · through a
spdce hardly large enough for his body to pass between the
points of keen boll'ie knives set in a hoop.
· l\Iartin Lowande did the same thing off a bare-backed
horse.
Their clothing was cut and their skins were gashed
nearly every time they did the act, but beyond that they
escaped injury.
If the holder of the hoop should make a very slight
error in presenting it to the somersaulting figure at exactly
the proper point, a fatal accident would be the very prQbI
able consequence.

I
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One of the m6st dangerous individual feats ever per- there was no nets, and life and . limb were imperiled at'
formed in a circus ring was the "catapult" act, done by each performance.
When Leonard first did the great flying trapeze act,
Lulu a few seasons ago.
by him, he practiced it without any safeguard,
originated
In that the performer laid himself straight and rigid on
elevation, in the 'l'oulon gymnasium, and
moderate
a
at
but
the
on
him
with
lever
a
a great beam that was poised like
of it in the Cirque Napoleon,
production
first
his
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then,
springs
rubber
India
strong
of
number
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end,
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such a height that if he had
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his
swung
straining at the other. Then at a signal a trigger was in Paris,
of an inch he would have
fraction
a
but
by
clutch
his
missed
touched, the power of the springs exerted, and Lulu was
ground.
the
to
feet
:fifty-five
fallen
and
Garden,
the
of
roof
the
sent whirling up almost to
Doubtless he would have put them still higher if the roof
tui:ning a somersault, landed in a net with his eye-glasses
'still upon his nose. The tension of those springs changed had not been in his way.
As they were, the only way he had of getting to his
surprisingly in sympathy with scarcely obsenable changes
perch was by descending a little spiral staircase
starting
performance
every
in the temperature, so that for almost
lantern in the dome to it.
the
from
day,
One
on.
put
more
or
off
taken
be
to
had
them
of
some
A singularly· venturesome and dangerous act was done
just before the doors were opened for the evening performance, Lulu had an impression that he ought to test the here in the variety theaters a few seasons ago by 'Mrs. Kamachine before risking himself upon it that night. He bowls, formerly Miss Jackley, one of the famous English
tried to persuade himself that it was useless to take' the family of acrobats bearing that name.
She had a nest of ten tables built to "telescope" together,
trouble, since he had been thrown just right in the afternoon, and he could not feel that the temperature in the which, when worked up to their full extension limit, elevated her upon the topmost one to a height of thirty-five
Garden bad changed at all.
·
feet.
I
The impression rem[ined, however, and at length, yieldd,
backwar
drop
herself
let
would
she
there,
up
Standing
on
put
ing to -it, he called his assistants, set the machine,
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land
air,
the
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turn
accident,
by
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for
weight~used
his
to
equal
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tests-and touched it off. That bag of gravel was hurled her hands on the edge of the lowest table, and bounding off
clear up into the lantern of the roof, and struck a beam it, alight erect upon the stage. And, furthermore, while in
there with such force that it burst. Had he been the object the air on the way down, she would change her costume,
catapulted, instead of the bag, he would have fallen to the alighting in different colored trunks and jacket from those
net a mangled corpse. He simply remarked, "Close call," in which she appeared but a moment before on the apex of
and placidly went to work reducing the number of springs. the pyramid.
N obocly could understand how she could do it even once
The cannon act, as d9ne by Mme. Loyal, had the same
breaking her neck, yet she went right along doing
without
treachthose
catapult,
the
in
existed
that
danger
element of
erous India rubber springs. Sbe was apparently fired 'from it hundreds of times.
"Probably rather difficult, but not particularly dangerthe mouth ·of the cannon up some twenty-seven feet to a
clever
quite
ous," would, in all likelihood, express the popular judgtrapeze, where she caught on and did some
did-didn't
upon the ordinary "four-brothers" act.
she
ment
when
off
go
pistol-sett?
business. If the
happen to hang fire, the illusion was excellent, and she
Well, it is not so ''break-necky" -to use one of Nixon's
went up with such grace and ease that there didn't seem to words-as some other things that are done in the ring, but
be much difficulty or any danger in the performance. But it hurts i,,ometimes, and the "brother" who stancls )up to be
l1ad she not held herself as rigid as a log when put into jumped from and jumped on gets rnost 0f the damages.
the cannon, her legs would inevitably have been broken
In one of their evplutions, a second mounts the shoulders
when she was fired out; as certainly as Lulu's skull would of the first-who is called the "under_stander "-a third
have been cracked if he had not held it tight against the mounts to the shoulders of the second and stands erect
catapult beam the moment when he was thrown.
there, a fourth climbs up and stands on the shoulders of the
When she performed in Nixon's Chicago Amphitheater third. Then the second and third simultaneously jump out
i11 1872, the manager would not permit her to be sent up from under the fourth, who drops upon the shoulders of
without making some provision to save her if she failed to the first, turning a somersault as he falls . ·
catch the trapez1), and as he had no net then, he stationed a
'l'he "under-stander' ' covers his liead with a silk cap to
half dozen stout fellows to hold under her a "Sancho Panza fold his ears in close and shield them so that the descending
blanket," which is a large square of strong ca.nvas with grip feet may not tear them off, but sometimes the cap is moved
loops on its edges. Her husband was indignant, swore that accidentally by the departing feet of the second man.
the arrangement spoiled the effect of the act, and denounced
In that case the ears are likely to suffer.
it as a piece of useless folly.
The "under-stander" of the Shrodcs has had his left ear
For three weeks she performecl twice a clay and never had torn nearly off, and so hurt internally that a tumor formed
aii accident, but on the first night of the fourth week the in it, which had to be removed by a surgical operation.
It probably hurt him, and smely spoiled tlie looks of the
spring fai led to throw her within reach of the _trapeze, and
she fell back into the blanket. Had it not been there she ear forever, but altogether was a pleasurable excitement by
would have fallen right .back on the mouth of the cannon comparison with his sensations one season, wben he had
series of seven huge boils that continued to afflict him ,
and smashed a lot of her ribs .
T he introduction of the nets now spread u:qder all aerial through a period of twenty-five weeks, and that were all
performers has reduced to mere seeming the apparent dan- upon his poor, sore pounded shoulders. He did not shirk'a
ger of their feats. But·it bas not been a great while since performance in all that time.
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One man is dead, two are dying, and nine others are
'l'he sacred codfish caned in wootl is to be seen on
~ot expected to live as the result of a gasoline explosi_on the wans of the ha~l of represen.tatives in the sta_tehou~e
m a motorcycle at a motordromc on the Kentucky side at Bo&ton. It occupies a place of honor between two classic
of the Ohio River. The dead man is Ol1in Johnson, of pillars immediately opposite the desk of the speaker.
~alt Lake Ci~y, who was riding the machine that swerved Bostonians a,er that this is the original sacred codfish
mto the barner surrounding the track just before the ex- of the old colony and that it has had a place in the halls
Iof the lawmakers of Massachusetts for over 150 years. It
plosion.
is a relic of the assembly hall that gave way to the present
A reward of $50 is being offered anonymously for the statehouse. The .following is the original generally as.signed
return of a gold watch lost, not yesterday or the day be- to it: One Captain John Welch, of Boston, was the
fore, but eighteen years ago . The offer appeared in the 1 creator and carver of the famous fish. In his time he was
Lost and Found columns of "The New York Times," and held to be a wood can-er of no mean ability. He estaball information concerning the whereabouts of the watch lished himself in Dock Square in 1747. A member of the
should be sent to Howard & Co., at 624 Fifth avenue. Ancient and Honorable Artillery company, Welch rose in
Although the story of the loss has not been told, it would time to its captaincy. He was called on to contribute to
be a natural guess that sentiment dictated the offer of so the decoration of the colonial assembly hall, and as at that
large a reward after so ma1i.y years. The guess is borne period codfish was, the colony's main article 0f export,
out by the information that inside the case, which opened Welch conceived the notion of immortalizing it.
by a secret spring, was the "miniature of a lady." Further
description says that the \~atch had a pearl stem winder
'l'he account of the Duke of the Abruzzi's expedition to
and that the monogram on the outside of the case was in the Karakoram and Western Himalaya in 1909, ju t publetters of black enamel.
lished, reports some remarkable altitudes attained by the
party. According to the "Geographical Journal, the duke
In the waters about llfamaroneck, X ew York, there ap- undertook the expedition chiefly to contribute to the
peared recently a canoe driven by an aeroplane propeller. vexed problem as to how high it is possible for human beThis odd rraft was built by Joseph Bister, and with it he ings to climb. He and his guides, after living for 37 days
has made a speed of 15 miles per hour. The canoe is 18 at or above 16,000 feet, spent another 17 days above 18,000
feet long. In the forward end there is a light framework feet, of which 9 were spent at OP above 21,000 feet. In an
which supports the propeller shaft'. The shaft carries a attempt on Bride Pe k the party camped at 22,483 feet,
5-foot aeroplane propeller which is driven at 800 revolu- and the next morning climbed to 24,600 feet-thus carrytions per minute by a 7 horse-power twin-cyclinder engine. ing the "man level" 700 feet higher than any previous
The propeller shaft is belt-connected to the engine shaft. mountaineer. Only a heavy mist prevented them from
In order to give tbe canoe sufficient stability it is provided reaching the summit (25,110 feet). The most remarkable
with pontoons, one at each side. The pontoons aid in part of the story is that the party did not suffer from
balancing the canoe when Lne e 1gine is being cranked, mountain sickness and were little the worse in any way
but when the canoe is under way they just clear the water. for their exer~ons.
The builder of this craft has given it the name "air-canoe."
The Newark baseball team, headed by Harry Smith, the
In an endeavor to capture the "London Daily Mail's" manager, and his wife, with the wives of some of the other
prize of $50,000 for the first aviator to cross the Atlantic players, attended the service in the Union Street Methodist
within 72 hours, Col. F. S. Cody, the well-known Anglo- Episcopal Church in Newark recently on invitation of the
American airman, is building a hydro-aeroplane in which Rev. Warren P. Coon, the pastor, who preached on "Our
he hopes to cross the ocean in 20 hours. In order to do National Game." In taking up his topic the speaker
this he will haYe to average at least !JO miles per hour and likened the teams to the church in its battle against evil.
cross at the narrowest part, which lies between England He said: "The pitcher is the minister against Satan or
and Newfoundland. It is believed by those who have made his agents. The ball is the gospel. In the game the team
a tudy of the question that the first flight will be made keeps its eye on the ball; the team supports the. pitcher in
without a stop, /lS the high waves of mid-ocean would all he does; the batter is the Christian lit;ht, and i~'s up to
prove disa trous to flying machines of the present day. him to reach first base; to make advanceme t to second
The problem of deciding from which side of the water to base he must do good work, and if he doesn't touch the liag
start is .also occupying the attention of those airmen who he'll never reach third; when on third the opposing team
jntend to compf:)te for the prize. Starting from England, of evil puts forth all its strength to keep him there. Some
a flyer would traYel with the sun and would have daylight reach home, but many fall by the wayside unless a good
1
.for about 22 hours, while a start from Newfoundland hit drives them in. God is the umpire. He sometimes
would give him only 14 hours of light. However, he calls the game on account of darkness, and ,His decision is
would have the advantage of the prevailing western winds :final. Sometimes disputing His decision results in being
in mid-ocean.
put out of the game."
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"ton," when used for gross tonnage pr net tonnage, does
not mean ton-either long or shor~in the landsman's
understanding of the word, but is a measure of capacity
and not of weight. Each ton in such cases represents 100
cubic feet or 2.83 cubic metres.
Displacement means the avoirdupois weight of water
actually displaced by a vessel as she is when leaving part
fully laden. In this case "ton" means 2,240 pounds
avoirdupois. This is ascertained by calculating the exact
number of cubic feet occupied by the vessel below the
water line and dividing by 35, as 35 cubic feet of water
weighs one ton.
The cubic contents of the vessel's interior divided by 100
giYe her gross tonnage. This is taken by measuring exactly
all spaces, without any exception, below the second deck,
as well as all permanently inclosed spaces on that deck
and on all decks above.
The net registered tonnage is supposed to represent the
actual capacity ·of a vessel for cargo carrying. It is obtained by deducting from the gross tonnage the cubic contents of all spaces that cannot be userl for cargo or pasBACK FROM TURKISH WILDS.
After a horseback journey of more than 800 miles sengers, including crew's quarters, lavatories, engine
through the wilds of Persia and Asiatic Turkey, William rooms, ooal bunkers, spaces needed for ventilation, cl1art
Warfield, a Princeton graduate student, returned to this rooms, eto. The international congress that met in Concountry on the American liner Philaaelphia recently. Mr. stantinople in 1873 to draw up rules for the operation of
Warfield brought with him an interesting geological collec- the Suez Canal defined the space to be deducted in figuring
net tonnage as all space that "cannot be used for earning
tion and a tale of exciting adventures.
by being employed for carrying passengers or merfreight
cousin,
Starting from Bagdad, he young student and his
chandise."
Maryof
Warfield,
ex-Go:ve111or
of
son
Edwin Warfield, a
land,, penetrated the country of the Kurds, who are famous 1 The measurements by which gross and net tonnage are
for the lack of respect they show to foreigners. The two I calculated are so intricate that Capt. Charles A. MacAmericans, however, happened to fall into good hands at Allister, of the United States Revenue Cutter Service,
the start and were passed along from chief to chief with testifying as an expert before the Senate Committee on the
all honor and courtesy. Mr. Warfield said he thought the Panama Canal, said that "no two competent persons could
automatic rifles they carried had something to do with take the same prescribed measurements independently and
·
arrive at the same result."
the homage paid them.
rarely
capacity,"
"deadweight
term,
There is an6ther
They were detained only once, Mr. Warfield said, being
Great
the
on
barges
-carrying
coal
and
ore
of
except
used
An
arrested at Kerkouk, Persia, for taking photographs.
long
of
number
maximum
the
means
simply
It
Lakes.
at
arriva_l
his
On
freedom.
t~e~
gained
hour's talk
Smyrna Mr. Warfield Jomed Professor Butler, of Prmca- tons the vessel can earn-.
A vessel built specialiy to carry passengers and designed
ton, who h~d just ex?avate~ the large~t Greek temple ever
high speed sometimes has very small net tonnage. .For
for
succeeded
uncovered m the ancient City of Sardis and had
the Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse is of 23,500 tons
example,
language
Lydian
the
in
inscriptions
two
in translating
displacement, 14,349 gross tonnage and only 5,521 net
never before deciphered.
registered tonnage. 'The Celtic, designed for both freight
and passengers, shows much less disparity, being of 30,000
WHAT "TONNAGE" MEANS.
The average man who speaks of the S.S. Imperator as tons displacement, 24,904 gross tonnage, 13.449 net tonbeing 5Ci,OOO tons burden would be at a loss to explain just nage.
Passing through the Suez Canal, all vessels pay tolls on
what he means or understands by this. And he would be
mystified· if the exact figures of the vessel were placed the basis of net tonnage. So a warship, which has little
before him and he were asked to explain them. 'rhese space that could be used for freight, eet off cheaper than.
a freighter of similar displacement. The tr. S. S. Con~
figures are :
necticut, for example, has a displacement of 16,000 tons,
Displacement (fully laden) ........ 57,000 tons
but is registered for Suez Canal tolls at 5,877 tons net.
Gross tonnage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52,117 tons
'l'hus it will be seen that the tonnage, gross or net, of.
Deadweight capacity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,000 tons
has nothing to do with the number of tons &he can
convessel
a
are
tonna~e
registered
These terms and that of net
fusing to all but shipping men, especially as the word carry.

TO CUT TIME .:-'..lWU:N"D THE WORLD.
The time it takes to-circle the globe is to be measurably
reduced as a result of a conference of steamship and railroad companies to be h kl in Moscow during the last days
of the month. This will be done by bringing into the
regular passenger service the new Japanese railways in
Corea in connection with a fast line of steamships to
Japan. Passengers by the Trans-Siberian Railway will,
· under this arrangement, travel through by rail to Fusan
and thence by steamship to Shimonoseki, a much shorter
route than by way of the South Manchurian Railway to
Peking or the all-Russian route through Vladivostok. The
Japanese, Canadian and other steamship lines are expected to speed up communications for passengers across
the Pacific.
The great drawback to this route for passengers wishing
to see the country is that they will miss the most interesting
part of China, that in the vicinity of the Great Wall and
Peking.

THE FOUNTAIN RING.
A handsome ring connected with
rubber ball which ls c oncealed
111 the palm o! the hand. A gentle
squ·eeze forces water Qr cologne in
the !ace or the victim while he la
examining it. The ball can be instantly tilled by Immersing ring ln
water same as a fountain pen filler.
a

8

·

Prlce by mail, postpaid, 12c. ea.ch,
..
II. l,, LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

NAIL PUZZLE.
llfade o! 2 metal nail•
K eeps
linked together.
folks guesslngj easy to

Sure Fire
Accuracy
Penetration

take them a part when you

Directions
know how.
with every one.
Price, 6c., postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W 26th St., N. Y.

The World's
Record Holders

TiU(f:R'. " FAN'.
A lady'a fan made
of colored silk cloth,
'l'he !an ma.y be uaed
and then shut, and
when it opens again,
It falls In piece•; shut
and open aga.ln and it

Remin11ton- UMC .22 cal,
ft• lealqloa·UIIC cdis ••h • fl ..
cartridges have broken
two records in two years.
The preient world's 100-sbot gallery record, 2484 ex 2500, held by
Arthur Hubalek was made with these hard hitting .22's.
They will help you, too, to break your best shooting records.
Remin11ton-UMC .22's are made, too, with hollow point bullot1,
. ..
Thia ioerca1e1 their shocking and killing power.

is perfect, without a
1lgn of a break. A great surprise !or thoH
not In the trick. Price, 3Gc. by ma.ll, poatpald.
B, F. LANG, 181& Centre St., B'klyn, N. :L

MAGIO COINER.
myat!tylnr
A
amusing t r I c k.

&

n 4
Tin

Remington- UMC-the perfect shooting combination

blanks are placed unde11

IEIIINGTON ARMS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO,

the little tin cup and
apparently coined Into
dimes. A real money ...
Price, 20c.
maker.
C. BEHR, IM W.
62d St., Ntow York City.

Each set of mixed letters can be &pelled as the name of
a large city somewhe re in the world.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Learn to I swim by one. trial
Price 21i ceuto, Pootpald
• Tbe1e wa.ter~wings tn.lte up no more room than a
pocltot-bankerch lef. 'l'lle:r wel11h 3 onnoes aucl oupport. :from GO to ~.:io pounds. Wlt.h a. pa.tr I\OJOne can
learn w swim or tloat. For uso, you have ona._:o wet
,,..
~setber
:!~~~
11. F'. LA.NO, 18111 Centre St., B'kl7n. 'Iii. \'.,

Gee whiz! v\·ha\. Cu11
T"U can ha,·• "1th
tlll1 atutr. Moi1ten the
tJ~ ot your nna:er, ta,

it •n th&

will

conumu et

and

otlck,

a

1ha.ke hand• wltk

WIN APRIZE

We believe we have the best
chewing gum in the world-Brittain'a Golden Gum-and we want

i~~~i~r~g~e~: u!fi:
:futtri;~
play forms of advertising we
have adopted this . extra.ordinary
method and will gladly distribute

obtain the reward by simple service for us such as we will explain to you. We aha.II awar,d
gold 85,00 and S2,!i0 coins (sent by reg. mail),warranted Watches, Diamond Rings, sets of
Dishes, Dolls, etc. 'iWe do not ask for a cent of your money now or later, but if you like, you
can send 6 two-cent stamps for 2 pru:kageo of Brlttaln's Golden Gum jast to prove to yonrselfhow good it really is. Make no mistake, this is a genuine offer, Study out the names of
cities and the sooner you answer. the sooner you will know what joy Is in store for you. Surely
Y<Jl can devote some pleasurable study and a poskard to seeing what you will get. Address:

ITCH POWDER.

the bex,

7 HANVAA
MOER
EWN ORYK ' 8 AMRDSTA ME
9 BUSRELS S
NNOLDO
10 DUNLIB
RAISP
DERVEN .
11 MCOSWO
MORTNAE L 12 CAGHIOC

of rewards to
i . ; ; i , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • 8 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 worth
those wbo answer this advertisement, if our conditions are complied with. ,vHAT YOU
example, the
For
Europe.
and
America
of
cities
of
names
1i
the
out
Work
DO:
ARE TO
first city is ROME-what are the others? Write them on a poskard or pa.per, add your natne
and full postal address, send to us. If you are correct, we will award you a prize and you ma.y

~gi, ~guit~~:~ •.

bit

299 Bro1dwa1, New Yori t:117

Wh~t Cities do These Spell P

Ayvad's Water-Wings

:!':;'u.!~i:

•

little

---·------------

J, H. BRITTAIN CO., 150 E. 32d St.,Dept,

Thea
ye\1l"

a
drop
or
trlcnd.
apcck d9wn nls back. j
he \\'1)1
In a minute hAd
tho
1C he

Iw;'7ard

r

53 A, New York, N.Y.

CARTER AEROPLANE No. 1,
Will t\y on a horlzonta.t
line 160 !eet! e Ca.n be t\own
It
the house, and will not
attvet, y~ar1' 1tch.
In
~
wtU u1alce lltm aeratcll. rear, aqutrm &!ld
Injure Itself nor anythlntr
•ake tacea. .tut It I• perfectly ha.rrnle••. ,,
in the room. The moat per•
vie•,
lllo•t
tlta
•top
Will
Tho
It ta mado trem the eeeds of wild nl.\.Scs.
!eel little aeroplane ma.de.
with•
horrible Itch •tctpa in n re,v mlnutea, or can loa• dor, (or man)
The motive power Is fur~• checked immedJa.:ely by rub bin"° the apo1 J oat perr.a.anent lalury.
nished by twisted rubber
1
1
0
Pcr.rectly .ea.le tooarry wltho~tdanger
bands contained within the
t1~·uc~:~
b~
ll'lrea and recbarses DJ
tubular body of the ma.l'rlco u; scull a , of le"kaae.
TIil• ~•t joke et all
d
pulling tbe trigger. Loa.da from a.n:r Liquid. No
It la actuated by
chine.
.
P••t•alcl
lie&. 111 m11.ll.
cartridges required. Over six shots In one loa<IIDJL
•
·
cov, a propeller at each ~nd revolving in opposite
Wu1.1,1,· NOVEL'l'Jl CO., 29 W, Hth St, N. Y. J.11 clealers. or by mall, 60c. Pistol wi.11 rubber Send
may be obheight
In
Variation
directions.
lOc.
se1u1...ra.te,
ered bolbt.er. 36e. Holsums
by moving the planes and the ha.lance
morie1 order. No post.n.,:e sta.mps or coins accepted tained
weight. It can be made to t\y either to the
URIER.STEARNS&CO., 273 GEORGIUYE •• HODILYI, N.Y right I or the left by moving the balance sidewise before it Is released tor t\lght. Price,
..1 JJ ~ 1 t: "'"l \, tie t t !' lJ article,
85e. each, delivered.
carried by the cowboys, It
X-:aAY WONDER
847 Winthrop St., Brooklyn, N. Y,
Thia lo a wondes1•JI little L. Senarena,
is made ot fine leather,
opttc~l illusion. In use, you
with a highly nickeled •
apparently aae the bone• tn
MUSICAL SEAT
your hand, the ho!~ In a
buckle. The holster conThe beat joke out,
the lead In a penpipe-stem,
tains a metal gun, or thb
You can have more
on
principle
The
cil, etc.
clrcu1,
a
than
fun
which it ts operated cannot
same pattern as those used
of
end
no
one of th e • •
afford
with
will
It
but
here,
dlocloaed
be
by all the most famous tun for any per1on who ha1 one. ?rice. ti
All y o u
novel ties..
have to do Is to place
scouts. Any boy wearing centa eacc, by ,rail, pootpald.
one on a chair aeai·
one of these fobs will at- U. F. LA.."•IG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
(hidden under a cUBhIt will
tract attention.
lon, If possible). Then •
tell your friend to sit
JAPANESE TWIRLER,
give him an ah of western
An unearthly
down.
A wonderful Imported paper
The prettiest
romance.
will send
BY a simple manipu- ehrlek !rom the little round drum
novelty,
most puzzled
the
air,
the
and most serviceable watch
In
up
vlrtlm
your
a
handles
wooden
the
lation of
miaa
Don't
earth.
on
mortal
fob ever made. Send tor
number of beautiful t\gures. can and astonished
genuine laugh producers.
be produced. It takes on several getting one or theseand
oue to-day. Price 20 cents
lta
dolnc
·
misses
never
harmless,
Perfectly
comb t n at Ions ot magnificent
each by mail postpaid.
Price, l0c., pootpaid, work.
colors.
post-paid
mall.
by
each,
cents
20
Price
WOLFF NOVELTY 00,,
M. \I. GAJ.LH.iAN,
WOLFF NOVELTY CO,, all W, :tGUa S~ JI',, 'I,
W, 20th St., N, Y,
46th s,., z,i, 1:.
ue

feel a.a

I

:nr

:e~ i~

U.

Repeat1·ng

LIQUID pJSTOL

#

ir ~u~~e~d~~lnbttt~:~

GOOD LUCK CUN FOB

w.

•e

•

MYSTEBIOUS SKULL.
Shines In the dark. The moat
A
frlirhttul ghost ever shown.
moro- 1tartl1ng ettect could not be
Not only wlll It altord
tound.
tremendous amusement, but it ts
guaranteed to scare n.wa.y bur-glars, bill collectors, and bcok
ag-en ts. It cannot get out ot order
and can be used repeatedly: . Price,
by
4x5 inches, 15c.;
mall.
U . F. LANG. 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

CACHOO OR SNEEZING POWDER.
The ·sreateat tun•m«laor ti
(hem 'ilU. .A aman araeunt
et tbla 1>•wder. wit.en lllew,n
1n ci roem, will ca.uao
every ene to sneeze wt Uaout
a·nyone knowtn£' where it
cemoa trom. It la nry lld,t, will l!eat ln ~.
alr t•r ac,me tlme, &lld peneU"ale evol'Y neok.
a.nd caNier •t a reem. It ta i,edect-•y Ja•rmE!&thH ii :,ut u:, · tn b•t'1H, and
Jeaa.
b•tMe contain• enoush t• be uaed trona 1t t41
15 time,. Price. by mul, 10c. eaoh; ll tor t5-,
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 20th St., N. Y.

•n•

.JUJIIJ'ING JACK PENCIL.
This pencll la ma.de Ull
fn handsome 1tyle and
a-m,m::,,
WtM • look1 10 tnvttlng t h & t
every one will want to
look at It. The natural thing to do ls to
write with It, and just as soon as your friend
tries to write, the entire Inside ot the pencil
ftlea be.ck like a jumping jack, and "Mr.
Nosy" will be frightened stir!. It Is one ot
our best pencil tricks ,11.nd you will have a
ha.rd job trying to keep It. Your trlend• wlll
try to take It trom you. Price by ma.II, poat•
paid. l!)c. each.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
NEW SlJBPRIS.E NOVELTY.
Foxy Grandpa., Mr. Peewee
and other comical !aces artistically colored, to which
is attached a long rubber
tube. connected with & rubber ball, which can be ftlled
with water. the rµbber ball
being carried In the pocket,
a allsht preHure on the bulb
ca.u1e1 e. long atream, the reault ca.n ea.slly ba 1een.
Price, 15e.,
Postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 1 26th St., N . Y.

GOOD LUOK BA.NiKS.
Ornamental u well u ueeful.
lllshly nloltoled bra"8.
Whon
h..M•; j,uat Ona D•Uar.
Romatno
•• ~ opens Jt1elt.
loek•d un ~H refilled. ean be ueed
as & watchcharm. Mon•v refundPrlc•, 1-0c.
ed It net e&tlalled.
by naall.

lade .:

•

I
0111:

·

I,. 8enarens,

sn

,

Winthrop St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

DIITA.TION CIGAB BUTT.
t Is made ot a composition.
exactly · resembling a lighted
cigar. The white ashes at the
end and the Imitation ot to·
You
ba.cco-leat belnir perfect.
can ca.relesaly place It on top ot
the tablecloth or any other expen1tve piece of furniture, and
await the re1ult. Atter they see
the joke everybody will have a
good !au gh. Pr! ce, toe, each by
mall, postpaid; S tor 26c.
C. B.EHB, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
..

AUTOMATIC COPYING PENCIL.
The Importance ot
carrying a good reliable pencil need not
be dwelt upon ltere.
It Is an absolute necessity with us all.
The holder or this pencll Is beautifully
:ilckeled with grooved box-wood h:tndle, glv•
tng a fl.rm grip in writing; the pencil automatically supplies the lead as needed while
a box ot these loni: leads are given with each
pencil, The writing or this pencil Is lndellbla
the same as ink, and thus can be used tn
writing letters, addressing envelopes. eto.
Bills ot account or Invoi ces ma.de out with
thl• pencil can be copied the eame as It copyIng Ink was used. It ls the handiest pet)cll
on the market: you do not require a knl!e
to keep it sharp; it is ever ready, ever sate,
and just the thing to carry.
Price ot pencil, with box of leads complete, only
lOc.; 3 for 250.; <>D8 dozen 9,0c. postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26ti. at., N. Y.

e!!!!! I!~~~~!!!,

S'..l'AR AND CRESCENT
PUZZLE.
The puzzle Is to sepa•'
rate the one star trom
the linked ata.r and ere•·
cent without using force.
Price by mall, poatpal4
lOc.; S tor 25c.

TBICK MATCHES.
Consist ot a Swedish safety
matches,
l!lled with
box,
Just
which will not light.
the thing to cure the match
borrowing-habit. Price, 5c.,
postpard.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St .. N, Y.

ll'OLJ•"F NOVELTY co~
29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
POOKJl:T SAVINOS JM,NK.
A perfect little bank, hand•omely
1
THE INK BLOT JOKEB.
P.'.;~e\fo "~~~esrold•Itju~a:;it dt;
Fool Your Friend-.
opened untll the bank la tull, when
-'rhe greatest novel~
d
u d
an
b
ty ot the age! Have
l~c~!~. ::,a'a.e; t / b~m~g:ln ~~tln~r I
a joke which makes
Every parent should aee that their
1 au IJ h •
everybody
children have a small savings banlc,
More tun than any
as the early habit of saving their
that
novelty
other
Importance.
greatest
the
or
Is
dimes
Habits formed in early Hte are sel- 1 has been shown tn years. Place it on a desk,
0
Price f~bi~~lo!~;n?C:- ~un{ ~~~ere 8°Jrd~r!1~~~~~ 1: ; ~ ~ e';:
dom forgotten in later years.
25
3
~af~~ ~~i:f;a.ft,nk, lOc.; tor c·, 1 or on nne wear",g llppa.rel. Watch the re•
aultl Oh, Gee! Price, Ilic. ea.ch, postpaid.
c BEHR 150 w 62d st New York City . ' C.
BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
.,
•
'
,
•
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SNAKE IN THE CAMERA
TRICK CUP.
To alt appearancee
Ma.de of natural white
this little sta.rtler Is a
wood lurned, with two
round,
a
nice lookln&" camera.
compartments;
The proper way to use
black ball tits on those
tell your
It Is to
compartments; the other
By &
friends you are irolng
11 a stationary ball,
to take their picture•.
llttla practice yd'!! make
1
•
Ot course they are
the black ball ~ant1h: a
nearly
tor
tickled,
great trick novelty and Immense seller.
to
wants
Price, lOc., poatpa.ld.
everybody
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y. pose !or a photograph. You arrange them In
a group, fuss around a llttlo bit, aim your
camera at them, and request the ladies to
look pleasant. As soon as they are amlllng
THE AUTOPHONE.
preaa the
A small musical instru- and trying to appear beautiful.
Ima1rJne the yell
ment that produces very spring in your camera.
crowd.
the
Jnto
out
Jumps
anake
huge
a
when
sweet musical notes by
placlns It between the llps Guaranteed to take the 1wellin,; out ot any
shot.
first
the
a.t
head
one's
the
over
with the tonsue
Price 85 cents, by mall. postpaid.
e_dge. and blowlnr; irently
Into the Instrument. The H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
notes produced are not
unllke those ot the t\te
ELECTRIC PUSH BUT•
and flute. We send tull
TON.-The base Is ma.de of
printed Instr u ct lo n s
maple, and the center piece
whereby anyone can play
ot black wlllnut, the whole
1 thlnir
anything- they can hum, whiatle or sing, wtth
about 114 lnchea In
diameter, with a metal
25c,,
~!heJ!t~~sfi.1:id~tce. Price, lOc.; S tor
hook on the back ao t)1at
It may be allpped oYer edga
O. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
of the vest pocket. Expose
to view your N,11w Electric
Bell, when your friend will
MAGIC PIPE.
:,ush the button expecting to hear It ring.
Ma.de of a, relf1Jlar corn. As aoon as he tr iches It. you will see some ot
cob pipe, with rubber llsurea the liveliest da,c,;lng you ever wltnesaed. The
Inside; by blowing through Electric Butta, Is hea.vlly charged and will
the stem the figure will Jump clve a 1mart onock when the bu tto n ls pushed.
out. Ma.de In tollowlnr; ftg.
Price 100.. by mall, po•tpald,
urea: rabbits, donkeys, cats, WOLFF 1'0VELTY CO., H W. Hth 8t., N. Y.
chickens, etc.
Price, lOc., postpaid.
WOLl!T NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
THE MAGIC DAGGEB.
A wonderful Illusion.
To all appearances it

I

I

!

f

1

By
Fat a~fe ;;, =~o!.ces
looklnr; In ~hese mirror• up lght
your features become narrow and
elongated. Look Into It sldewlae
and ) Jur phtz broadens out in
Size
the moat co1nfcal manner.
3½x2¼ Inches, In a handsome !ml•
tatlon morocco caee.
Price. lOo. each, postpaid.
H. F. LANG, 1810 Centre St., B'klyn, N. 'Y.
THI: CANADIAN WONDEB CA.BD TRICK.
A1tonl1hlng. wonderful,
Have you
and perplexinc!
aeen them 7 Any child can
work them, and yet. what
they do ls so amusing that
the sharpost people on earth
are tooled. We cannot tell
you what they do. or othera
• would get n ext and apoll the
fun. Juat get a, set and read the direction,.
The results wlll ate.rue your friends and
utterly myatlty them. A genuine good thing
if you wish to have no end ot amuaement.
Price by mall. 10c.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y.
PICTURE POSTALS.
T),; Y consist ot Jungle sets,
Map and Seal ot States.
Goocf. Luck cards, Comi c&,
with witty sayings and tunny
pictures, cards showing cele..
brated person' butldings, etc.
In tact, there ts such a. grea.t
variety that lt is not possi ..
ble to des cri be them here.
They are beautifully emboned in exquisite colors, some
with glazed aurfacea, and
Absolutely
other• In matt.
the handsom est cards Issued.
Price 15c. tor 25 cards by
'mall.
\VOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

¥ffll6

~ht~h

~~~ln~a~

Jlo~~f:h

around in your hand
and suddenly state' that you think you have
lived long enough and had better commit
suicide, at the same time plunging the dagger
u p to the hllt into your breast or side, or you
can pretend to stab a friend or acquaintance.
O! course your friend or yourself are not in ..
jured In the least, but the deception Is perfect
and wlll etartle a.ll who see It.
Price, l0c., or s tor 25e. by mall, postpaid.
C. BEHR, 100 W. 62d St., New York City.

THE MAGIC CA.BD BOX.
One ot the best and cheapeat
tri cks tor giving parlor or
The trick
stage exhibitions.
la performed as tollows : You
request any two persons fn
your audience to each select
a card from an ordinary pack
ot cards, you then produce a
small handsome box made to
Imitate pebbled leather, which
anyone may examine as closely as they wlll.
You now ask one ot the two who have selected cards to pince his or her card Inside
the box, 'l\•hlch being done, the lid Is shut,
and the box placed on th e t able. You then
state that you will cause the cards to disappear and upon opening the box the card has
vanished and the box round empty. The other
ca.rd Is now placed In the box; the lid Is again
closed and when the box le opened the first
cud appears o.s strangely as It went. Other
tricks can be performed tn varloue ways. You
may cause several cards to disappear after
they are placed tn the box, and then you can
cause them all to appear at once. You may
tear a. card up, place It In the box, and on
lifting th e cover It wlll be found whole and
entire. In fact, nearly every trick of appeara.nee and disappearance can be done with thtt
Magic Card Box. Full printed Instructions.
by which anyone earl perform the dllterent •
tricks, sent with each box.
Price, 20c. by mall, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVF,LTY CO~ 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
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552 Young Wild West's Greaser Chase, or, The Outlaws ot the Bol"-
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der.

1187 Young Wild West Saved by a Signal; or, Arletta and the Van- 553 Young Wild West Swinging a Lariat; or, Arletta and the WU'2
H orses.

lshlng Light.
538 Young Wild West's Double Shuffle; or, The Celebration at Buck- 554 Young Wild West Booming a Camp; or, The Shot That Opened
a Gold Mine.
horn Ranch.
53!! Young Wild West Capturing a Chlet·, or, Arletta as a cavalry 555 Young Wild West and the "Busted" Mining Camp; or, Arletta
Scout.
540 Youug Wild West
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541 Young Wild Wept
Lite.
542 Young Wild West
foot to Success.
543 Young Wild West
Cavalry.
544 Young Wild West
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5 45 Young Wild West
Stake.
546 Young Wild W est
547 Young Wild West
Senor.
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and the Treasure
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and
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No. SO. HOW TO OOOK.-One of the moai
.t:'l'IQUETTE.-ll lo a great ll!e aecret, and
NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND
No. 1.
lnatructlye book• on cooklna ever publlabed.
one that every young man desires to know 11,ll
DREAM BOOK.-Contalnlng the great oracle
containa reclpea for cooktns meata. dab.
It
about. There' a happtneaa 1n 1t.
of human destiny: alao the true meaning ot
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No. 81. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.
No. 2. HOW TO DO 'l'RICK!I.-Tbe great
-Containing fourteen llluatratlona, giving the
-One of the brlghteat and moat valuable
boo)< o! magic and card trlcka, containing full
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little books ever given to the world. Everr·
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No. 3.
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HOW
86.
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full
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full
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